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Defeat of incumbent aldermen 
in North Saanich last month may 
affect the course of another 
major project in the municipality 
as well as the proposed Blue 
Heron Bay marina.
Aid. Eric Sherwood made it 
clear at the Dec. 20 council 
meeting he will oppose the im­
mediate re-zoning of property on 
Cloake Hill, where council has 
been counting on the landowners
to put in pipes connecting the 
Cloake Hill reservoir into the 
water distribution system.
Present zoning sets a five-acre 
minimum for subdivision, 
although a greater population 
density is allowed through cluster 
housing.
Owners of four 50-acre 
properties submitted a 
development plan requiring one- 
acre lots, but this has been stalled
in committee while revision of the 
community plan is under con­
sideration. There are other 
properties involved as well.
Development of three of the 
four properties, owned by Erwin 
Brochert, Geoffrey Calvert, and 
Wesley Jones, is essential to 
completion of the water 
distribution system at the north 
end of the peninsula.
The owners had agreed to
install pipes larger than their own 
developments required, in order 
to carry water from the new 
reservoir to other parts of the 
system.
To get the pipes laid, council’s 
water committee chairman. Aid. 
Jim Cumming, introduced the 
bylaws necessary to allow one- 
acre subdivision of the three 
properties.
The Dec. 20 council meeting a
letter was received from J.E. 
Anderson and Associates, a.sking 
that the fourth property be in­






The matter was referred to the 
planning and zoning committee, 
but Sherwood, the new chairman 
of the committee, said that he 
wanted the re-zoning of the entire 
300 acres around Cloake Hill to 
be handled as part of the com-
Sherwood said the pipes could be 
put in with the present rezoning.
Aid. George Westwood 
suggested the zoning would affect 
the location of the pipes, and 
Aid. Alan Cornford added 
zoning might also decide whether 
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he had voted against introduction 
of the bylaw it could not have 
been re-introduced for six 
months.
Favoring the tabling motion 
wre aldermen Jim Cumming, 
Harold Parrott and Cornford. 
Westwood, Sherwood and Edgar 
Farthing opposed it.
Westwood then moved the 
solicitor be instructed to prepare
By JOHN GREEN 
Mayor Jay Rangel cast the 
deciding vote at a special meeting 
of North Saanich council Dec. 23 
to table a zoning bylaw amen­
dment that would have blocked 
construction of a marina in Blue 
Heron Basin.
Rangel had supported the 
bylaw when it was introduced ata 
previous special meeting on Dec.
9, but council later ruled, with an appeal of the court order 
the mayor casting the deciding regarding the building permits, 
vote, that thatmeeting had not Cumming, Cornford and 
been properly called,^ ^^^^ Parrott all contended the lawyer
had said the municipality would 
probably lose on such an action. ;; 
Sherwood and Westwood argued 
the opposite, and Rangel said the : i 
lawyer had indicated such an 
appeal would have a good chance
odds turnS ].
^ rafter' that. ; Ini the ibig: -pictur^ 
chances are not great.”
The motion to prepare an 
appeal was defeated by the same 
4-3 vote.
Several speakers referred to the 
difficulty of debating what the 
- lawyer’s advice had been when it 
had been given in a closed 
I meeting. He had asked that the
ir:the meeting, with Cornford and
Cumrhing andpro-
° 15 members of when car and iruck were in collision and
his change of public waited outside for an hour
opinion, Rangel referred to and three-quarters before being
sidvice given the council by its allowed in. During that time ; ^
lawyer, Brian Barrington-Fobte, several, including former
during a closed session at the aldermen Dick Herlinveaux and
beginnihgpf the meeting.^^^^^^^^^^^^^ to leave. ^ ^
blocking the marina did not look campaign in which Herlinveaux 
good, and ‘‘1 am very loath to go Tand Terrell were defeated the - ^ ^ T ^^
into courf any more.” criticized by By PEGGIE down the CRD
The municipality has until Jan. Westwood, Farthing and Sidney council is haying a hard^: w^^ tpltl h was breaking a 
:26 to appeal a court order u Sherwood for not being; suf- '''^’eJrying to witluhaw from the precedent. Sealey said it quickly
which it had to grant building ficiently open vvith the public. Capital Regional District’s moved to rescind the original
permits for the marina ex- During the meeting reference 'mousing corporation but it’s not ■ motion excluding the three
pansion. was made to a letter written to the sitting down under the CRD unorganized Territories but
mayor by Farthing, Westwood ruling which says Sidney nipst be, . failed,^^^.^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 
he would like to hold an informal and Sherwood in which they said pnrt of the corporation. The housing corporation was
infdriTUitiotv session ”to they were ‘‘anxious to
water hydrant was hit. Water ran for some 45 minutes around 
7 p.m. Dec. 26 before it could he shut down.
Keith Siitjicrland Photo.
hear what the people of North promise” on the marina issue. unanimously it still wants < nioney and Sidney paid its share,
Saanich have to say’’ and he The letter continued: ^ to he cxcltidcd and will continue " Now Scalcy says the CRD is
imeet ihg ; between marina owner
IS
would also like to arrange a ‘‘Our views that tlic Blue ; to. appeal the C'l^D’s deciSiori.:^^^^^ $47,000 is:
cron marina coiiceiM should be ; %yppNo''P]ihSe^ rcpdfls ;
Bob Wright, the cltairmcn of the prevented stems principally from T
advisory planning eomtnission a conviction that our official 'he
and the environmental; advisory " iCommunitv Plan was breached juuunds, saltiry ol $49,000 plus $9,000 s
Commission ' and; Aid; Alan 7 by rc-zoniW bylaws and
Sherwood, such action, if not resiMed. would motion excluded Sooko, Met- exiienses.
representing the pro and anti- lead to the old (now discredited) t’hosin and Colwo(ul and whei\ Aim ol the corpoiation if
marina factions on council. procedtire of “spot /.oning” and
Aid. George Westwood called cause insecurity in the corn-
Rangel’s decision “a cop-out and munity by this departure from
another delaying action.” He overall planning, 
saici that as ;he understood the 
; law’yei''s advice; the
: ; had a peasOtiable ebaiicc of succss: aii ittcrease of; bdal-beflhing
; with '‘parf of our legal adtion.”
Rangel said he: chose to vote circumstances. y 
for the tabling motion because if Continued on Page A2
’ svto'-
establish affordablc hbusing but 
Sealey ; says; houses arc ' in the ; 
$88,000 range“and I’ye seen 
them; lower than; lliaf on tlie 
/market.'y';:;';^''';;:;-;;;y^:;V;;;'';:
In other council news, Sealey; 
reported that through action 
taken by the CRD regarding the 
proposed sewer at Ganges ‘Mt 
inay well riican we may all have to 
■"pay;” ■':-
Residents at Ganges will hold a 
referendum and if they turn 
down the sewer plan taxpayers in 
' the regibnaf district Nvill be stuck;
; \yith a;sum to pay Which !h 
as low as;$700,()00,or: as high as; 
$2.7 million”, the mayor says.
Sealey says if Ganges is per­
mitted to hold a fefe rend
decide if it wants to pay, then 
municipalities should be able also 
to hold referendums td; decide 
whether their residents are willing 
to foot the bill for expenses 
already incui fed in;; the sewer i; 
project.
Sealey told council yictoria’s :^.
Continued oh Page A3
■''jO ' *8
focus
' ■ , ’ ' '
r
7rhe New Year is a time ftrr reflection, fw 
over the did year, in this edition, we've done better than 
that, An eikhhpafte section (Hi-fi) celehrates our 7(/fh bir­
thday and takes a goodie hard look at the years from l*)/2, 
when (hdfirst editioti o^ file lievh^^ 
present time,
There were kodd tlme^ and had times and two wars in 
beiwieen. A ndffirougii the years file communities 'on: the 
Saanich Peninsula were growi and changing, Oidtimers 
' vvillf'/efognize ':"peopfe fand"events:ami""ffefi^aps": 
themselves, for newcomers, these' stories< -~i^.;fifte(i.,p’oni: 
our pies by John Green syito spent two weeks researching 
70 years of news ’— provide a fascinating peep into the 
past, ds■■; ;;;;:,■;;',"V if.:■''f;:;,;
By PEGGIE ROWANI) over the holiday season,;picking
More t han 107 Saatfteb up goods, preparing hampers and
Pctiinsula fatiiilies received help delivering them. Nest yehf, it's; ;
at Chrlsimas but of tt ioial of^ agreed, vohinteers from diher
$11 ;409.18 raised; by The coin- agencies Or clubs wiil be needed ;
tnimiiy;.; for,!fr!tc;;;Rcyjcw“$idncy:;'; ;;jjpheip;out;;,.v,|.
::;;f-ionsChristmas Fundi;:,;; ,;t:; ,Moncy;set,aside tp; help outln;:; 
lions were delivering hampers the (liilf Islands didn’t need to Igi 
lip to ilie last minute and club used -■ Saltspring ;Tslami; 
spokesitmn Mike Sealey ; said ;Cu«nmuniiy Centre was able to 
lylonday there wcic still suiiiC: to . uuse luore than $4Dp and Ite selF 
he deliseu'U - families were not sulfieient.
; at home svhen lions called hut; ;liere; on the penipsula,ipthcr; 
;'';;Twuh.y|;s..ud;;;tiiey;;'' w;pdid;;;.j;ecp;;;.’;;cbnttibdtd;r!iici4.!tc;.Tti5:i4ltChidcd;;';;;
trying, Ihulcf Bros, einployees:; W^
,;;f;;;;'TCeA3,459lel4;tn4eserve funds. _;;;..v:donntcd;S20()Tyort)t;pfBrpccrie.s|;' 
■will likely be used ui> this winter:;; y tiw coiitpany inaiched that yyith a :
lor ‘‘hard eases’’, larod lett over; $200 cheque. Bill Bauiford
will be used Kr smri a ifiod ban); feroil' (ret; 1983 calenilars at
.......F.tons .were run off'ihctf ’feet ' Sahsciia.,"Hall, flea"market';'and;
donated the proceeds and the 1st 
;;;Tidrdpva,;;Bay/;;bppWnics,:;; guides;,;.'.:; 
anil pathfinders gave $96,60 from 
donations received at a carol 
service.
If you’re feeling sociable 
tm New Year's Day and 
fancy a slice of Aid. Jim 
Laughs chocolate zucchini
cake or; Aid. John Caldcr’s
I ; Last Thursday Sealey declared 
,hinisclf;;;|‘‘depi'csscd”,;:.'.;at;;;:;ihc,;".;;;, 
n mimbcr of last minute hard iuck ; ' 
;■:'cases edming;in.;A'fterdclivei1ng;;;';.
ItampeK, Sealey 'said''hgfelt "sad'',"
; v a I sect tig ” so much hebd a n d 
; want -•- people ill despair 
• are so inanv rwotrle but rtiert* in ■ 
'i;a';tfoublc,,.t,';;'vi:".^T’';;;;;.::;:::'"’
Sealey sttid lie was looking
v;i:(o,rward,.:,::.:.to:," drawing':'" in ":Otfierv'
■;:'.';;agcnctes,,.,a<Kl.. B(-otlps;.;Joi;.,;;,coti-:;;:;;;
firming support to help people in ,
■;'_, ''(iced over jt tc .next' tcy'. rriom hs,;, .;:l|
specially nilncc pic, attend 
Sidney council’s .Ian.; I Icycc 
I - J pTu. at the town hall.
It’s: a sociaf’pccasion for 
people wiio'd: like tp nicet 
and eliatTyitlfthe pePidewhb 
'■cpnduct' pnr:;l,ocaI,;aflb,ifs 
Mayor'.;" Kibr'riia''",;Seaie'y ""''arid: 
aUlefmeii. Bui::ihis;;year' 
;'i hpre’s,;;:i,ui,|\y h'te;; b;f|wh isky>: 
( onncil decided in the in* 
.;,,ici:cs|r/,pif,|u|',cn;iy';;;;tp,;;;kc;r,v^ 
tea and coffee instead and 
each council member will 
prnx'idi' tlu'ir own ■ home
/reports........
“pcfkxlcd” his cake i
h er ':j:i US ei I nen ;:;,iu:e;:..jHtsy ■, i n,
ihckiiduai.
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•FAMILY PACK ^
12 pcs. CHICKEN ^SPECIAL'', 
1 Ige. box WEDGIES i$‘j 
1 medium COLESLAW '
Reg. $i'L ' '
656-5331
“We wish to make it clear that 
because we perceive your support 
(Rangel’s) for the actions now 
necessary to prevent the Blue 
Heron marina proposal in its 
present form, we are prepared to 
address the question of more 
marina berths as part of the 
official Community Plan review, 
provided such expansion has the 
reasonable support of the electors 
determined through more than 
the minimum statutory hearings.
“We believe that a suitable 
solution could be found avoiding
spot-zoning and showing 
evenhandedness to all marinas in 
the district.’’
Cumming commented he had 
studied the community plan at 
great length and could find 
nothing in it that the re-zoning 
bylaws breached.
In earlier discussion. Farthing 
had said that his greatest ob­
jection to the re-zoning that 
allowed Wright to expand his 
marina was that it was not 
planned by the council, but done 
at the request of the marina 
owner.
He said those who support the 
expansion have not shown it 
would be of any benefit to the 
municipality.
During his remarks he referred 
to Rangel as an “unqualified 
opponent of marina expansion,’’ 
but Rangel later said this was not 
true.
Rangel described himself as 
“very ambivalent’’, and said he 
feared that “this thing is going to 
haunt us. The quicker we get it 
cleaned up the better.’’
Cumming commented he 
“would like to get back to serving 
North Saanich and not quibbling 






Council was told its legal bill to 
the end of November in the 
marina dispute is $1,296, and 
that costs to be charged in 
December, including those for 
the court action over the building 
permits, will exceed the amount 
in the budget for legal expenses.
J)REDDI-GHEF
GUIDEyv
V TAKE OUT V
.;^::;:;v:jV::;;-656-533i
9816 - 4th ST., SIDNEY 
; r’-;»(^hickeri •Ribs •Burgers:’; :
• Soft ice Cream
MON. - FRI. 11- 8 








OPEN Mon TImtb 4 30 Midnight 
Fn -Sal 4 30 1 30 am Sun 4 30 8 30 pm
Deliveiy with minimum oicler








Van Isle Marina 
2320 Harbour Rd.
Mon. to Sat. 8 am to 4 pm 
Sii’hday 9 am to 4 pm - 656-6521




■ Open forTunch and Dinner 
; Tuesday to Sunday
: (closed lor Lunch :Tuesdayy’'
Tor FAMILY DININGy^ 
at FAMILY PRICES
T /: 'Moh::to'Friv 9 anr:: 9 pm.:; : 
Sat;: 9.am-10 pngi :' : :Sub: 9 anv^^
656-4115 2359 Beacon Ave.
Wednesday Smorgasbord Dinner and 




OPEN FROM 5 p.m.
;;;vWesl SaanicIvRd. bf; 
: . Royal Oak Shop()ing Cemre;; 
ReserVeit 10ns'479-2123:::::::
BEAUTIFUL jRENTWOOD BAV
Bronklast, Lunch & Dinner Daily 
Sunday Bruncli 11:30 anti 1:30
7172 Brentwood Drive 652-2113
SIDNEY FISH& CHIPG;
OPEN DAILY. lues. thru Saturday 
il:30 a.m:^
9807 - 4tli St., Sidney 
TAKEOUT 656-6722
::SPECIAI.IZING:IN::SEAR00D:&:£5TEAK
CRABS AVAILABLE EVERY DAY 
opeH daily for lunch & dinner
y 'y"0n Ihe.W.ilorlront"k
FAMOUS CHARDROILED STEAKS
, : Enjov our'24-iionV: Salad Bar:
- TAKE-()IJT ORDERS'':
IN THE BEACON PLAZA MALL
2321 Beacorl to
I^TEAK. PIZZA & spaghetti HOUSE 
Fvii»nlfig nininrt in 
Fine Metlilurrancan Tradition
: ■■ M'"''*'Hut''A t.'g'! ''bulfi'ig: ^
5th & BEACON SIDNEl
Silver Dragon Restaurant
Chinbso Food at 
Roasonabie Pricos
; ::;”DAII:,Y'LUNCH SPECIAL : : 




: r: itjPfgDAILY 14 AM for : 
Fine Canadian & Chtnosf) Food
:v4:DlNI’;;lN QUIT lAKfc, OUT ;: : 






■ : : ,;ji OlfLFashionnd Pricos
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK v
■: 7 ti.w. 7'p.m,''
■^■H,lCENSro'’'"Y"'4’: 652-1192-
PENINSULA CHURCH DIRECTORY
1 isliiujs tn this Cirt’clory iifu provKieO tft’u ot chiugt lo Sddnith Puiiiiisul.t ChufthifS <is a ouhht: service nt Ihe Sutney
Hevicv.-' 1 bi
ALLIANCE
•Sidney Alliance Church -P.1SI0I Mel Hnskyii M.isonicH.ill b.i.imc 1)1011 652-9572
ANGLICAN
•St- Andrew's Hev Ujyld^ullef 656-7669
968/' ■ 31(1 SI Sifliiev 656-5322
-St, David By-lhe-Sea - Hev A E (i.lifts 658-1170
slo? Cuulova Bay lUl 658-5022
-SI, Mary's ' 19:14 Cullrn Ave . Sa.inichlon
•St. StepheiC.s • Rftv ivanEuiUif 656 2812
SI Stephen's Rn : , ' , : . ' 652-4311
• Brentwood Parish Church -- Rev A Peifift ZB? Sea Drive Breniwootl Bay 652-3860
•Holy Trinity Hev. i) M.il|ns. Mills RO ;in8 WestS.innir.n Hd Noilh Snniiicli 656-3223.656-6503
BAPTIST
•Bethel Fellowship “• Pastor N B Harrison ,656-7359
2269 Mills Rd .Sidney - 656-5012
•Friendship Baptist Church — Pastor time Ktalolil Slelly's Cross Rd. . 477-8478
•SluggeltMemorialChurch — 7008 W Saanich Rd ..Btenlwood Bay • Pastor V Norcislioni , . 652-3326
•ElkLakeBaptistChurch — Rev L.M Funk: 6363 Pal Bay Hway 658-8111.477-6957
CATHOLIC
•Our Lady nt Ihe Assumption 77^3 Wftsi Sa.mir h Rd
: •St. Elizabeth's Church 10(130 thud St Siiinev 656-7433
FOURSQUARE GOSPEL
•Sidney Foursquare Church; - Paslor Oft,in',Viisun
656-3057 1
,99?')- MhSl .Sunifty^ 656-3544 i
LUTHERAN
j




•Oldtield Road Gospel ChapeT : .Rev .Inell). Mdilielon li'iUf Oldlielii Ho.ki if A 0 C ,
; 479-6237 1
•Sidney Pentecostal -- Rev 'Vftrn Iisdalift, iU3b4 Mr.non.iid hidk hci jR A 0 r:. i y 656-3712 j
■, - •St,. Andrews ■ ■ - Rev. H J Moiioy ■ Masonic.'H.ili' 4Hi'Ave .f, Mt tLikui 656-2895,-
SAANICHTON BIBLE FELLOWSHIP
keritinc) SchoolMi843 CftHlrai SaaiiKh Rn-. '. ■ : 656-'473d 7
SEVENTH day ADVENTIST y
■ Pasior M,A Alwaod.'UI4I,9 Rcslh,iveo !)i Sidnev ; . ; ; , , 656-7970, 656(2225; :
:THE CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST, LATTER day SAINTS
1 2210 Eastleigh Way.iSKlney;:' I,:y.,: ■;V ''yy'-:': 656-6623;-','
j UNITED CHURCH OF CANADA
;.| ■'•St;.John's'- - Rftv'.'-Hori Pratt '■ y,':'656y930 :'
"1 10990 Wnsl Saanich Rd 656-3213 ‘
1 •St. Paul's y 656-19307 ,
.' I 7410Malaview Rev HpnPiali -y ;:y;.y/ , 4 656-3213 t :
■ I ‘ •Shady Creek 7180 East S.ian'Ch Rd Rev Melvin H An,me,
1 •Brentwood 477-2635
”1 7162 West Saanirh RrJ 'Rev Meivin H An.jnis 652-2713





Two adult men were fined a 
total of $150 each la.st Tuesday in 
Sidney provincial court after 
pleading guilty to trespassing on 
private property and refusing to 
give their names and addresses to 
the owner of the land.
Ronald Victor Sweett, 34, of 
3358 Summerhill Crescent, 
Victoria, and Alexander Leonard 
'Jacob, 33, of 1050 Pearl 
Crescent, Brentwood Bay, were 
caught hunting deer Nov. 1 on 
private property belonging to 
Continental Explosives, James 
Island.
On Thursday Denis Jerome 
Turgeon, 39, of 2220 Mills Rd., 
was fined $200 for impaired 
driving and $200 for dangerous 
driving.
Turgedn was arrested after he 
was involved in a two-vehicle 
acciderit on the corner of Pay Bay 
and Mount Newton.:
That same day Kla.us D. 
Tsetiauner, 54, of 10965 jfealitan 
: Rd., .Sidney, pleaded guilty and 
Avas: fined $300 for: driving with 
no insurance and Jay Small, 32, 
of Langley Rd.v ^Ganges,:: was 
• fined : $150 for .possession of 
cocaine:::--
tetanus




The darkened room was 
hushed as physicians and nurses 
noiselessly glided around the 
patient lying motionless on the 
bed, knowing that the slightest 
noise or vibration could set off a 
titanic spasm.
Unnoticed, a drop of sweat 
tricked down the patients nose. It 
dropped onto his lip. That was 
the trigger that loosed the ex­
plosion. So strong was the spasm 
that his back arched till his heels 
almost met his head, breathing 
stopped, the jaw clenched, and 
muscle fibreswere torn from the 
:bones.': ■
After a spell the spasm passed 
off and the patient exhausted, 
sank into a deep: sleep having : 
been fully conscious throughout ’ 
the -whole dreadful episode. 
Wheh he awoke he knew it would 
only be a matter of time, ora 
drop of sweat, before the: next 
terrible titanic spasm occurred^ :
A figment of a health officer’s 
imagination? No. says A. S. 
Arneil, Tegional health officer, 
it’s the description: of a case of 
tetanus or lock jawi as iToccured:
' Rare thoughv’the disease^may be’ 
one case is more than eribugh as 
once the syrnptbms'develop there 
is no specific cure — only help:to 
alleviate the symptoms and hope 
that the patient will recover.
Arneil says immunization will 
protect against tetanus but only if 
given in advance of the disease. 
Tetanus immunization is in­







Twenty two foot gaff rigged sailing vessel “Water Ratv’ ’ ■ 
Built in 1934 by Rbdd ot Canoe Cove. Upper decks rig Te*
designed: by navar architect WillianrGarden in i 970. 
classic woodiBn yessel sleeps two in a double berth anij^ ; ^ 
accoijirnpdafes:a four toot long child in a pipe berth forward: 
she is ppvvered by a well cared for Chrysler lour cylihdr^^^' Y 
gasoline motor of vintage age. There is a wood stove in; the 
main saloon and a rather elegaht;;plast!c tub;which serves a 
remdvable sink :in;:the: galley;;' Self tendi^ 
coriditipri; sail covers, Cockpit awniiig ire new a 
S0unde(;-::aild:iieadp,,
'Price: ;:$1:2;;000;:fr::;';:;;'':;:-
Telephone: John Manning at
:656-oo2t:'
' . I'hfiLt;,, I '>,Ilhi ('ll (''.'tlvUiV;, "
Tv;gjNi::i.qwANL’;iit'(f(,L4M;:;:’: 
iifis hl'Cll invill'diill (lie |.'IV! 
iqAYiTlKJtiSONAtl'Al- T 
::,::i4HiAi,:s(:ii(:n,,AKsiiii':,;: 
l()v iU'l(Mul : SI,: Nlin^ ■ 
!Iji VitI'sij ),4S(;IjquI, i(j yiI:C';
itiiiii.
: 4lll' S(:'llill,ll'Hfli|ii4lltlUilL ' ‘




; 'I'iivf bowiin, (ho sun .gl : 
Mr; X( Mrs, l',.uvviin,
111 Violiii'id. sloiiil in: Iho 
lll|) (iL nil t Jril(ll|:!);i 
; sliidt'nls 'iu:iiiSH,;Ui)nii(lii':
; wliii tMiloi'Oii IlioJ Jnlviir*
:':siiy Ilf: Wgiigliiii:, M'lihs.:
; H CgiiioHl anil ho liliiytilnn .. 
:" : SMM'h :iinhi‘iili‘ii Sisnlnr ' 
'Tulls "H”: riiRhy liiimi::' 
4: /.uliiiJi^ I'ociinlly Aviin |||ot|; 
L JlLL linli'fioiuli'nf Hrhniils' :
' iiiiiriirtinonl.-; - s '
' l")hiuiliiins:\iii hKhl'h!;
L;.: ;: S(;loiliii>i!ii() iijiiUtiifsiiry;,
, , I'lugl.s III 0 Jiti.giiM' tdV;
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By JOHN GREEN
Emily Haughton can’t read 
this story because she is only 
three years old, but Emily can 
program a computer.
She and her sisters, Miranda, 
eight, and Laura, 11, are among 
the few children in this area who 
are not only able to use a com­
puter at home, but have one they 
can talk to in a language called 
“Logo.”
Early computer languages, 
such as “Basic”, were com- 
pariively simply in themselves, 
but as a result the person using 
them had to work out many 
detailed steps, all without a single 
Haw, tell the computer what to 
do...
Logo starts the computer off 
with a much more complex set of 
instructions, s'o much so that 
additional memory capacity may 
have to be added before a 
microcomputer can use it.
The result is that it is possible 
to make the computer do in­
teresting things with very simple 
additional instructions, and even 
a pre-school child can put it
through some of its paces.
What Emily can do is to make 
the computer draw pictures on a 
TV screen. A triangular mark, 
called a “turtle” appears on the 
screen, and goes forward or 
back, turns left or right, in 
response to commands that 
consist of only a single letter on 
the keyboard.
The drawings can be saved and 
called back again.
The turtle is not just a 
plaything. It can be used to teach 
geometry.
Dr. David Haughton is a 
special projects engineer with the 
highways ministry, and Katherine 
Haughton is a former school 
teacher. They wanted their 
children to be at ease with 
computers, so they installed one 
in a basement room. The children 
call it “Spock”.
They have only been using 
Logo for a few months, but two 
years ago, using a more difficult 
language, Laura was able to write 
an arithmetic practice program 
for Miranda as a Christmas
present. Instead of playing with 
the things Santa brought, the 
girls spent much of Christmas in 
“Spock’s room” doing arith­
metic.
Mrs. Haughton notes that 
computer games, like toys, tend 
to be played with for a while, 
then left on the shelf, but it is not 
that way when the children are 
experimenting with what they can 
make the computer do. They 
work out their own procedures 
and name them, then store them 
on disks for future use.
At Emily’s level the computer
helps out with questions, such as, 
“What do you want to call this 
picture?” or “what picture do 
you want to show?” that require 
the young programmer to type 
only a single word as an answer 
instead of going through a long 
series of instructions.
So far Logo is not used in most 
local schools, but it may be in 
future. The Haughtons par­
ticipated recently in a workshop 
where it was used by eight 
Saanich district teachers, and two 
of the teachers later demon­
strated it for the school board.
Happy New Year from all 
the management and staff 
of the Peacock Restaurant
We’ve enjoyed your 
patronage and look forward 
to serving you in 1983
licensed Premises - Deliveiy
RESTAURANT
Continued from Page Al 
representative on the CRD board 
— Mayor Peter Pollen — was 
originally critical of the CRD 
decision to put. sewers in and a j 
moratorium was called so 
directors could see the situation 
on the island first hand.
Sealey says she can see no other 
: solution except that sewers must 
go in. “It’s unbelieveable that 
; anyohe can wallow in that filth—- 
, it’s the most disgusting thing I’ve ; 
ever seen,’’ Sealey told council.
‘TL i it was a Third World 
, country we’d ; be \yantirig; the 
governmeht tol do : spiriething i ; 
about it.”
' V Sealey described ‘‘massive pits;' : 
just plain raw sewage dumped in 
the pits” and adds she wants to 
be sure where the lamb she eats 
comes from “since I took that 
trip over there.” Animals were 
running through the pits, she 
says.
Sealey says Pollen, having seen 
the situation, said the CRD 
should proceed with sewers post­
haste — now there’s a reversal 
and the Victoria mayor says 
; Ganges should^M 
dum, Sealey explains.;
would likely; reject; the sewer
V.j'^’plam" ■
GRC) should “go in there with a 
campaign and sell it t o the voters.;
If it doesn’t there’ll be a health 
problem. It has to be solved.”
He says the difficulty was the 
expense for a relatively small 
population —^ perhaps a special 
case could be made for the 
government to put up more 
money for this special project, 
Burdon suggests.
•There were two bids for the 
Rea y jC re e k - L o c h s i d e 
beautification study and council 
awarded it to John Gault whose 
bid was $2,845. The other bid by 
a Nanaimo firm was $12,000. 
The Provincial Capital Com­
mission will pay Tip to $3,000 for >: 
:;xost;6f the^study.T;;;";;V'i;:'
2493 BEACON AVE. 656-3944
ram
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iilioit By John Green
The best thing North Saanich council could do about the Blue 
Heron Basin marina controversy would be to drop it.
As things stand now Bob Wright will be free, once he receives 
a couple of federal approvals that are reported to be on the way, 
to go ahead and expand his marina.
Three council members are in favour of that happening and 
the other four have now made it clear that their objections are 
to the way the 1982 council gave approval to the project, far 
more than to the project itself. ^
There is also a lingering suggestion that there might be some 
better place for marina expansion — but anyone who has paid 
attention to all the material on the subject that has been dealt 
with by council in the last year or so must recognize that such is 
not the case. '
No other marina in North Saanich couid undertake sUch an 
expansion without putting floats in front of property owned by
someone-else.',.' "TT;
There are not many locations left that are sufficiently 
sheltered, in North Saanich or anywhere else around Greater 
Victoria, and such locations as there are in North Saanich would 
not necessarily be approved by the environmental advisory com­
mittee.
The Blue Heron Basin site already has unanimous approval 
from that body.
Now a BIG. Supreme Court judge has ruled the fnuhicipality 
has already gone top far to draw back; It is-alwa}/s possible that 
further court actions would have different results, but there 
seems to be little reason to take the trouble, expense and risk in­
volved in finding out.
r 1
Sarah Warrington, right, 
and Susan Blair decorate 
tree for senior citizens 
and learn true meaning 
of Christmas. The Scout­
ing Association develo­
ped project this year 
which involved young­
sters delivering and dec­





From the Dec. 28, 1922 issue of 
The Review
Although the usual business 
will be transacted at the meeting 
of the North Saanich Local of the 
U.F.B.C. next Wednesday 
evening at the Old School house, 
a very interesting debate will take 
place on that occasion, the 
subject being “Shall Capital 
Punishment Be Abolished?” Mr. 
E.M. Straight, superintendent of 
the Experimental Station will 
uphold the affirmative, while Mr. 
W.C. Clarke, of Breed’s Cross 
Road will have charge of the 
opposition arguments. The 
question of provincial party 
politics may also be discussed at 
this meeting.
50 YEARS AGO
From the Dec. 28, 1932, issue of 
The Review
Bottle drive
The Central Saanich 4-H 
Poultry Club will be starting its 
17th year on the peninsula very 
shortly, and plans a bottle drive 
in the North Saanich area on Jan.
A good part of our success can 
be attributed to r the strong 
support of members, parents, 
club leaders, and the financial 
support of the community at 
large with their contributions to 
our bottle drives, raffles, candle 
sales, etc. We are proud to haive 
Sidney Lions Club as our sponsor 
for the past four years, r 
Central Saanich 4-H Poultry
mm jprwateii^t^pr^e
Sometimes, the government bureaucracy works the way it
'Consider Ottawa’s $3,000 Home Ownership Stimulation 
grants, designed to assist people purchasing new homes as well 
T as first-time home buyers. Tens of thousands of happy Cana­
dians have already taken advantage of the program, and most 
of them report fast, fast action on their applications.
In fact, the cash is usually available within weeks, allowing 
S the prospective homeowner to use the money the day the actual 
real estate deal is finalized.
The system is working so well that, in at least one situation, 
the purchaser had the $3,000 cheque within 10 days of submit­
ting the application, including delivery by Canada Post. What’s 
more, the bureaucrats are actually breaking their own rules to 
facilitate clients who meet the intent, if not the letter, of the 
laws and regulations governing the program.
For people who have come to regard government as a gigan- 
bureaucratic monster, such service is a heady experience in­
deed.
Nevertheless^ there is a very good ibasdn for all this un­
characteristic; efficiency. AVith 1.5 million^ C
; unempiloyed, this is one of the lew high-profile governnient pro­
grams that works and, for once; the politicians weren’t about to 
be pushed around by the mandarins. V
cluttered wiilt red tape that costly professional advice is re­
quired; tpiiay nothing of the lost time.frustration and,aggrava­
tion caused by repeated delays and seemingly inane follow-up 
questions.
.lust ask any individual operating a small business.
Perhaps it is time all civil servants siafled: acting as if 
(lividuals mattered, A.ncr'all, as taxpuyefs.^in theory:u 
■' ^^;;y'e.’re;Jheii';bosses.-J^;
We who live on this island are 
curtailed to a certain degree when 
we wish to get off it and travelg;; 
elsewhere. Unless we are blessed 
with the gift of walking on water 
that problem can only be 
overcome by one of two choices 
. . . take a ferry or fly a plane.
With the ferry we have but one 
choice, but with the airlines we 
are: back to two choices again, ;
V government or private, and the 
rules for both supplying the same 
mode of transportation seem to 
be remarkably and unfairly 
different.
Let’s take the case first of Air ; 
b;g. which has suffered, along 
with its predecessors, many 
setbacks in, its efforts to get to 
; Vancouver, toiconnect with other i 
vearriers.; 'Tv'
Last April 1, in a bid tb give us 
a break, this small airline offered 
99 cent fares one way between 
Victoria and Vancouver, an offer 
many took advantage of. Fpr 
their welcome gesture in these 
times of hardship and in a futile 
atlcmpfi as it turned out, to bring 
a riiile humour into our lives on 
April Fool tlayi they were slapped 
on the wrist, told not to do it 
again, Jind to lake a day off on
V Oct. 2i ip pay;for being so kind,
Transport Commission, which 
like most government agencies, 
has no sense of humour, or it 
seems, any other .senses.
And then we have a man like 
Max Ward, who built up his 
bush-pilot seat-of-the-pahts 
flying into one of the best known, 
and in my humble opinion, best 
service airlines of the world, a 
service which has given us 
islanders for the first time in 
history of commercial aviation 
from Victoria, a direct, non-stop, 
weekly service to Hawaii without 
the inconvenience ;of first 
somehow; getting to;: either 
Vancouver or Seattle, with the 
additional inconvenience :bf 
boarding another aircraft; with 
the chance your baggage ends up 
in Hong-Kong or Europe.
And then we have our very 
own, taxpayer subsidised, 
governmentairline. This airline is 
the first to pat itself on the back 
when it makes a profit, but then 
with a bottomless cookie jar to 
dig into it could feasibly make a
with more higher paid executive 
types who will justify their 
existance by laying off lesser 
mortals to save money.
And when they do cut off these 
services they will be the first to 
cry foul play when those like Air 
B.C. and others try to step into 
the gap and help out.
What hope has private en­






With hurricane-like ferocity a 
storm which crashed against the 
Pacific Coast between 1:30 a.m. 
and noon on Thursday wreaked 
havoc along the coastline from 
northern California to Alaska.
Tearing down electric light- 
poles and power lines, uprooting 
trees and smashing to splinters 
boats and wharves were a few of 
the damages resulting from the 
storm, which is reported by many 
oidtimers to be the worst ever 
recorded in this area.
The wharf at the foot oT 
Beacon Avenue was badly 
chewed up by logs, the entire: 
string of protecting poling being 
pulled loose, although still being 
held by cables.^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
40: YEARS AGO.;
From the Dec. 30, 1942, issue of; 
The Review
Distribution of civilian- 
respirators will take place on Jan.;
profit if it flew its aircraft empty 
every day!
the goVcrnmcnFfiin Canada
It is also the first to holler 
when it purportedly is losing 
;;money. It is the same airline, 
that,while talking about layoffs 
of service personnel, can finance 
a team of Canadian climbers to 
T climb a;mountain that already 
ha? been climbed so niany times 
by so many countries it must 
wi nee every time it sees another i 
pair of spiked boots heading its; 
way.
' A team;incidentally,;that went 
;to all that trouble to get to the 
top, yet forgot tp take our 
rjatiorial flag to plant on it, while 
; the top brass try to tell us it didn’t 
come;; out of the; taxpayers 
pocket;;,
It is the same airline that puts 
out to pasture sonic of its existing 
aircraft while at the same lime ; 
orders a dozen brand new Boeing 
767s at a cost of millions.
And now They arc threatening 
l td cut service frohi Victoria to 
; Vancouver as well as flights 
across thei coiitinent. No doubt 
; that will hekr dciray; tlie cost dr 
;;tnillioiis;they jiitcHd spcncliijg 
new office,biiildings in 'roronip,
■ space (hat will probably be filled;
We would like to thank all 
people who bought raffle tickets 
on pur beautiful quilt. You not 
pnl>Atgave yourself aTchance; to
win the quilt, but you were 2 from 9 a.m. til 9 p.m., and on 
winners in our overseas projects. jan. 3 from 1 p.m. til 5 p.m., at
You gave the very poor an op- the following points: Sidney
portunity to develop their school, McTavish Road school,
potential and thus become part of Deep Cove school. Residents are
a healthier future. required to attend point nearest
Winners in the raffle were: to their resident. The cost of each
quilt - Mrs. Sandy McArthur, respirator will be $1.2.5.
Victoria; cushion - Mrs. Nancy 
Collins, Sooke; large afghan - 30 YEARS AGO
Mrs. J.T. Lindsey, Victoria; From the Dec. 31, 1952, issue of
baby afghan - Mrs. M. Volk, The Review 
PortAlberni. A really special treat was in
: Dr; ;Lotta Hitschmanova, as store for those who attended the
always at; this time Of year, is basketball game oT the barlem
eagerly awaiting results of thefall Clowns; in Saanich ton 
campaign; Donations for the Agricultural ; Hall Christmas
, use of Canadamay stiU be night, The hall was full to;
dropped off at any branch of the capacity and everyone enjoyed
Bank of NOva Scotia or, send to ; the comedy put on by AlPullin’s
PO Box 1087, Government St. boys. They kept thp fans, their
Victoria, B.C.;V8W1Y8. For ppponehts and themselves in
r further infofrrihtibn phone 478-T stitches with their ahtics.^^^^^^; w
,v42i 9. Jt;';
For the Victoria Workgroup
^'-'''Asc of Canada ■",■"■"'■•■;■
'O
Saanich (Copley Bros.) players 
thoroughly enjoyed themselves 
and joined in the fun. They even 
had Bud Michell, the referee, 
going around in circles, and at 
the final whistle the score read 
Harlem Clowns 39, Saanichton 
■20.'."A'-;-
■ 20, yeArs;ago.;t;^;:'':..;'''';::;'
From (lie Jan. 2, 1963, Issue of
:The,Review,, ■,,,-,,,
W
supporters of thu Preiilv/dod^^^^^;:^,
the fine joly of advk 
turkey bingos this fall. These 
A bingos y arc the major financial 
rt r f t e Bn
. Community Chib and allows it idr ferry for Tsawwasisen on the first 
, ; charge only nominal user
A.D. Gillespie Driving a 1955 model Pontiac,
Ronald Smith of Madrona Driyc, 
will travel through the United 
Slates and Mexico to Central 
AmeriCi'i. Following the Pan*
''T(4*?HP>((v«WrW'»HTWW«T'rrVlCWl r“7Tl>V*VfW* , 'j.;. 'T.'I,. m 'm t • ■ i ' '
American Higliway, he hopcs io 
continue his Jtnuney by Tqa^ 
through Central America as far
There's an ugly rumor per- 
; mealing government offices these 
days, and no tnalier ■ what the 1 
|X)liiicians say, the rumor refuses 
,''.:.'Gtd die,T''
Thcrc!s a very real fear that the 
governmentis stiirplanhing lo get 
rid of some lO.OOd public scr- 
valits, despitc assurances from . 
Premier Bcitneli That nobody fill 
;":,-.d;ic laid^off.;;;,;,''':''; ;,'■,.■■■■:;,:
is, you see, that tilt! : 
"government nctunlly can trirrt the;; 
public service by 10,001) bodies 
wiihoui hi)ing anyone off.
Here’s how Bcnnci can do in 
- of the 40,000 piihlie s an
; < csihnaicd i*7,00{) tire Tnixilinry 









By hot renewing Those con­
tracts, (he governmeni can get rid 
of 7,000; people. The remaining 
3,000 can easily be trimmed by
■■■atTrition.""''"'"";';"'"'''
The possiblity of 10,000 
layoffs first surfaced a few weeks 
hack, Anxious lenders of the 
; B.C; Goyernment Employees i 
Union inct with the premier and 
were reassured that nobody 
would be laid off. "1^
At first,That seemed 10pjO the
, covered by Tinioiv cohlractj They «
gel none of'the fringe bencliis, at a year, In the past, these 
including job yecitrity; renewed
" Auxiliaries are employed oiv for another period of time, and in 
' ctpnraei; Their appoiritnient may some cases, employees liavc been
' be lor tlirec months, six months auxiliaries for five years or
trick, Jlie pnion believed Ben­
nett, not .suspecting liiai he would 
lAe cheap semantics to pet 
around his;hrbinise.';'T'^''';:'':;;;.'::
But fears soon rose ngginwhen 
Tlic preinief sent fi nTemO to; all 
deputy ministers asking them to 
prcjsarc a report on how many 
people could be eliminated from 
their staff whhootihffeciing the
'fhat ihctnb has ;b^ 
deput y ministers’ hands; for niore 
thaii two weeks now and fibbody 
knows ; what; tiicii;. rccom- 
Tnctulaiions are. '^'^^ ■■■■;;■:
The plan to get Hd of 10,000 
employees seems :in;; strange 
lontrasl to Hugh Ciiriis’ fov 
nouncement that tlie prbvlneial ,
gbycriunent; winits'
cinployment;
CO ns t rite t ion of road s, bri dges 
inid tnunicipal public works. , 
;; Thai dnnouneement jeame: 
following a meeting in Ottawa of 
federal; and provincial finance 
ministers, The eoheensus m that 
',4tiecting';";was ;''4o'' ';go;;;:;fbr;;; em*,'.'
saihe : time, Stepping; mp i con- ;
ploymenth: dcspjfo ; ilje; alniost;
V;:dclivery,of.serviecs*":
certain Increafo in foovincial and 
■.federal, deficits,': ■■7;,,.;
Sowhy; wohlddhr governthe 
want To lay off, pardon me, not 
re new (h c c bid r a ct s of t ii Or i sa n <1 s 
f 'Of ■■ publ}e';,'$eryanis;y';whilc;';;at;,T he,
struetidnlo create employmciit?
d’; t^ ; you ; vyhy, ; ;dMie 
thousands of people ;ihc! 
government would let go; in the 
next few months, won’t be a 
Ifofden on thc provincial treasury 
for 12 months because they’d go 
; qivuncmpibyinent insurance.
; cau hire those who arc now off 
; ; UlC and On welfare.
A neat; scheme, albeit a 
; somewhat sleazy one. I’m sure 
'■ ;;;ii;s;,TioG going;;io,;tnspirc a' ibt;;qf., 
confidence in the government .
premier is serious about * 
; his economic recovery prograpi,
; any;inassiye:jayofl;nicasures will^
; ; be , countcr-pr(>diietive. . Yon 
simply can*t lit11 he econotny out 
of Its slump by depriving 
thousands of people of their jobs.
only he a deeper
■::,:;;''.::,:;;;;,v.::,.:.;,'Co.fl(lri«ed ofi l*agc.As;:;',
as CoUnifoia;:;'riiencc^^^;h 
ientatiyc;;plans; to> carry on to 
Peru TO chalk up a total of 10,000
;,';;10 years AGO,:
From (he Dec. 27, 1972, ksiic of 
■TIicRevIcw
Don Facey is stilF considering 
whet her or not to accept the 
position of fire marshal for 
Sidney, offered jo.hita instead of; 
the job of fire chief,
Sidney council rescinded The 
dccisiLTn to appoint a fulFtlmc 
paid firechief at a special meeting 
Wednesday, At the same time, i 
council decided to allow 
. volunteer I iremen to elect their 
own chief; for a twb-ycar period 
'";Tn a incciingHcb.'28,';;;;'.;; ■;;■
,; Ai;,;'thc;';:cbuiicii‘;,. meeting,,;‘';,no; 
explanntioii was given for the 
siidden reversal of decision op the 
hiring of the Central Saanich 
man as,firechici ■■
Wednesday, December 29, 1982 THE REVIEW Page AS
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Continued from Page A4
islump, because people without an 
jincome won’t have any pur- 
?chasing power and a reduction in 
^purchasing power will affect 
^further layoffs in the private 
'sector.
It seems to me that politicians 
should have learned that lesson 
from Roosevelt’s New Deal. That 
program started the economic 
recovery after the Great 
Depression by creating em­
ployment, and subsequently 
purchasing power, on a massive 
scale.
All this isn’t to say that the 
B.C. public service couldn’t 
stand some trimming. Perhaps 
the necessary services could be
delivered with 10,000 fewer 
employees. This, however, is not 
the time to streamline the public 
service. The time to do that is 
during a boom, when the private 
sector is able to absorb the people 
cut from the government payroll.
This is also not the time to 
worry about deficits. No matter 
how many people Bennett gets rid 
of, he will have a deficit, 
probably one approaching $1.5 
billion.
Based on an average salary of 
$20,000, the government will save
about $200 million a year by 
getting rid of 10,000 employees.
But that also means reducing 
B.C.’s collective purchasing 
power by $200 million. Using a 
multiplier effect of three, a 
conservative figure, that’s the 
equivalent of taking $600 million 
a year out of circulation. At a 
lime like this, our economy can 
ill-afford such a drain.
1 hope Bennett’s advisors will 
keep that in mind when they 
report to him on the effects a 





Sidney Rotary Anns held their 
annual Christmas party at the 
home of Mardi Dobson where 
some 18 members thoroughly 
enjoyed the buffet-style supper. 
Raffle winners were Jeff Hooker 
(Santas); Mardi Dobson (food 
hamper) and Shirley Fowles 
(turkey).
Club, spokesman Marion 
Watling thanks all who pur­
chased tickets, proceeds of which 
go to local charities. The next 
meeting of Rotary Anns will be 
held 8 p.m. Jan. 20 at the home 
of Mrs. Doreen Ruffle.
Hard times
fancy/dress ball
Members of Saanich Peninsula 
chamber of commerce will be 
attending a “hard times” fancy 
dress ball starting at 7:30 p.m. 
Jain. 8 at Glen Meadows. There’ll 
be a band and dinner buffet- 
style. Tickets $10. The next 
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This edition is for those 
peninsula people, who, in the 
bustle of Christmas forgot to 
register in the classes of their 
choice at Panorama Leisure 
Centre.
The winter 1983 Registration 
on Dec. 11 received over­
whelming support from local 
residents. Some programs, such 
as the fitness classes, filled up in 
no time while others have several 
openings awaiting an occupant.
In the area of community 
recreation the centre is looking 
for more children for kindergym
Taxpayers are remindeci of the Tax Prepayment plan in effect.
You may pay your 1983 taxes (all or any part over $5.00) before you receive 
your current tax notice, by using the amount of taxes payable in the 
previous year. When your current tax notice is issued, the prepayments and 
the balance due will be shown.
Payments received in: January 
Feburary 




- 6 per cent allowed
- 5 per cent allowed
- 4 per cent allowed
- 3 per cent allowed
,, please telephone the Town Hall
Collector.:
classes. If your tot has the energy 
of a racehorse this program 
would be perfect. They specialize 
in the development of co­
ordination and balance using the 
“trestle tree” apparatus.
The youth dance programs are 
off to a fine rhythmic start, but 
there are still spaces available for 
the energy-packed hours.
An up-coming workshop is 
sport vision fitness. This is an 
excellent chance to improve your 
visual skills. See your brochure 
for details.
The following leisure art
Getting married, 
engaged, going on 
holiday or 
just returned from a trip? Or 
have you had visitors staying 
with you? If you would like 
your sociai news printed free 
under the Peninsula People 
heading, just caii the editoriai 
- \ department at
programs are not full to the brim:
Noon can become a fun time 
for your pre-schooler to meet 
new friends with lunchtime smurf 
set. Games, songs and craft­
making are held Friday, 12-1:20 
p.m.
Calligraphy for kids is 
designed for 8-12 year-olds to 
learn the art of beautiful han­
dwriting Saturday 10-11:30 a.m.
Babysitting training course 
Wednesday 6-7 p.m. is extremely 
informative for those sitters 12 
years and up, with discussion 
topics such as child care and 
behavior, safety, health and 
games.
For adults, drawing is offered 
Thursday 1-3 p.m. (Jan. 13 - Feb.
17) and Oil painting Thursday 1 -3 
p.m., Feb. 24 - Mar. 31.
Create your own masterpieces 
in the stained glass programs 
Monday 7-9:30 p.m. or Wed­
nesday 7-9:30 p.m.
If you are confused with term 
deposits, bonds or taxation 
operations introduction to 
securities and investing on Jan. 
31 is a must. For a minimal fee
You
68iyir«B a *■?••••'
5363 Pat Bay Hwy. HI ~ Euripides 
Is Sundav _
The Church By The Lake
BSBBSSaBEH
The company of just andj^ 




iiii than wealth and a rich
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792 Sea Dr. 
Brentwood Bay 




















Hesthaven Dr., Sidney 
SERVICES
9:30 a.m..,. Saturday Study |||
IT1:OO a,m's {'ffZfi. Worship/;® 
“:3Cim(m:
ALL ARE WELCOME




......  ....... Sunday
g 7726 W. Saanich Road ^ 10:30 a.m...........Children’s
S iftw -> ^ Church & Morning Worship il
Pastor Doan Wilson fe-ss 
»; > 0Hice: 656-3544 ?
^ ?T Homo:
|K|| -)-i;oo a.rn. Family Worship
H Anglican-Episcopal '3'7 00 pm
& reindeers, angels & drums, 
y M ^^■°°(^ff^eFeiioSr"'°'' S mangers & mistletoe, kings & snowmen, stars &' 
11 iii snowflakes, angel choirs & silver bells, mangers
& decorations, Jesus & Santa, pageants & par­
ties, incense & stockings, God & man, peace & 
contusion, joy & pressure, frost & fire, simplici­
ty & extravagance, others & self, silence & 
nbise| beneficence & indu^^^^^ 
ting . . . anticipation & realization.
^ A very warm welcome awaits
lIll Rev. Alistair P. Petrie lip 





7008 W. Saarrich Rd.
Brentwood Bay ■ ||||
III 10:00, a.m. Sunday School ) 
V 11:00 m v  ill 
, Evening ' 
, Fellowship ill
Wednesday *
your questions will be answered 
that Monday from 7-10 p.m.
A note from the L.A. 
department — tole painting I has 
a new time, Tues. 7-9 p.m.
On the ice all programs are 
filling proportionally, though 
skaters are needed for two 
classes.
The power skating session 
offered Wednesdays, 5-5:30 p.m. 
is for hockey players, figure 
skaters and anyone who enjoys 
the sport and wishes to tune their 
skills.
Mini-hockey is a beneficial 
class for your future NHL star. 
Your four, five or six-year-old 
will be taught the basics of 
hockey and many skills.
In aquatics, there are several 
programs in need of more 
“fishy” people.
Synchronized swimming is 
offered 6:30 - 7:15, Monday and 
Thursday for youths.
Spring-board diving also runs 
Monday and Thursday 6:30-7:30.
Love hockey on the ice? Try it 
in the pool! Underwater hockey 
is a drop-in class 6:30-7:30 
Saturday evenings.
Smart-to-start is for older 
children who are uncomfortable 
in a class vvith four, five and six- 
year-olds. Glasses are Friday 
:6:30-7:00. 7:00-7:30 and Sat. 11- 
11:30 a.m. . :
Red Cross leaders course is for 
those 15 or over who wish to 
teach the lower levels of swim­
ming classes. It is held Tuesday 
and Thursday, 6:30t8:3Pp.m. ;
For those now prepared to 
battle the Christmas bulges, our 
making waves water exercises ese 
grouped Monday, Wednesday, 
Friday or Tuesday, Thursday 
during the morning or evening. 
Wou may drop: in, (watch the; 
belly-flops), though registering is 
les expensive.
The final aquatic program is 
stroke improvement Friday 6:30- 
7:15 p.m. Drop-in or register, an 
instructor is available to help 
correct and improve strokes. 
Enjoy the festivities of this 
night; Panorama hopes to 
see you in the new year. If you 
wish to register for one of the 
above classes or any others in our 
brochure (don’t conclude those 
not mentioned; are full!), please 









m '' m -il “"Study and: J
10:30a.m, :.,,, , ; . ,Mass® v /; / Rrf *w iisi ; Prayer Meeting Ml
''»«™ SAANICH |
^   ......V- —• Ip 8:00 a,m.............. Eucharist il




A Friendly Family Church 
Serving Central Saanich |||
652-1508
Ij 10:00 a.m............ Eucharist^
^ a nbndenorninatlonal! church meeting |||
ll, Tho Rev.: D.;'Matins, S.S.C.: S

















Rico (656-4730), DavIrJ Wainor / ' 
;iii(668’8340).
11:00 a.m, ,, .Conlirmation, 
Eucharist (Nursery)
j ' Colloc Followship Hour
1656-6322 656-7669
All Wolcdmol V "" w
SorvICfl ' i
■;;, ? 9! 45 3 ,ffi', y vs.^ii^Famlly Hour::,|||
1100am Worship]'A-i
;Andiican Church of Canecla
7:30 pirn;
Iii ? ■ - ?: ? > :?
M 5:00 [1: rii;:Evhiiin9 S0rvIcp: p|
.to Wednesday
Homo Bible ii 
.././-Studies®












Let’s stand back anci remember that there IS a 
meaniiig to :Ghn remember it/IS
recpgnizihg the;.- ‘ ‘ pivotaI point of history’ ’,. . . 
the birth of Ghrist.^^^^^f /
As the well known carpi stresses—"God & sin­
ners reconciled’’ .// ‘‘born that man no more 
rnay/die’’ /‘veiled in flesh and Godhead
Christ came by design, for a purpose . . . that 
purpose is recognised as? the ‘ 'pivotal p 
eternity” . . . the death "'SiTesurrectionT b
Let’s bacikfjp/and aesess^^^®^^ 
again it Glirislls tiir^
ARE significant.
I0:30a.m,,:;,,,,,,SUNDAY 
; SCHOOLS WORSHIP 
; ; ? . : SERVICE, Stolly's 
Secondary School, 
?i:;:; ■■:;''T627 Stolly's XRd,.'





/?/'-?'''PAniVM TYI?' ■ ■ ?'-/ili’'/ -'’ ?''/''THURSDAY:'.T'' '̂:/??■.?■'
Iti.. ’ Preaching Iho ChriBt-Life".
nlAlRIr.’S In Charlsmailo Fullness,
; :,?T034CultraAvo, ii YOUn FFIIENOLY/? ■'
' '■.SBonlchlon . COMMUNITY.CHURCH ?^




» . ::«£V.. ll.:H0ill PRATT. ";
il Off,: 656-3213?'Res,! 656'1930 :p|
David Warner
Survivors of Sexual Assault 
Drop-In? Group meets Wed­
nesday nights 7 - 9 p.m. at the 
Women’s Sexual Assault Centre) 
1045 Linden Ave. (corner of 
Linden and Fort); Gall 383-5545, 
10; a.m. - 5 p.m. Monday to 
Friday for more information. 
The centre’s Crisis Line at 383- 
3232 offers information, support 
and referrals 24 hours a clay, 
seven clays a week.
La LccHe league inyites new
and cxpcclani ?;niotherY: W/ 
tnecting lo be held at 8 p.m. Jan.
Lb :/:at/, 7934/;Galbraitlv:::prey', 
Saaniehtan, Th<? /Saanich 
Peninsula group will discuss the 
advantages 5f breastfeeding to 
mother Land liaby. For more 
information call Collbcn at 658- 
5753.
At 8 p.m, Jan. 5 the Sidney 
group Will meet at 9208 Lochsidc 
;: Drive.L Topic: Baby arrives, the 







:; fcVtHY SUNDAY 
Siiiiifay School
MARONIO HAH.
4th AvftL Jt MiLTlakfif
All Wtilr.omti
.............V'fefi-aaw...............
U;00a,m, . . . . „
Prayer conductoa by Right S,
Ll, Rev,.Hywci;j.;,iQfics,'B' ■
: Bishop Of RHitsh Columbia il > 10364 McDonald Park Rd 







ll:00a,m, V, L ,’Commtinion 
9:30a.m, L v .;;, .:,L :Family 
Eucharist and Sunday 
L School al Saanichton 
■-L'''L;ElemLSchool
.L;anV kinrinh'iS that 
ishow to any fellow ; ? 




lUMd Wuu Saanich n-iait
? 9:30 aLm:' -
ST. PAUL'S
i|;i:i:;00:a .mL* ■ LFamily Service I®;
,111(1 Siind.iv School
|:;:LL’:0E. .CANADA. :.L/:;li:
Jj CENTRAL SAANICH Si; 
R0V. Mfilvlll H. Adami.;:;' .Y; Mi 
. . ..|/ 051; 652-2713.. Reii. 477-2&35;
enn ^ rnTamily Rervicd ^
"L/L l :l/: L and Suhday School i
11:15 a.in.LLL: Family Servk^^
",:L.'?L"L.LL;.:.srKi SundaYSchool
OG-Ypu; want A PASSPORT
tmomHir itfriit eHuncH 
m« Mill! Md., liilniy. B.C.
fM(jn N.B. K*tr|»fl'»
_ TWO Morninfl 8rirvic6B








U«si«t Sly,1y .ai-'d Jilt WidaMk-k.
Mfc' 'y /,.
it*"
■ inllrigua* L, the inidrnalipnally-: 
; known school of, langbages, 
LhasLnowLoponod a branch in 
Victoria, Lthe lirst in? Canada 
L'Wcist ;o(LToidntoL.LL??;?:L^/;:/;L,.L.
Intllyidufll and group Inalruc- 
flw. IntcnGfve programmes 
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ELL0 SIDNEY!
BRENTWO0D 
B/^l HELIB TO TOE 
GORGE! MELLD
TO JAMES BAY!
Hi! We’re back! Saanich
Union and Victoria
reihcamatioh!









\Wthassetsd^ FIRST RATE SERVICE FmmEATERmQTGRm
: IWM) Ol'iCi; ANDQllADIU BRANCH-3960 QUADRA • DOUGIiAS BRANCM-9:!3 DOUGI AS * BI.ANS11ARD BRANCH -1001 Bl ANSHARD vBRKNTWQUD BAY BRANCII -7103 Wl'iSTSAANICH ROAIX 
lAY BRANCl 1-5118 CORDOVA BAY ROAD • CiORGB BRANGl I -CIOO GOR,Gl': ROAD VVlvST • KKATING BRANCII - 2130 KiJ ATING ROAD • MICI IlGAN HRAN( 'I I - 517 \11( 'I IK IAN 
H^OYAIAJAK BRANCH-4'iao VVIiST SAANICH imD* SI IRliJOURNDBRANCH^3750 SI IRIJIGURNIO SIDNIW BRANCI I-2297 BEACON AVRNUIC : A-^ ^
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'A ' ; 1' /'■ ■ 'CA'Ao' ,
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By HELEN LANG 
By the time you read this, 
Christmas will be over, and we 
will be in the throes of trying to 
recover from too much rich food, 
too much strong drink, and too 
many presents, some of them 
minus their tags, so that we aren’t 
sure if that wild tie with the 
flowers on it was a gift from 
Aunt Sadie, or maybe cousin 
Margaret, who lives in 
Afganistan, and hasn’t the
foggiest what your taste in ties 
might be.
On the other hand maybe it 
was from your absent son who 
happens to be keen on flowers, 
whether on ties, or just out in the 
garden. All a bit difficult, but all 
very nice and festive and happy 
and loving . . . the nicest time of 
year to be sure!
But now comes the time to 
make some serious New Year’s 
resolutions. 1 won’t suggest that
everyone should go on a diet, give 
up smoking, and resolve to be 
nicer to relatives, kinder to 
strangers, and to do their 
Christmas “thank-you” notes 
before the end of January. I’ll 
just leave that part to you. My 
resolutions are strictly practical, 
and if you haven’t a thousand 
things to do I’ll share some of 
them with you.
•I resolve to get my newspaper 
columns done earlier so that 1 
don’t spend the night worrying 
about what there is to- say this 
time about marigolds, rutabagas, 
fireblight and slugs.
•1 am determined to start the 
tuberous begonias the first of 
February, not the end.
®1 will order the seeds the 
minute the Christmas tree is 
potted up outside.
*1 .swear I’ll prune the fruit 
trees in January,
*1 promise to spread the 
dolomite lime generously all oyer 
the vegetable garden with the 
exception of the potato patch and 
the strawberry bed, and to give 
the lawn a large dose of lime as 
well.
“This year 1 will dig in the “fall
rye” before it gets so tall it takes 
/two men and a boy to lift a 
shovelful and turn it over.
•I will go out and stir the 
“tanglefoot” on the fruit trees 
regularly, and try not to get too 
much on my coat while doing it.
•I am determined to turn the 
compost pile at least once before 
spring . . . a job I hate.
•This year I swear I’ll do more 
housework, and not quite so 
much gardening.
•“Himself” gets a bit fed up 
seeing me in gumboots with dirt 
on my nose and chin, while dust 
collects by the inch inside.
•I will try not to talk “gar­
dening” with everyone that stops 
to pass the time of day, sending 
both the visitor and my spouse 
into a coma of boredom.
* I propose to attend the 
“Master Gardener” course every 
week and report back to you 
anything that might be useful. . . 
classes start the end of January 
and promise to be fascinating.
Himself joins me now in 
wishing you, one and all, a very 
happy New Year, and may your 












- PHONE FOR FREE EStlMATES -^
PICK UR AND DELIVERY SERVICE




The city of Victoria in the past ; 
few years has entered the 20th 
century in a way itmay not be too 
proud of and one in which, like 
most major centres of commerce 
and; industry, has had forced 
Upon it. ProstitutionV*
I can well appreciate the 
problems and havpc it creates for 'Ti 
the business person trying to eke 
out an existence by sharing the 
same geographical area with 
ladies of the night. But this 
problem has been looked at from 
every conceivable side of ihe-issue 
. in more, places- than one can^‘ ^
name, and seemingly has resulted 
in at least some count ri es with 
one conclusion — 'legalized 
;prostitution. Ti'i r
From siaT social-psyCholbgical 
perspective legalizing prostitution 
has resulted in Solving many; 
more problerhs ; than; i it has; 
created.i ; In vS)Veclen,;/H 
Denmark, Germany, legalized 
prostitution has proven 
statistically a radical decline in- 
sexual assault. In these countries 
it is safer for women to walk 
home at night and iCs also safer 
’ hitch-hiking, althougli 1 don’t-
want to imply hitch-hiking is a ' 
good idea. ,
For some people who have 
little or no social skills in 
establishing or maintaining a 
relationship there is still an 
option for sexual gratification on 
a very impersonal basis. Would it 
not be better for them to achieve 
sexual gratification in a facility 
specifically designed for that 
purpose rather than have that 
people roarning the streets or 
hotels frustrated and likely to 
mollest sonie unsuspecting 
T. person?/.
One is not going to legislate 
away sexual desire. Neither is one 
going^^^^ away
^^prostitution..
It seems that having 100 
T prostitutes in jO facilities is more 
controllable / than having 100 
prostitutes in a 100/ places. The 
facilities could be licenced, and; 
health inspected on a regular 
basisto curb infectious diseases.
Police officials 1 have talked to 
appear in favour of legalized 
prostitution because it would
/hiakp; if : pa<;ipr-; tri-' nnlire; rlVTpf-
chants seem to think that the idea 
would be a good one also. What 
does the public think?
If having regulated and in­
spected premises for prostitution 
would prevent one child from 
being molested, one woman from 
being raped and possibly killed 
then the price would: well be 
worth the problems inherently 
created by legalizing the oldest 
profession in the world.
It is not only the victim of the 
assault that suffers but also the 
family and friends, not to 
mention the offensive slur it 
implies on all of the community, 
if not on humanity itself.
Do you have- a problem, are 
you concerned with the state of 
your marriage, the behaviour of 
your children ? Do you need help?
; George^; is a
psychologist living : in Central 
Saanich: As d community service, 
he invites letters from concerned 
readers. Replies will be given 
through his regular, weekly 
column. Write: George Kur- 
batoff, c/o The Review^ Sidney,-
Housing prices have dropped 
and interest rates have been 
coming down, so it may be timei 
to resurrecT your dream of 
owning; a home. , If economic 
caution due to the current 
downturn has; prevented you
m e it e sier to polic . Mer- P.O.Box2070, V8L2S5.
from contributing to a Registered 
Home Ownership Plan, you may 
be reconsidering. T 
;; You have until Dec. 31 v 1982, 
to make a contribution to an 
RHOSP in order to gain a
deduction oil your 1982 tax 
return. RHOSPs are a true tax 
shelter. As long as you use the 
money in the plan to purchase an 
o w n e r - o c c u p i e d h o m e, t h e 
money in the plan and the interest
ISLAND FURNITURE
ADUATIELPETSHOIT ;
Your Pot’s Happess is Oui; Business //
CANADA SAFEWAYl T
: '’Everything you want Irom a/slore ;; 
'-and ■alittle/bit'rnore’
n ri ■.) iiiiii-'niiii —I iiiiiii—> iiwM/iiiiN^lwMrTMm i-ix itt- ir-iri-i -r- iin ... i,-,
BRADFIELO’S BAKERY 656.1443
at,alL'/;';;;;';;;
You can place up to $1,000 
each year to a maximuni of 
$10,000 into an RHOSP. Your 
annual contribution can be as 
little as $100.
The sooner you begin plan­
ning, the greater the benefit of an 
RHOSP. By starting early and 
making the maximum $1^000 
Contribution each year, you will 
build lip a sizeable sum toward 
the downpayment on a home. 
The interest which accrues as 
time goes by is also tax exempt.
For example, if a person opens 
a plan at age 18 and contributes 
$1,000 annually for ten years, the 
plan would accumulate about 
$17,500 (at an interest rate of 10 
per cent). If you arc married, and 
your spouse also has an RHOSP, 
together you could accumulate 
twice as much toward the pur­
chase of a home,
RHOSP iri your life arid it must 
be used Tvithin 20; years.
However, if it is cashed in; to
Homo Stylo Baking T 
GOVERNMENT iliiuoK STORE INVITirillN TO ^
purchase anything except a 
home; it; is considered taxable 
iriedme.
Grooming
All Broods Clipping,;Bathing;& Grooming;;':
HAMMER ALAST 056.5115
KEV’S BOOGIE SOtiND centre
Guitars,/Drums, Kobyoards,
, Amplltiors, Lossons
'SEAlED Tt-Nni-RR lof Iho proincts or snrvlces listed liolow, addressed to 
the Head, lenders and Cenlraeb, Hncilic Region, Doparlmont oli Public, 
;; - V\/orks,/, Canada,^ Vaneouvor,: B,,C| :\/6E/3W5,will bo,,
; ■ recoived uidii die specilte;closin^^
obtained thiough Ihe above noled Dei'artmont ol Public Works, Vancouver 
w •: oilico'on paymeni o( llie applicable depoall, ; : '
■:PROJECT'''
RHOSPs are sold by banks and 
/trust companies. The interest 
rates vary, so shop around to 




" Como Get a Real Meal ;
NOROETOWN
Coin laundry '. Dry Cleaning
YoLirTamliy.,S'toto'::;
No. 100231 - lor FISHERIES AND OCEANS CANADA. Float Ronowal, 
Boacon Avomio, Sititiby, B,C,
New Year’s Eve
' :;Tondor dooiiments ntay also bo seen nl tho Gpnstrucllori Association oltlces/ 
"'//'in Nanai('np;and,':V,!c!orla,','i/
Closing Date; 11:00 AM PST, 13 January 1983
'Deposit;'/$50,on;. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INSTRUCTIONS
Ii), SHOPPERS ORUG MART 666-1002
Near Enough to Save You MoneY
SIDNEY BEAUTY SALON ; 856-3622
/;//-Udi03:‘',';Mon'8':,-.vChl|drons.-.;' // ':,//
■VDoposij lor plhnfi'ahd spocilicatiofis jtu.ist :be:^^ tho::ord0r ot/ tho: 
/ rujcelvei' Genoral,, lor' Canada,' and „wl|l be jeleasbit on /i:oiurn ,p(: the^ 
) ' liiicunicntr. ih gcoaf.nnfiitjoi’i vbthin one month from ihorlsiieof tender open-
: , The lowest .or any, tori^ noorisoarllv acoeplod,
/|/81DN,£Y ESSO.-'-:/,V,'-/:
; /';; Sidney - s: Central Soil Servo Station
696.8122
T-SHIRTS unlimited ;
Du;>iv,ti,),i vvthle You Vv.i.I
.Tl*'.''!-'"'.*'.''** '
The Capital Region Tran^t 
System will operate a reduced 
schedule during the Christmas- 
New Year’s period.
On New ’Year's Eve bus service 
will be regular weekday; On Dec.
31 there will be regular weekday 
service. The buses will be free 
from 7 p,m, to 2:30 a.m,, 
courtesy of BritisjT Columbia’s 
brewers who are payirig the-cost 
of providing bus service for the
On New Year's Day; Jan, 1 
and on Sunday/ Jari, 2 There will 
';);;,be; ,^,1he)'';;iJ!;uflt'): ,Tiollduy.. ^ ■; service.'; 
Monday, Jan! 3 there Vrill be 
„regular :weckda'y bus 'service,
-'h
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Consumer comment
One of the largest financial 
transactions that we make as 
consumers — house buying — is 
not governed by provincial or 
tederal consumer law. When a 
mortgage es created it is a con­
tract, a matter of civil law.
Many homeowners don’t know 
what’s in their mortgage. Such a 
lack of knowledge can have 
serious consequences.
For instance, one man ac­
cepted a job in another province 
and signed an agreement to sell 
his house before he discovered 
the house could not he sold 
without the mortgage-holding
Scrumptious squid
Canadians should be eating 
more squid, says University of 
Guelph scientist Dave Stanley, 
and he has a plan to make 
■ Canada crave the high-protein 
molluscs.
Dr. Stanley says it’s a shame 
Canada exports most of the large 
quantities of squid caught off the 
east coast, so he’s invented a 
squid snack that m.ay help 
Canadians overcome their 
cultural revulsion to the food.
It’s a spongy breaded morsel 
' called a .seafood croquette, made 
of deep-fried squid and de-boned 
Ontario vvhitefish.
Dr. Stanley says the croquettes 
could provide cheap protein and 
- help boost the fishing industry. 
He expects Canadians to find the 
squid croquettes less offensive 
than undisguised squid, which 
■; are not very popular here. ;
[Canadian Science News]
firm’s permission. Fortunately, 
the mortgage holder and 
prospective buyer were able to 
come to terms on a new mor­
tgage, other wise the seller would 
have been in an extremely awk­
ward legal position.
Although it may appear a 
forbidding document at first 
glance, you can learn a lot about 
your mortgage by just reading 
through it a few times. It is your 
responsibility to ask specific 
questions of the mortgage firm; 
they do not usually furnish extra 
information unless requested.
Learning about your mortgage 
after you’ve signed on the dotted 
line comes under the heading 
“better late than never.’’ The 
best bet, of course, is to make 
sure you understand it before you 
make the commitment.
DATSUN m SIDNEY




#1 Quality car & truck in Canada 
^ #1 Gas Savers
Lowest Maintenance Cost 
ly' Highest Resale Value
V,
FORT & FOUL BAY 5®2»2471
CALL TODAY 
@5S<5245
EXERCISE PROGRAM TO NIUSIC
•Self pacing workout ‘Increase your aerobic endurance, strength & flexibility.
WINTER SESSION STARTS JAN. 3rd, 1983
MONDAYS WEDNESDAY EVENINGS 8-9p.m.
TUESDAYS THURSDAY MORNINGS 9:30-10:30 a.m.
(A.M. BABYSITTING BY JOAN HAFTNER 
$1 per child — $1.50 2 children)
BRENTWOOD BAY HALL
ON WALLACE DRIVE OFF W. SAANICH RD.
$2.00 DROP IN
OR MONTHLY PASS $1.25 PER CLASS







5 LOW RANGE VOICES WANTED by 
• '' Sidney Prospective Chapter of Sweet 
CA .. Adelines: If you likef barbershop style 
.:V singingi feel welcbme to join our friendly 
^ Vgroup most Mondays, 7:3P p.m:: at the 
Legion Hall on Mills Road. Information; 
T' ■:;^656-5301pr656-7828 tf
FLEA MARKET, SANSCHf HALL, every 
. .'i > Sunday, 9 a.m. - 3 p.m. For info and table
reservations, 656-5316 eves 750-tfn |
y .: TABLE TENNIS;; (Pi ng Pong) Hat- B,rent-f 
. wood Elementary School, Mondays 7 :30- 
9:30 p.m. All ages welcofne. Further 
y V i infd: 652-4580; 652-1531.^^
THE PENINSULA DISARMAMENT group 
>:’■ meets: regularly. To join'us. help usv orT 
: just for information, call 656-4842 after
5'p.m.T::':V^.: "T,:.,..T, f,T::,ltfn;
TALENT PLUS ENTERTAINMENT
' ‘ magazine. Coming January, 83. 
Highlights articles on the entertainment 
, .industry, television films and dramatic 
presentation, including promotional 
stories on artists and their work. Sub­
scribe, to Talent Plut Entertainment 
; . Magazine, only TIO perlyear. 317-620 
, View St., Victoria, V8W1J6.. 1308-4
: ,y lS OVEREATING creating problems in 
L your life? Overeaters Anonymous can 
: help you! No dues, no: weigh-ins, 
' Meetings are Mondays, 8 p.m, at 9788 - 
2nd St., Sidney. 656-2331, tfn
- SURVIVORS OF SEXUAL ASSAULT 
Drop-in group meets every Wednesday, 
7-9 p,m. at 1045 Linden Ave, 383-5545, 
10-5 p.m, Monday to Friday for more 
.'■"T info." ■' ,' ■ tfn.
FLEA MARKET, Sanscha hall, every 
' Sunday 9 a m. - 3 p.m! For info .and table 
reservations, 656-5316 eves. NEXT 
FLEA MARKET, JANUARY9th. 1
• CENTRAL SAANICH SENIOR CITIZENS 
V programmed meetings, 1st and, 3rd 
;, ::Thurs, each month; drop-ins' every 
’ ' ' Tuesday, 2-4 p,m,; Lions Hall, 6994 East' 
" Saanich Rd,,^ahichton '. Tfh
' THE ENGAGEMENT :and forthcoming : 
wedding of "U Michelle: Soaley: and 
Richard E, Nelson Is announced with 
groat pleasure, Michelle is the daughter | 
' ' ' of Michael and Norma Sealoy. Richartl Is I 
the son of John and Shelby Nelson, : > ’
REID -ir In Shaughnassy Hospital on 
Docember 12, 1982, Edward Charles 
Rold, aged 80 years, of Richrnoncf and 
formerly of Sidney, Vancouver Island, 
Survived by his wife, Alice; Bon-in-lawf 
Charles and sister, Mrs, Mary Roddingr.,: 
Vancouver Island. A votoran'' Q( the
■ Second World War, a late member of'
: ? fttchmond Branch No. 5 , Royal Canadian
Legion. Memorial;: service Was hold 
Wedniisday, December 19 at 11:30 n.rn:: 
in Chapel of RICHMOND FUNERAL
■ ' HOME, 8420 ,Cambio Road,'Richmond:' 
; Rev, J,D.' Murdoch : officiating,
Cremation, Flowers gratefully declined .
Prices
Effective;
Wed. Dec. 29th 
to Sat.
Jan. 5th FOODS
Home of SUPEif savings!
In Downtown Sidney
Across from Sidney Hotel
STORE HOURS:
DAILY 8:30 - 6:00 
THURS., FRI. 8:30 - 9:00 
SUNDAY 10:00 - 5:30
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LiMIT QUANTITIES 
WHILE STOCKS LAST
COGICED 
' BAHi : NEW ZEALAND FROZEN
FRESH:-fi












FULL CUT BONE IN ROUND
FROZEN
iHRlip:
ORADE'A’ : ; J :lb.|
T-BONE


































PEACH, PEAR, 2 FRUIT 
















■ 375 niL inf. 
SHASTA








CAMPBELL CHICKEN PEEK FREAN CHOCOLATE 
COATED








It* (ttf*** « It ««>**•* ♦# »t • »♦«MILKORDARK
CHOCOLATE SYRUP
700idL «I»«««f’l 111.»«»I f. ((»**«(: I fl' f 1)1»»»(I»».
!• IltfdI»11 »t »_.i«'»»I *»f I i I,* I»»,
Ali CONCCNTRATEOLAUNORV^^
*729









rfwFiMAH A,: MACPONALti,,„,u( ,iy,43J„
Allbay Road on Tuesday, December 14.
. Ho is survived by his wife Janet and 
’daughter Wohdy; his parents: Mr..,,and' 
Mrs.’A.lfT Macdonald, r.lrdef plalnd' and 
, brother Leslie of Burnaby: A Memorial 
Service was held December ,! T v i360 S2
tort YOUR RCSrO'NSC TO.'
SUPPORT OUR SILVER AND 
GOLD PROMOTION CONTEST
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OPEN FOR
LUNCHEONS — Tuesday to Friday 
DINNERS — From 5 p.m. Daily
(except Monday)
; SUNDAY BRUNCH
! ttrt FOR RESERVATIONS
saiBBaamfem
j :; Now’s; the: time! -If 'y 
want^: to know how; to sew,; this iS' 
;the perfect time to learn. Making your 
j: own clothes!is: one big way: to cut;






2392 BEACON AVE. 
Ph. 656-5831
The Sidney group of the Save 
The Children Fund holds regular 
meetings at 2 p.m., St. Andrew’s 
Church Hall, 4th Street, Sidney, 
on the second and fourth 
Wednesday in each month. New 
members or visitors warmly 
welcomed.
Discovery Toastmistress Club
meets the second and fourth 
Thursdays at 8 p.rn. in Shady 
Creek United Church Hall, 7184 
East Saanich Road. Visitors 
welcome.
Seniors — are you new to 
Sidney? Don’t know anyone? 
The Silver Threads Centre at 
10030 Resthaven offers classes, 
activities and a warm welcome. 
Drop in or call 656-5537.
Sidney Stroke Club will be 
meeting the second and fourth 
Wedne.sday each month, 11 a.m. 
to 2 p.m. in Margaret Vaughan 
Birch Hall. All “strokcrs” 
welcome. For more information 
call co-ordinator Ruth Snow at 
656-2101.
You can help, the Salvation 
Army needs clothing, household 
articles, appliances and furniture 
for its rehabilitation program. 
Gall 727-2293 for pickup.
Low range voices wanted by 
Sidney Prospective Chapter of 
Sweet Adelines. If you like 
barbershop-style singing, feel 
welcome to join this friendly 
group most Mondays at 7:30 
p.m. at the Royal Canadian 
Legion Hail on Mills Road. For 
more information call 656-5301 
01-656-7828.
Gan we help you? Call the 
Community Counselling Centre, 
9813-5th St., Sidney, 24-hour 
answering service. Call 656-1247.
Women’s Support Group. A 
discussion group for women 
j; dealing with their current needs.
.Newcomers; welcome Thursday 
: mornings at 10 a.m. in the , 
Community Counselling Centre, 
9813-5th Street, Sidney. For ? 
more information call 656-1247.
Speak French and want to keep 
conversalional skills? Toast- 
mastefs En Francais : meets 
Thursday evenings 7:30 to 9:30;
p.m. For more information call 
598-3729 01-598-1316.
Sidney Teen Activity Group 
(STAG) located at 2304 Oakville 
St., behind Sanscha Halt 
grounds, is open to Saanich 
Peninsula youth aged 13 - 18 
years. Clubhouse vvinter hours 
are 7 p.m.- 9:30 p.m. Mondays, 
Tue.sdays, Thursdays and 7 - 11 
p.m. Saturdays.
Floor hockey at Sidney 
elementary .school gym takes; 
place 7 - 9 p.m. Wednesday. 
Special activities and events are 
planned on a monthly basis. All 
activities are free and no 
registration is required. Parent 
and teen enquiries welcome. For 
more information call the PCA 
office at 656-0134 or drop by and 
pick up a program at 9788 - 2nd 
Street.
All ages welcome to table 
tennis at Brentwood elementary 
.school, 7:30 - 9:30 p.m. Mon- 
day.s. More infornhation 652-4580 
;;br:652-f531V''
The Kinsmen Mothers’ March
is seeking volunteer marchers for 
the 1983 March carnpaign to be 
held .Ian. 24 - Feb. 1. Call 
K i n s m e n R e h ab i 1 i t at i o ri 
Foundation at 383-1323; ;
Pregnant and wondering what 
The future holds for you? Sidney 
; Community Health; Service 
offices of the Capital Regional
Ladies’ League at Miracle Lanes 
on 3rd St., Sidney, Tuesday 
morning or afternoon. Please 
contact: Judy Sjerven, 652-4275 
or Pam Van Ness, 656-4980.
Sidney Twirlers and Drum 
Corps take lessons at Sidney 
elementary school from 6 p.m. 
Thursdays. For more in­
formation call 656-6098.
The Peninsula Group Singers 
welcomes new members. If you 
like to sing or would like to learn 
to read music with a friendly 
group of people join them 
Tuesday evenings at 7:30 p.m. in 
the Legion Hall on Mills Road. 
No audition required. For more 
information call 656-3366.
The Peninsula Disarmament 
Group meets regularly. To help 
us, join us or just for information 
call 656-4842.
Sidney Activity Centre, 
sponsored by CMHA and the 
community, meets Mondays 10 
am. - 1 p.m. in Margaret
Vaughan Birch Hall, Han­
dicrafts, : games, films, 
recreation, light lunch and an 
opportunity to meet others. For 
more information call 652-1483 
after 6 p.m. or 658-5414 week- 
Tdays.j ■/
The Saanich Peninsula 
Toastmasters Club now rneets at 
7:30 p.m. Tuesday evenings at 




District can help you. Joinjus arid rl903 Mount Newton. j 
; other: couples in a comfortable i Volunteers are needed; to staff 
; atmosphere of learning through the Tuck Shop at Tillicum Lodge,
films, slides, discussions and 4481 Interurban Road, weekday;;
exercises. Register now. In , afternoons. Previous related
Sidney call 656-1 188 experience helpful. - For more
Altcntion Lady Bowlers. Any information call Margeaux
ladies wi.shing to bowl in the Finlayson at 479-7101, local 230.
REgister now for. university 
extension courses starting an 
January at the University Centre 
Building at UVic. More in- 
: formation call ;721-8451A^
T'v't
9786 - 2nd Street 656-7535





calendar of spring courses now 
available at most libraries, 
recreation centres and bookstqres 
or at the University extension 
office. Call above number J'for 
more information. 7;
Meet new friends, singles knd 
couples, and learn to square 
dance every Wednesday. 
Spares’n Pairs Square Dapee 
Club. Call 652-5524. J:
Is overeating creating problp'ms 
in your life? Overeafprs 
Anonymous can help you.bNo 
dues, no weighing, Meetings arc 
Thursdays at 8 p.m., at 9788:2nd 
St., Sidney. Phone 656-3674.;%
The Greater Victoria Music 
Festival will be held April 21 - 
May 9, 1983, and the syllabus is 
available now free of charge; at 
the Victoria ConservatoryTiof 
Music, U Vic’s music department. 
Nelson’s Music Centre and 
Bernie Porter Music. Deadline 
forentriesisJan.22, 1983.
Anne Sherwood, practicing 
psychic healer in this area for the 
past 15 years and a membet^of 
the national FcdcrationT-of 
Spiritual Healers in England .is 
now accepting new patients. All 
conditions treated but having 
best results with muscles -ahd 
bone condition. No charge 
whatsoever.
The Peninsula Women’s After 
Five Club plans a dessert party 7 - 
9 p.m. Jan. 3 at the Margaret- 
Vaughan Birch Hall, 96^7.-4ih 
St., Sidney. Special feature: 
Marjorie MacDuff’s Treasures in 
stitches. Speaker Trudy Duxbury 
will talk about “knitting ’ the 
home together” and music is by 
Shelly Burr. Reser­
vations/cancellations byDec. 29, 
call Sue at 652-4039 or Pat at 656- 
9.
Sidney Foursquare Church — 
children’s church and morning
vvorship is held 10:30 a.m. ?
Four Seasons Musical Theatre 
third annual gigantic book: srile 
' takes place Jan. 29 and 30 at 
Crystal Garden'. Donations of 
hardcover and records are being 
taken now. Call 385-3424 for free 
pickup.
Cordova Bay Pre-School has 
openings - iri the , three-year-old 
T class Tuesday arid; ;.T’hursday 
; mornings. Greauve A^ 
social interaction in a happy 
environment. For more in­
formation call Kelly at 658-8467 
or Pat at 658-5027. J
The Bluewater Cruising 
Association--meets the second 
Tuesday of the month at the 
Maritime Museum,










NEXT AUTUMN PACK DRAW FEB. 15,;1983
%There’s money in your attic; All tHosEJ never used ailicieS 
youVe stashed away could brihfj yQu aiuph heeded^^^^^ 
extra cash when you advertise irrdie clasSifleds.^^k 
(Don't forget to look under the bodh
Red Cross blood donor clinics 
a t S i d n e y ’ s: S a:n s c h a Hall
registered a record 670 donors in; ; 
1982. This generous contribution 
reflects the nature of the con­
fidence Red Cross has in the 
reliability of Sidney’s blood 
donors, and in the: thinking that ; 
led to the establishing of a mini- 
laboratory for processing blood 
;';';jnthe':area;'";;-'v;':-
Sidney’s first clinic of 1983 will 
be at Sanscha Hall 2-8 p.m. Jan.
The mini-lab is proving more 
valuable than even the optimists 
had predicted. Its efficiency 
depends on regular clinics of 
sufficient size to keep the 
equipment operating at or near 
capacity. It is; ; currently ;
processing oyer 80 per cent q.f;a!l 
blood collected in Southft^n- 
couver Island. ^
' The ; result has been : a large ; 
increase in the province’s supply 
of fresh Trozen; 'plastna,' an 
essential product in the frac­
tionation of blood. Current needs 
in: Canada; require that 70 per 
cent of all blood collected be : 
separated into its comporicrits 
(the process of fraCtioriatioh) 
while only 30 per cent is now ujs'eci 
as whole blood, ; ' ;
Sidney’s resident.s should' be 
proud of their contribution, qf „ 
giving the “gift of lifc”.;Mahy , 
people: are alive ;;:today only :: 
because there are dediciiteil blood 
;dqnorS.:
you need. You can find everything from baby 
carriages to xylophones in the classifieds. Why payk 
more when you can look in the newspaper?
Save time and gas by shopping liie classified way, 
Whether you’re looking for antiques or a new car,
; classifieds are;the;Sitigte fastest way; to firtcl
: ’’ what you need at bargain prices; We have Iistirigs’
: for pets, homes, apartnients, jobs, cars anditrucks.
’;ftv::;';vLoc>k'tO:the. classifiedsdit'stt^ftj'^;
Save money on your ad In the classifieds. You'll find
be arriazed at tKe low cost. All you fiave;
BUYING k SELLING?
positivo Approach . , ,
Call Now — Marten Holst





best deals in town
f Since 1903)
■P:'
:DEUCI0US FRESH: BAKED :G00PS
2S07 BEACON AVE. Ph. 6564012
■ :,it.
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CLASSIFIEDS
The Magic Number is .
656-1151
PiiiiliSyLil DilliCfOiY
of PglOFESSiO^S, GOODS land SE^ViCIS . . .
Adams 2412 D Beacon Ave.
Mann
Hinch6y & Co. CERTIFIED GENERAL ACCOUNTANTS
ANDY’S AUTO PARTS & ACCESSORIES
2412 SEVAN SIDNEY 656-7281
Open 6 days a week to serve you




2072 Henrv Ave. Sidney •_ (Home) 656-0652
CONH^AC AUTOWIOT8VE 





on the mufflen 
tailpipe, exhaust 
pipe ark! labor!




■ ■ :" 65S»2e2i
2081 AMELIA AVE., SIDNEY
Will; paint your car or 
: truck, body repair, rust 
cut out, or fibreglassing. 
I.C.B.C. Tow, Reason­














Prooane Vehicle Conversion Specialiat. Keating Industrial Park
W 20% Off ail parts on vehicle conversions for December.
Propane Vehicle Conversion Specialists / ■ ,-»General Reapirs
;»Certified Mechanic :; 'Tune-ups, Gasoline & ;Propane.;, :/




'.' Windows ■. Floors -':Carpets i 
; ; , ,: i:Homes si Offices 










Long-Time Sidney Bullclor - 
Renovate & Savol FREE ESTIMATES
Call 656-4915
Now specializing in Finishing Carpen­
try, Cabinets and Built-Ins, Rumpus 
Rooms, Repairs, Additions, ■ Custom- 
made Window Shutters,
— NO JOB TO SLllALL--
KEVINCURRAN
Carpenter & Joiner
Quality Work — Free Estimalos
::;;TRonovalipns,: a 
T i^carpentry & Custom lurnituro,:T-^
Roloroncos available.
eR.siPE.wTi4L D«ii;kJ/pi5*.rTiuA'
' Ct'SlPDJTlAL eMWKuA-TlOM 
riHItSHiMC, bV<,lirT..WTV,Y 
^VCAlMWK'rs/fVEU 1TUK«V'
NdAM riitmN DESICNrRtBUILDi:ilSinwcy, B,C, B56-170# T
If
m E N E C K
•COMMERCIAL *nESIOENTIAl. 
•NEW CONSTRUCTION •ADDITIONS 
•RENOVATIONS •FARM BUILDINGS
CONTACT JOHN KENNEDY DAY OR EVE. 652-2394
LITTLE MOUNTAIN WOODWORKS
■yServing SMnkh Peninsula 
•Gmtai Contiacling : i V i:;
•Mlllwork •Joinery; i 












Real Estate ReaS Estate
For Sale For Sale
JOHN SALVADOR 
NOTARY PUBLIC 





PENDER ISLAND. Beautiful treed 
waterfront lot on Magic Lake, approx. 
1/2 acre, include 18 ft. self-contained 
trailer. .133 ,800 or best offer. 656-6129. 
1104-52
SIDNEY: Immaculate, close to all 
amenities. Ideal retirement home, 
landscaped, good garden, warranty in 
effect. 656-7392. 1307-1
PENINSULA DIREaORY












Insurance Agents ^ 
AUTOPLAN
Member - Victoria M.L.S. 
656-1154
SECLUDED WATERFRONT 
1 ACRE ~ SIDNEY
;; This subdividable lot, in one of 
Sidney's finest areas;-has approx. 
130 feel of waterfront on Roberls Bay; 
charming 2 bedroom cottage and; 






BRENTWOOD BAY, furnished units. 
Kitchenettes, dishes, cable TV. Free 
parking, maid service. Available weekly 
and monthly. Sandown Motel. 652-1551.
:' ^ ^ ' tfn
SIDNEY CONDO. Fridge, stove, dish­
washer, fireplace, drapes. Adults only, 
no pets. References and lease required.
1 bedroom units, $450 p.m, 656-4066. 
tfn' '
VACATION SPOTS — BIG WHITE 
Privately owned luxurious con­
dos/chalets for rent. Jacuzzi, fireplace, 
on the slopes, book now tor, special 
January rates from $36.00/unit. Phone 
112-987-5759 Collect. / na-1
KAUAI CONDOMINIUM. $50/day cash"
Jan. 31-Feb. 12. Fully furnished, one 
bedroom/ Large beach, tennis, pool, 
658-8110: / /^/ 1339-52 /
SIDNEY. 27 FOOT modern furnished 
trailer; on lot near beach, suit employed : 
' adult;$275:AvailableJan. 1;656-4337: 
:"l3-54;-22; j:-::/'/'''J,;'
SIDNEY, FEBRUARY 1. Large 2 
bedroom duplex. Suit responsible couple 
preferring relative ;quiel; 656-7354, or 
,;;656r9536.;;:'/■:/■/////'//"'. J;;' :':i35i-i; 
AVAILABLE JAN. 1st, 1 bedroom suite, 
tour piece/ bath, private : entrance, /
; utilities; incl. $300.00. Fridge ;&;stove.
656-7915.' 1343-52:
;/ S!DNEY;/DUPLEX,:/3 ; bedrooms,; 114 / 
; / baths, - fenced;/;yard,:/;fireplace,/:;fuil^
; basement,;carport:;No pets, references" J 
$650 per month. 656-4066. 2
ROOM IN QUIET HOME, use ot hbusIT
: Central. Working person preferred. Pets / 
welcome. $200 plus utilities; 656-7132 
around non. 1365-1
MOTHER OF ONE looking !o( same to 
share 3 bedroom home. 656-9462.
13 58-1.
/ EQUi^^ ROOMS tor rent. Echo Inn
:/;Mdtel;Cbuplesah(d'singlesbhly.:Nopets/: 

















Government certified technician 
with 35 years experience in Elec­





25 Years Ejrperience .






“No Job lbo Sinair
^':;656-5604:/
Thorne - Lennon Electric fl9^ Ltd.
9813 THIRD ST., SIDNEY, B.C. V8L 3A6
























7278 Chatv/ell Drive, Saanichton, B.C. VOS 1M0
LAND CLEARING - ROADS - DRIVEWAYS
including:
'Sewers 'Watermains
•Sewer Hookups 'Hydro & Telephone Ductwork 
Office: 652-2910 ; /^ •Drains Residence; 652-3258|
'■'■■////FINANCING:'';'/:'/'
/ : SIDNEY DUPLEX LOT /
Level jiicely'-treed; wilh ' services^ 
available. With 50% down vendor will 
/ carry balance for e nionths at 12%.' 
Try;your offer on $38,500.
RON KERFOOT
479-1667 652-2594
J.H. WHlTTOME & CO.
"■BAVON/;v:;.'









/rajckitig,: Ekavaling' and Backhoe/ Work/:





north CENTRAL B.C. REQUIRE 
energetic person or couple to manage 
existing Fast Food 0peration, Training: 
provided. Will consider equity in 
business, minimum cash/ invested, 
Resume to Box 444,; Chetvyynd, B.C, 
VOClJO. .na-52;
WANTED: Man with chain saw'toTombve














LEWIS SEViGNY BiliiGBCMOE backhoe 






2141 ;suinmurgiilo ; aiyd / 93B2 
Brookwootl; 2;bpiiioonrunits In adult; 
country; club, $72,dbdJ/' :
301-10I)16 Third Strodl, 2 bod condo;
$79,500,;:v;;'/;;,
11350 Chalof Road, 1/2 acr sea view 
IOt :+; COtlaOG; $92,000: /::: /. /:
1,141) Cypi'oss, 2,2;ac,, 3100 Sb. It. 
home, groal/enifirtalnor, bank sale, 
$189,000.
10817 Madronii, 1/2 ad;,; 3 bod,, 
'fconsorvatory, green thumb special, 
$127,000'./'
WlllowRoad.'lreedl ac.;,'$65,000; 








• Speclolizinit In RofHg«ration
• Major A|»(iil)«hco Repairs;/V / ^
• Microwave Testing for: Radinlion 
l.o«ks





^Ploughing."" Levelling;: Fence" 
Posts, Digginn, .50 in 
:Rotovator,
EXPERT " pruning ■ TRIMMINQV 
RoasorwbloTates.'Call (t56’r)382 after 5 ; 
;^m, If
tv'PINO, tny" h5Fo."~FcfI^
manuscripts; eic; : Reasonable rotes,:
;65(1-4564, ;/;694-4Dr:i83,;
CRYSTAr""*Cl,EAN-UP ' SERVICf i
: WallpaporIriR, ;; pajnting, yards,; com- 
posls,:r;!Ulcs,:wln(.lows,generar'ma1fv 
tonahCoLlO%/discount for pensioners.; 
Salisfacfion guaranleed, Call John, 656- 
:,J669;;:/:;:;;;:/:: .'//:,;'4185*52':'
C^f,"^g|“YNsf^XLAWNS.:''l'b: ..yoari
: oxpsrIonM. ;/;Olcf;: carpets ro-flited. 
Roasonabie rates, tree estimalos, 652/ 
';98B2'alter5'p.m.;';';;'. 1223-52;
J.R.'S hAuIiNG and cleanup Wan- 
dyniai/s/skills, : odd ;; iobsl reasofwblo 
rates. Phono Jim anytime after 5 pm, at 
-4'79-84'D'4 ■:'''’''''/"’"'1290'-4';
' iwLI'DSWOSEKETPlNTrmTTaTjnK 
/around the house or anything, $6,00 on: 
;h6ut.6'5c-6'705',;/ /:';//;. '/laie-i/
'...teenage.: GIRL,,; well.exporlenced;::: 
..'//ih1ing;ib.br!bycttV'bny''aoe; yhi;if,hom'r>'' 
or rhine, own transportation,,e52-l068/::: 
:;;13'44:-52'"'





Founditions • Brassieras - Medical liid Orthiipedic Siippurts OAP OISCOIIIIT
Mrs, Jorja Komorocl; 982 Lucas Avo.; Vlclorla , W-WZ
"■,;:.::''GRANTS;:;;:'::;;:..
SMALL MOTORS











Foil ONIJY *20 A MO
'■:ffiHOREACRCS^' ;"C0VC '/'WATERFRONT': 
.ST%TA:DEVELOPMENT:Four: superb 
iot&fSwith prolectlye covenant: un- 
' dergrOundLo'rvlces,'.., 2516 Shore'i'icrw, 
Road. Sidney. 1U6-82
ttCE,Nfto/..f/ilMrY ;...,daycare ; hat; 
hpenings for t -H year nlds 'Hant'llranped 
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PENINSULA DIRECTORY
of PROFESSIONS, GOODS and SERVICES ...
EFFICIENT HOUSECLEANER. Will do 









SIDNEY FIRE EXTII^GUISHER CO. LTD.
•Fire Extinguishers Sales & Service •Automatic Marine Halon Systems 
•Recharging all types •Hydrostatic Testing
•C02 and Dry Chemical Systems for Restaurants and Industry 
Demand the Best,
Call 656-1721
10114 McDonald Park Rd., Sidney, B.C.
HEAVY TIRE CHAINS for Valiant SIO. 
Fridge, works, $30. Chrome/glass coffee 
table $18. Antique loveseat frame $25. 
656-7943. 52
WANTED: A supplier for one ton of 
Ocean Smelt. Must be fresh frozen in 10 
lb. cartons. Please reply giving cost and 
availability to Big-Zee Bait & Tackle, P.O. 




Marine, Auto & Safety Glass 
Window Glass — Mirrors 
Windshields Installed
Insurance Claims Promptly Handled
656-1313
10114 McDonald Park Rd.
SEWING CLASSES





Classes start Jan. 10. 12 13/83
1399-
work WANTED — CARETAKER, Gulf
Island home, cabin, strip, restore old 
doors — windows. ANy type of labour 
performed. $5.50 hr. References 
available. 479-5485. 1
REWARD FOR the return of one Tex Tan 
Kenway western saddle, suede seat, tan 
color, some tooling, double rigged; one 
Miller western saddle, dark brown, older 
style, initials “T.C." carved in back. One 
pair tooled tan sadle bags. Missing 
December7 or8.Call382-2305. 52
WORK WANTED — GARDEN 
CLEANUPS, hedges trimmed, 1 ton 
truck for rubbish removal, 10% off with 
thisad. Fred,1385-9548. 1
LOST; Lady's gold ring with large green 
peridot stone. On or near Beacon Ave., 
Friday, December 3rd. Keepsake. 
Reward. Please call 656-2092. 51
19'/2 APPOLLO 10-speed, extensively
refitted, only $95.00. 656-4073. 3
FLEA MARKET, SANSCHA HALL, every 
Sunday, 9-3 p.m. For info and table 
reservations, 656-5316 eves. NEXT 
FLEA MARKET, JANUARY 9th. 751-tfn
IS THE SMALL, thin white cat I 
frequently feed, a stray or is it yours?? 






2384 BEACON AVENUE Ph. 656-6012
Gardening
EXPERIENCED CARPENTERS available 
for any home improvements and new 
construction; quality work at resonable 
rates. Chris or John call 656-2298. 52
ARDWEL AREA. Is the small thin white 
cat I frequently feed a stray or is it 
yours? Please call 656-6693. 51
Wood
Heating
NO. 1 TOPSOIL and bark mulch. U-haul 
or we deliver. 6709 Oldfield Road, 652- 
2614. Firewood available also. 1227-52
Miscellaneous 
For Sale
U-CUT LOGS in pile, $35 cord. Cut 
blocks, U-load and haul $50; also alder 
and slab wood. 652-2445. 924-52
Mysicai
instruments
CLASSICAL GUITAR lessons in the 
privacy of your own home. 656-7143 or 
727-3280. 1154-4
MARINA LTD.
/ MARINE ENGINES /
Complete Installations
Rebuilding exhaust systems. /For 
:: pleasure;: commercial and fishing
■:/,-°-:-/:,:'/^:656.5633/:: ./':'■;./
PAPER HJlIiCIERS




JOURNEYMAN will do woodstove in­
stallations, furnace work, roofing, 
flashing, ventilation. Custom metal work 
or welding. Free estimates 479-8520; 
479-5331. 1101-52
Automotive
FIREWOOD. Alder, maple and fir, un­
split $80 cord; split $90. Discount on 
volume. Also dry fir, $110 cord. Salt- 
spring Island, 112-653-9240. 829-4/83
OLDeOUHTHY
rentals
MONDAY - SATURDAY 
8;0D am - 5 pm
9773 - 5th St. Sidney 
656-5541
TUES.-WED.-THURS. 
GOLDEN AGE DISCOUNT 
ON RENTAL ITEMS
FIREWOOD FOR SALE, 1 cord, $85, 'A 
fir, / alder. Split and delivered, orders 
only. 656-9239. 1157-1
CRACK OF NOON Logging Co. Firewood 
Suppliers, serving Sidney, Brentwood 
and Saanich Peninsula from Saltspring 
Island. Full cords delivered. Alder, split, 







FIREWOOD - fir & alder $85.00; oak 
$95.00 per cord, full measured cord, 
split & delivered. Storm clean-p, cheap 









MINOR AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR, body 
and paint work: Reasonable rates. 479- 
3178:^ :
79 CHEWY VAN, standard 6 cylinder, 
low mileage. Offers to $5,500. 656- 
9391. ; : i323-tfn
PAINTING
ENTEEmiSES:,
Residential & Commercial 
656-2731
1970 VW VAN.90% interior camperized. 
Gasheater, snow tires, radio. Excellent 
condition throughout. $1,650. 652- 
0473. / , j ; / ■ 1338-52
SADLER’S
Painting ^
Interior - Exterior 
Paper Hanging
{856-4487 856-5848
OFFEFtS ;ACEPTED Jon 1970 Corvette' . 
;;(with6ut engine or trans;) Can be viewed i 
^at i 2453 /Orchard -Ave.; Sidney, / B:C/; :; : ; 
Contact Thorne Riddell Inc., trustee in 
bankruptcy, 3rd floor, 707 Fort St. 
/Victoria, V8W3G3 . Attn,: Gordon Penny.: 
•;382-8251. 1336-52
LE C0TEAU FARMS
APPLES - EXTRA SPECIAL
Take advantage of :our low prices and 
free' delivery. OFFER a box of our 
home grown appies to your family and: 
friends: fori Christnnas: Top .quality; 
graded Macs;: .20c lb/:Sparlan and 
Golden from ,T8c lb. Kept:fresh in 
:T;old storage./





1412 White Rd., 
off Stelly^s X Rd;
: 852-2009:
COUNSELLING for families and in- 
vidiyiduals of all ages - serving the 
Peninsula.' Community Counselling 
Service, 9815 - Sth St. Sidney. 656-
.,1247. . '.'j; .tf'
HOW TO SURVIVE THE 80’s. A non 
economic approach. Send $3 to Box 
2531, Sidney, B.C. Money back 
guaranteed. 1218-52
APPLES:
SEEKING A WEEKLY SUPPORT 
GROUP, /' / coping:,: :/// With ,/
separation/divorce? Professional 
leadershp, also / public monthly / info 
meetings. Call Divorce Lifeline 386- 
:433l.v''.''-:''>'r tfn'
SAFETY
74 ford: F250. Nevv rubber on/white
md





/spbked rirhs/Canopy/with smoked black ; : // : 
glass. Well maintained and in excellent
Free delivery, "Saanich ■ 
:Macs, /: Spartans// and: 
Minimum 40 Ibs. - $ 12.00:
Peninsula.
Goldens.:
:FOR 10 very, unusual original recipes / 
from the early settlers send $2.00 and:// 
//'self/stamped envelope to Box Z c/o ;;;
‘ Sidney REview,- 2367 Beacon /Ave/; // 
Sidney, B.C. V8L 1W9. (E.G.) Bread /': 
/ /rhade frdnn wood, etc.:: 13i 1-13:: /;
8
condition. $3,200 obo. 656-6596. 1340- ; Dependable v Ready
IMMACULATE; 1981;Chevette four door;/::
deluxe hatch-back, auto, 24,OOOmiles. : /:: 




BOOZE if you choose,' but;if yquWant;tQ/ ; 
stay dry, give us a try. Alcoholics 
Anonymous, 383-7744. 1324-52
, Plumbing & Heating
/wanted; jTO , BUY. /Wrecked or / not /;
;;running British Sports car, or parts/Any/: 
year; any condition, 47 9-9177;/ 1361-4//
FIREWOOD CUT TO ORDER. Cedar 





; ,New Work /:/;"
! Rehoviilions i 
/H,W. Tanks : / 




SNOW TIRES; F78-14, 
656-0067/ / :
like new, $65.,' 
1352-52;
f'
1 "Big or Small 1
^ j We Do Them AH" |
Service Residential Sidney S56-1811
Bert Morrey Plumbing a Heating
: Now Conatrucllon and Repairs
Licensed Humber Specializing in Hot Water Healing
1P10 All Bay Rd., Sidney Phone 656-1580
■idBoatss:.
& Syiarine
LIGHTING : FIXTURES. Western / 
Canada's largestdisplay. Wholesale arid := 
retail. Free catalogues available. / Nort 
burn Lighting Centre Inc., 4600: East :/ 
Hastings St., Burnaby, B.C. V5C 2K5. 
Phone299-0666; / / tf
3 Fjoom grqups/ Bachelor suites, 
individual pieces, hide-a-beds, 
rollaways; month to;month. /
833 Yates 383-3655
WOMEN’S/SEXUAL ASSAULT/CENTRE ; / 
Crisis Line, 383-3232. We : offer in-; 
formation, support and referrals. 24 
hours a day, 7 days a week. tfn.
ED’SBOATSERVICES,2238 Harbciur 
/Rd. Sidney, Winter Special./Haul; clean 
and antifoul your; boat,,for the new i 
: boating year. (i'S.) 17 ft, boat $95 ; 20 ft.: 
$130; 25 ft. $159, everything included. 
Also, . ask about fiberglass recon­
ditioning; Ed, at All Bay Marina, 656- 
i 0153. Res, 652-2333; : Z
CHILDREN’S BOOKS, at the Jumping 
Mouse. A great selectioin of good and 
beautiful books,for all ages. Beside the 
Royal Bank on Beacon/ / // : 5523-tfn:
:::/:/ |»ets'& :/
Livestock
CANADIAN TALENT PLUS,/ booking ;/ 
-agency with; magicians, Santa CiaiusL 
belly-exotic dancers, catering and video"' •/; 
: services : for: your Christmas and; all I; 
occasions; Parties/384-5556. ;; 1296-4
SPLIT WOOD, $70 per cord. U-pick up, 
Also R-50 , Suzuki motor bike, excellent 
condition, Asking$299:656-3161; : /^
-'13,17 ■5'2■'■/','':/.■^./:/
6FFERSBEINGACCEPTED.^3ft,Glen-
L cabin cruiser and 1980 - ,115 /HP, 
Mercury 0/ B, 165 hours. May be,viewed 
at Menzies OutboardSterndiive, Beacon, 
Avo. Sidney. Contact Throne Riddell 
INc.,/trustee in bankruptcy, 3rd. Floor, 
707 Fort St, Victoria, V8V/:3G3,/Attn; 
GbrdonPennyi-382-8251v : ^133
PADDLE FANS — The original fan Store,, 
Wholesale and Retail; Free catalogues; 
Ocean Pacific Fan GalleryTnc; 4600 East 
Hastings Street, Burnaby, B.C. VSC 
2K5. Phono 112-299-0666, ,' / / na-tf
MIST HAVEN Riding Academy offers 
adult V and childrens / English/ riding 
lessons, flat and jumping,;Well-schooled
horses provided. Close to Sidney. 
Boarding available. 656-3167 ; / 942.-
:,'4,nb8,3: "/
GRAVITY BOOTS - great new exercise ■/
conditioners, Red, black, gold. $ 119,
The gift of health: order now. Gravity / 
Works, 3294 Main Street, Vancouver, 
B:C, : V5V ;3M5, Pl\one/l 12:872-4322/ ij 
::(Visay. , :■ na:52
WATKINS GREAT PRODUCTS! Buy bl
sell. Call mo, Eileen, 656-7884. : 866
OAK, MEADOWS. Lessons, breaking, 
training and boarding. Indoor ring, 
speciaT Hunter-Equitation Clinic; 
Christmas Holidays. 479-6843. Tape 
message if no answer. ; 1184-52
SENIORS [60 OR MORE). New to Sld- 
!,ney? Don’t know anyone? The Silver
§1n
T, / i Rosliingling: : / 
Repairs to /
,v, 856'<'0828 Eaves A ciiimnnv
^‘ DISCOUNTS FOR; SENIOR CITIZENS Flashing
:';/;,;'/;f ■It
" :Shnoi Metal,'Hciating,:Vontil;,i1ion:ancj Insulation,/
Call In at 2168 Keating Cross Road to discuss your noods.




Tho Sldnby IWevlow of- 
■for«::FnEia::,cLAssiFiED/.^ 
ADS to / thoao poraoiis 
. w h O':" da r © t m'd:i I y
;'Ompl6yod:;:hul'/«rd::'our-/:. 
/: r on t (y;' out: .of;” work, Af o u: 
moy ociwdrtiso for n job 
,, or:';for:/thw;:.»nlM/;:of/ your ■ 
:::oWn^:/':morohaWdlloo;/' to^ 
gohornto fund», THobo 
ndii::/muiiii'::bo',/|p'lnco/;ln": 
porson «t tho Rovlow of- 
fico. No nd» for tlila 
cliioBlficntion will bo ao- 
coptod by phono.
CAMERA, 110 Minolta S,LR. zoom 
Muskrat fur jacket and hat, size 12-14 
$165; portable 8-track with radio $40; 
Columbia bowling ball,' silver, ten 
pounds$25;658-8458;*/ :
56-52 // REWAROTOR'UTelitum^^ Tox Tan; //^W offers classes,:activities >
"JeOt’' Kenway western saddle, suede seat, tan «nd a warm welcome Drop in to 10030 ; ;
10.IX ..ninr cniTia tnAiinci Hfii I hlfi rieced: one Rcstliaven or call US at 656-5537. tf -color, some tooling, double rigged;, one 
/Miller western saddlej dark brown, older, 
stylo, initials "T.C." carved in back, One
THE PENINSULA COMMUNITY : / 
ASSOCIATION. 9788 2nd Sf., is the*' 1 ' 
p^^^^ tooled tan saddle bags. December 7 inforniation and Voluriteer,:Service foi: / ; 
// IMAGES/ Hahdrhado iHS-Sid'cmftrm : /::^:©^^^^ the peninsula, If you need,assistance pr ' ;
/::Beacon,: facing liquor/store. Compare / /IpOREltE^ you w sh to ^oluntoor a few hours a ,
: our low: pricos and find something for /Z/ WEGIAN : ELKHOUND PUPS,: Loving./: :: w
:evoryono, 656-6414/ i284-4*v * cuddly; Christmas gifts as low as$75,00.:,/Plppsu, full, CuG:Dl34 for fur lhei;in%^^^-^
Tr-rirr / :: Phnno Salmon Arm 112.832-65S7 aflerA / lomrahon.^ / /r
'■ *!
;: 2 KELLY: F78-14 studded srrbw:/tIros,': i 
:mounted G,M./whcels/ $75;'‘4 Uhlroyor:;
; C78-15 Polyester:ijbofglass bolted tiros / 
tnbuntod /6 : hole/ wheels,:/$ISO; /2
Phono Salivioh Arm 112-832:65S7;^
':..,4,p;m.:i:''''"' ;;:■.■.//:/' /.■ ' ha-51
BUY ' BRED™ CHAROLAIS cow before
........................................ / Dbeon/ber 31, income tax doductable./ ; :
/aluminuiir/sjlder/wlndows, 8lVr x 56, Very reasonably priced. Can board,
: :$200/ft(3bvor upright/vaciiuiTi/cloonor, / /i/'Rajseyourown beef. 656-5218,1347-52/:/ 
/ ■/'$ 3 5; /::: carpe tE\v:oepe r,:./'$ 10't/;//bra ss'
/ firoEcrtron, ' approx; 26x35; $40 : 658-‘ '■





' U/ S),/flood ' condition, Offers :'ijp /to'/ 
$150,00, Phono alters p,tn, 656-64G6,
■/■;:'1'fn,„,:///;
■'^m3Air8l-K)l8lbreir,tho,fartiilyr^^
' replacomont on' 5-vr, warranty,/ Shoo
parties or individual sales, (552-3038.
■10 8 8;-l:/8 4.-” ;:■./■'■;/■::/■;
UFHOUSTERINCS, etc,
:'«'Ouarihtcud,:Cuslpm:Work/»r:3Ualllv/Fab,riRt 
■:■ 9'Pfo'inpl' SerYlc«):*'Fybei''Estlihfito'o/'/':'''' - 6S2-1393
Jerry HovosL / 
7960 Walittce Dr. 
Sndnlchtdn, 0.C,
SAM / ' For all your : Rooting Needs .// Mornings: dr Evenings■ '''-'■/'■:''''’'/:si'ial<0's,':Shlrigles;'Tar''”'''-”':'”^',«,''>^'/;^'i‘'ik'#%''
;aTHr^KOOFER::':::: ^'Vf^:Gfavel &Repairs
i.McCLARY WOOD-COOK STOVE with 
warming oyon/S. water tonh; hand made? 
"Yarl" classical guitar;:, piccolo.; Best 









7117 Wi Saanich Rd.
QUALIFIED CARPENTER available (or 
anything rom new constufctlon to small 
repalr. Graemo, 384 -807 5 page # 15 7 9, : 
"■52
Student Mechanic to dofolfRIml 
tune ups, oil changes and ottior small 
jobs, tall alter 4;O0 o'clock, 656 0246,
/!|2''''';/:::/;:/''^'/■':■/
'' Fi'AiIWt*Ti nvwiTphtef fhr' klri^ ^
/'tot;/’'0 trained ;;babyslttor'/.tend :/'your: 
ehildron this: Now Year's Eve, Hours: 8 
p.m/ • 10 a.m,/Sftacka and breakfast 
provided; .transportation available, 
Compotitive row. Phone; Debbie Bell 
/ 686-7868, Lynda Nalrn63G-2n7. 52
DRAFT HORSE EQUIPMENT:wANTED;
A; .chain;! harrow '(not;';"flox|blo ,or;;:
' toothed''), a ' long (Canadian) itylb: 
walking plow, wagon/a riding buggy, or 
; any othor equipment, Please cell Miko , 
Opbnshaw, Clam Bay Farm, North 
:pond<^sland, 112-629-6318,: n8'52
RFcTpES“"1WAlVTE'’D;"'gtm(l“ ' '
(avorile recipe, To bo prihled in Yah* : 
couver Island cdoktabok to be pubisthed :: 
' sooh, Absolutely no obligation. Priares foi ,/ 
; the bs( 6 gnusual. Send to Bpx Z, c/o 
, Sicbiuy Review,,. 2367 /BeatOiv AVe,; 
Sidney, B.c; Van p, '
UPHOLStEkY SERVICE CENTRES
•REUPHOLSTERY— SOFAS, CHAIRS, RFCLINERS, FTC, 
•REPAIRS - SPRINGS, FRAMES, WOOD REFINI8HINB 
•3 STEP UPHOLSTERY & CARPET CLEANING : 
•■‘SQILGUARD" FABRIC PROTECTION ; ^
**Unlor Cltlms DIscomV''
?: ■ ■■■■ ■/ ■ Kl
^://ra»:tt8riMATii:;'''':
' II am , n I’M *-M(W ' SAt / „
%mma nit sahkich MwmiJ
mamammmsmmmammm
■" - ■ A;
'p I
fake'enroYf all ynur'/ /:'':/// /'■'■
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By Kale Woods
How many J times -did 
Rocky fight ApoHo Creed 
in *‘Rocky>’? The^answer: 
is i obvipusiy once, but 
igood oie Uncie Lar vrilf 
believe only you. A steak 
dinner for three rides on 
, this.;:;--■
Enjoy your meal. Rocky 
fought ^eed once in ;lhe 
original film, and lost. Just 
. .like Unde L^rs.r- 
PRE-PPWERED BAR- 
YOM ;—^ peter Barton pi 
t‘The Powers of Matthew 
Star’^lpoks very familiar.
Has starred iii any Barton was Shirley 
ptherTVseri^? iJones’ j stepson her
Sylvester Stallone
short-lived il 979 ^ series. 
“Shirley.” :; . “ \
EARLY SHARON — 
Before “Housei Calls” 
and “ Cagney and 
Lacey,” what series did 
Sharon Gless star in? I 
think it was a detective 
show.-.i
She v,ras Gal Friday to 
Eddie Albert and Robert 
I Wagner on the CBS series 
“Switch,” which ran three 
seasons (’75-’78); Gless 
was also a nurse on 
“Marcus Welby, M.p.’’ for 
a couple of seasons and 
; starred opposite John 
Schuck in the ill-fated NBC 
comedy ‘Turnabout”'
CRONKITE CODA — 
Help settle a bet about
Walter Cronkrte’s last 
words on each broad­
cast. Was it ‘tAnd that^s ' 
the way it is...” or “And 
that’s the way it was...”?
Uncle Walter’s final ben- . 
"ediction was “And that’s, 
the way it is...”
"Ask Kate” welcomes all 
: questions pertaining to 
television and show busi­
ness personalities, but 
because, of the volume of 
mail involved, personal 
replies are not possible, 
y iSend your letters to Kate 
Woods. United Feature 
Syndicate. 200 Park Ave:, 
Room 602, New York, N^. :: 
10166. ■ ‘
MEDIA MONITOR
By STEVE K. WALZ
© J. tackles cocaine 
fiends in TV- movie
it seems as if every week 
ftSShTbringsT-rievv revelations 
about some top athlete, 
show biz personality or 
business mogul either 
being busted tor illegal pos­
session ot cocaine dr enter- 
' ing rehabilitation clinics to 
rid themselves ot their 
addiction.
So when NBC 
j'arinounced its intention to 
star O.J. Simpson in a Jan. 
2 T V - m 0 vie" called 
■“Cocaine and Blue Eyes,” 
the former NFL running 
back had to endure a rush 
ot criticism.
“The title is the name of
, a; book I purchased when i 
played my last season in 
; : the 'NFL. It . has taken 
almost three years to get it 
to this stage, so this all 
happened before the big 
cocaine controversy,” says 
; Simpson. : ; ■
" “Unfortunately, some 
: people have written to me 
; criticizing me for being 
associated with this 
; project. They think they’re 
■ going to see me playing 
some guy who goes around 
snorting cocaine. 
i : “l tell you something, if 
■ we would have had 
‘murder’ or ’rape’ in the
O.J. Simpson
title, nobody would have 
said anything.”
“Cocaine and Blue 
Eyes" is the story of a pri­
vate detective named 
Michael Brennen (Simp­
son) who gets caught in a 
bizarre cocaine underworld 
connection.
Adds Simpson: “The 
book had a lot ot develop­
ment problem^, so we (0. 
J. and Columbia TV) 
rewrote it to please Bran­
don Tartikoff. the head of 
programming at NBC. Orig­
inally he rejected it, but 
after we made some more 
adjustments, he liked the 
character, who isn’t much 
different from the average 
TV private eye.
“I think there’s a good 
chance that Brennen could 
be resurrected tor a series 
version it it comes to that. 
And, I’ll play him much the 
same way — a tough guy 
with a sense ot humor.
“I have been offered 
series before and turned 
them down, but I’ll consider 
this if it happens. Quite 
frankly, though, I’m more 
happy producing and 
directing than acting."
Ken Kerchival
DEMONIC TALE — Eddie 
Albert, Andy Griffith, Kev­
in Bacon, Cloris Leach- 
man, Liane Langland, 
Ken Kerchival, Richard 
Masur, Beverlee McKin- 
sey, Joyce Van Patten 
and Charlie Fields star in 
"The Rhode Island Demon 
Murder,” a two hour TV- 
movie to air on NBC. The 
drama, filmed in Newport, 
R.I.. focuses on an 11-year-
old boy, allegedly pos­
sessed by demons, whose 
sister’s 19-year-old boy­
friend commits a homicide 
while supposedly under the 
influence of those spirits.
HIPPITY HOOPER — 
Burt Reynolds is back as 
the king of the stuntmen in 
the action-adventure film, 
“Hooper,” airing Saturday, 
Jan. 15 on CBS. The film 
also features Jan-Michael 
Vincent, Sally Field, Brian 
Keith and Robert Klein.
‘V’ CAST NAMED — 
Among the performers set 
to appear in “V,” the ambi­
tious four-hour NBC mini­
series about alien space­
ships, are Marc Singer, 
Fay Grant, Jane Badler, 
Michael Durrell, Peter 
Nelson, David Packer, 
Neva Peterson and Blair 
Tefkin.
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Jerry Lewis' successful film career began in ltbe:.:-F 
1956s when be starred with kis partner Dean Martin }n ^ 
a series of films that showcased Martin's singing and 
Lewis'clowning. , ^
Since their split, Lewis has gone on to star m such k 
films as ''Cinderfella" and "The Family Jewels,".
- ' -
By Marie iandiorio Lewis wrote the screenplay for one of bis finest, 
films; made in 1963, that has become a cult classic. In 
it; he plays the role of a mild-mannered college pro­
fessor who disc^rs a ‘formula which changes his 
appearance and personality. The handsome, swaggerr 
ing bully he becomes is irresistible to everyone, 
except tbs woman he loves. It turns out she loved him 
the way he was.
These fwo characters have become Lewis trade­
marks and when asked bow be created the two 
diverse roles, Lewis said, "I made the professor pos­
sess ali the qualities i admire in people and his alter- 
ego was all that i despise."
Question: Can you name the film and the alter-
® 10 00d) © SAMMY’S SUPER T-SHIRT 
(PARTI)
AFTER.NOON
Ml J:00 ® © UT^ I GET CAUGHT Tbe psy­
chological, sociai, legal and judicial 
aspects of the drunken driving problem in
America are examined through interviews 
with families of victims, attorneys and 
7 judges. Narrated by Dick Cavett. ^
4 M (i) @ SAMMY’S SUPER T-SHIRT 
(PART!)
EVENING
7:00® @ STARTING FROM SCRATCH 
The various residetits of a Toronto room­
ing house include a'divorcee (Jayne East- 
wood) who works as a waitress, a meat 
packer (Alec Willows) with loftier ambi­
tions and a department-store clerk (Kath- 
? v: leen Laskey); □
T 8:00 ® ® Kmc ORANGE JAMBOREE 
PARADE Coverage of the 49th annual 
New Year’s Eve event from Miami, Flori­
da, featuring 24 floats, the Royal Lippi- 
zaner Stallions and the Royal Philharmon­
ic Orchestra: Joe Garagiola and Shelley 
( X Long are the hosts.. ^
9:00 @ © REVUE DE L’ANNEE 
V ® ® MARK BUSSELL ^‘Mark Russell’s 
1982” Washington’s top political satirist 
recalls the;, year’s most unforgettable 
events in song and satire: : " ^
® © 'BRUCE COCKBUIW. AND
FRIENDS-";'" 7...
IOjOO ® © LES CHINOIS __
(B © THE SECRETS OF THE BERMU­
DA'TRIANGLE An exploration of some 
i: strange reports of events in the area of the 
Bermuda Triangle,: including the disap- 
V : pearance of Navy flights and sightings of 
floating coffins, is presented.
-------- )BYEBYE’82
Knight and the Pips, Eddie Rabbitt, Donna 
Mills, Susan Anton and Les Brown and His 
Band of Renown are among the entertain­
ers heralding the arrival of 1983 from a 
varietyof locations across the country.
18:00 (S © DIZ55Y FEET The world of danc­
ing and graceful movement is examined 
through such diverse events as a ballet 
performance and a boxing match.
AFTERNOON
12:00 ® © PEACH BOWL Iowa Hawkeyes 
vs. Tennessee Volunteers 
4:00® @ ® © NHL-SOVIET SERIES 
Soviet All-Stars at Montreal Canadians
FRIDAY EVENING ^ecember 31,1982
7:00 7:30 8:00 1 8:30 9:00 1 9:30 10:00 10:30
From Scratch Year In B.C. Tommy Hunter Show Dallas The National Barney Miller
f3l Nouvelles Telejournal Apprivoisee Genies herbe Revue de I’annee LesChinois
PMNorthw. The Muppets Benson 0. Couple Movie: "The Ivory Ape"
rsi Enl. Tonight Tic Tac Dough King Orange Jamboree Parade Knight Rider Bermuda Triangle
News Movie: "Rooster” Falcon Crest
(7) News Family Feud The Dukes Of Hazzard Dallas Falcon Crest
rs) News Movie: “The Jerk" Falcon Crest
(9) Creatures Great & Small II Wash. Week 1 Wall St. Wk. Mark Russell Training Dogs Elizabeth R
(IT) M*A*S*H Barney Miller Movie: "Operation Mad Ball" News
(12) M*A*S*H M.T. Moore Movie; "Yellow Submarine" M*A*S*H 1 News
dD Vancouver Bruce Cockburn And Friends Lisa Dal Belio
_ ;ingco
"" 'xILOO (T) 03 icivM
11:50 ®; @ ® © DICK CLARK’S NEW 
YEAR’S ROCKIN’ EVE Lydia ComeU and 
Anson Williams join Dick Clark for a musi­
cal welcome to: 1983, featuring perfor­
mances by Ronnie Milsap, Jermaine Jack- 
son, the Uo-Gos, Ba^ Manilow, and Hall 
&’Oates."-,::'-“-' 7 ': 7-7 .", ■■7'
® © ® (B HAPPY NEW 'YEAR, 
•75:: 7 7; 7 7 AMFRTCA : Host Donnv Osmond, GladysOAOj Appng pue„JOSS3joj(ji Ajin^ si/i., irsmsuy
AFTERNOON
12:») ® © **% “Claude Francois et mol” 
7 (Pas de date, Biographic) Charles Azna- 
your, Gilbert Becaud. La vie du regrette 
chanteur francais Claude Francois.
1:00 ® © *** “Tbe Dark Angel” (1935, 
Drama) Fredric March, Merle Oberon. A 
man lets the girl he loves think he was 
killed in the war when he actually was 
onlyblinded.
® ® *** 'Texas” (1941. Western) 
? Glenn Ford, William Holden. Friends since 
childhood, a cattleman and a rustler vie 
for the affections of the same girl.
7 : 7; EVENING
8:00® O ** “Rooster” (1982, Drama) 
Paul Williams, Pat McCormick. A diminu­
tive police psychologist teams up with a 
mammoth ex-cop to solve an arson case. 
® © *** “Tlw Jerk” (1979, Comedy) 
Steve Martin, Bernadette Peters. A chron- 
ic"screw-up makes millions on a weird 
invention only to lose it all in consumer 
; damage suits.‘R’7
. ® © **% "Operation Mad Ball” (1957,
Comedy) Jack Lemmon, Ernie Kovacs. A 
7 private, involve his fellow recruits, enlist­
ed men, officers, nurses and prisoners in 
7 carrying off the “Mad Ball,” a wild party.
; ® © ***Vi ‘Yellow Submarine”
(1968, Fantasy) Animated. Voices of the 
Beatles. The Katies attempt to banish the
evil Blue Meanies from Pepperland.
0:00(2) O ** “TTie Ivory Ape” (1980, 
Adventure) Steven Keats, Cindy Pickett. A ■ 
savage mob in search of both profit and 
revenge stalk the fabled albino gorilla. (R)
12:00 ® © **% “Je tiais, to me Uens par 
la barbicbette” (1978, Comedie) Jean 
Yanne, Mimi Coutelier. Un inspecteur est 
charge de mener une enquete sur la 
disparition d’un animateur vedette qui fait 
chanter la France.
12:05 ® ® **% “Kid Blue” (1973, West­
ern) Dennis Hopper, Warren Oates. An out­
law, trying to go straight is seduced by his 
friend’s wife.
® © **% “Use Wiz” (1978, Musical) 
Diana Ross. Michael Jackson. A frustrated 
ghetto schoolteacher is whisked off to the 
magical land of Manhattan where she 
“eases on down the road” with a scare­
crow, a tin woodsman and a cowardly lion 
in search of a legendary wizard.
12:40® @ *** “aall We Dance” (1937, 
Mystery) Fred Astaire, Ginger Rogers. A 
pair of dancers are forced into marriage 
because of public opinion.
1:00® © **)4 “Tbo Wild Party” (1974. 
Drama) James Coco, Raquel Welch. A 
silent film comedian tries to save his 
flagging career by throwing a big party at 
which a young woman and her boyfriend 
are murdered.
1:45 ® © *** “Je ne sals rien, mais je 
diral tout” (1973, Comedie) Pierre Rich­
ard, Bernard Blier. Au grand desespoir de
sa famille, le fils d’un important fabricant 
d’armes a prefere a I’entreprise familiale 
la fonction d’educateur social.
5:00(1) © *** "Barefoot In The Park”
(1967, Comedy) Robert Redford, Jane Fon­
da; F^oblems arise when an extroverted 











imttRBy Steve K. Walz
TUBE
NOT AGAIN — The networks have brought back “The 
Man from U.N.C.L.E.,’’ rediscovered “Gilligan's Island” 
and redeployed “The Mod Squad.” Now CBS is bringing 
back “Leave It to Beaver.”
it's Mayfield 20 years later, but Jerry Mathers is “Stil! 
The Beaver.” Original cast members Tony Dow, Barba­
ra Billingsley, Ken Osmond, Richard Correii. Robert 
Stevens, Richard Deacon, Frank Bank and Diane 
Brewster will be seen in the two-hour movie. Joanna 
Gleason (Monty Hall's daughter) and Ed Begley Jr. 
will portray new characters.
SATURDAY
smm
9;S0 (D ® NEW YEARS ENDER 
10:00 (S @ LE BYE BYE
UORNING
OKWO ® ® O ® ® tournament 
0? R(KES PARAI® Live coverage of this 
gala annual event from Pasadena, Califor­
nia; Merlin Olsen isGrand Marshal.
(7) ® PARADE FEVER Pat Harrington 
Jr. hosts a look at some award-winning 
floats from the 1982 Cotton Bowl Festival 




- — — a TOURNAMENT OF8:30(1) 0 S) -- --------------------,
ROSES PARADE Live coverage of this 
gala annual event from Pasadena, Califor­
nia; Merlin Olsen is Grand Marshal.
KhSO S) 0 BABIOLE
11:30® O BIARK RUSSELL “Mark Rus­
sell’s 1982” Washington’s top political sati­
rist recalls the year’s most unforgettable 
events in song and satire.
AFTERNOON
12:00® 0 LA NOEL DE PIERRE ETT 
LOTTE
(S) (0 TREASURE ISLAND Animated. 
Robert Louis Stevenson’s story of a young 
boy’s adventures with pirates is presented.
2:00® 0 HOLIDAY MESSAGES Prime 
Minister Pierre Trudeau and Governor 
General Ed Schreyer deliver their greet­
ings for the New Year.
- (3 0 TOURNAMENT OF ROSES
PARADE Live coverage of this gala annu­
al event from Pasadena, California; Merlin 
Olsen is Grand Marshal.
8.-00 (B O JUBILOS Three ballets - 
“Enamoranza,” “Decima” and “Visions” — 
choreographed by Alfonso Fi^eroa to the 
musical works of several Latin American 
composers are presented.
10:30 ® 0 ® ® COTTON BOWL Pitts­
burgh Panthers vs. SBIU Mustangs
® ® FIESTA K)WL Arizona State Sun 
Devils vs. Oklahoma Sooners 
® ® WIDE WORLD OF SPORTS Sched­
uled: the Jackie Stewart Celebrity Shoot 
(from Wales); the Bank of Montreal 
Nation’s Cup equestrian event (from 
Spruce Meadows, Alta.); highlights of the 
world figure skating exhibition from
il:M’^**^^''wn)E WORLD OF SPORTS 
Scheduled: the Jackie Stewart Celebrity 
Shoot (from Wales); the Bank of Montreal 
Nation’s Cup equestrian event (from 
Spruce Meadows, Alta.); highUghts of the 
world figure skating exhibition from 
Copenhagen.
SATURDAY EVENING January 1,1983
7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 I 9:00 9:30 10:00
10:30
(2) NHL Hockey Cont’d J. Ferguson Sports Year Ender YearEnder
Year in B.C. - Wayn.-Shus:
(D Vs. Whalers Du Ski La course autour du monde Monde marveilleux de Disney :: Le Bye Bye ;
(Ti Suear Bowl: Geor jia Bulldogs vs. Penn State Nittany Lions Cont’d Memories With Lawrence Welk ’
Movie: "Sanctuary Of Fear" :
(Ti Orange Bowl Cont'd Entertainment This Week Movie: “The Way We Were"
Orange Bowl Cont’d Movie: "Memories Never Die”
Trapper John,M.D.
m Donahue Walt Disney Movie: "The Black Stallion”
(Tl Orange Bowl Cont’d T.J. Hooker Movie: "Cocaine And Blue Eyes”
m An American Original The Cousteau Odyssey The Galaxy; Two Ronnies :
Movie:"Sparrows
(H) Buck Rogers Movie: "The Unsinkable Molly Brown”
Movie
(!fl The Avengers Streets Of San Francisco Movie: "The Benny Goodman Story" ; ^ t -
dD Movie: “Fantastic Planet” Classics To Be Announced : ; :
dancer decides to entertam the troops
after being rejected for sravice.
, i8:^(B@BOLBA; V-
(1) @ THE HUNTER AND THE HUNT- 
y/KjEDiJosc Ferrer narrates a report on the 
continuing worldwide search for Nazi war 
criminals; among those interviewed are 
Nazi hunter Simon Wiesenthal and forma- 
SS officer Walter Rauff. (R)
10:00® 0 SUZANNE TIMERS... AND 
10,000 OX’S Susan Anton, the Pointer Sis­
ters and Jonathan Winters join Suzanne 
Somers for an hour of song, dance and 
comedy from the Ramstein AJr Base in 
Kaiseriautern, West Germany.
8.-00® @ "Le Cobra” (1973, Sdaice- 
r fiction) Strother Martin, Dirk BaiedicL Dn 
herpetologue Kt convaincu que la fame 
de vie de reptiles est celle qui sanvaa 
I’bomme de la destruction et qn’D faot &s 
lors creer un homme cobra.
O 0 “Lav”(1967, Canedy) Peter
Falk, Jack Lemmon. In hop« of relieving 
himself of his wife, a man brings home a
suicidal derelict and introdiH*s than.
® ® *** “Sweet Hostage” (1975, Dra­
ma) Linda Blair, Martin Sieen. An escaped 
mental patient kidnaps a tou^ teen-age
AFTERNOON
EVENING
7.-00® 0 AN AMERICAN ORIGINAL 
“The Oregon Symphony Pops With Gordon 
MacRae” Conductor Norman Leyden snd 
the Oregon Symphony Pops Orchestra are 
joined by guest artist Gordon MacRae for 
an evening of all-American music from the 
Portland Civic Auditorium.
8:50 ® 0 VOEUX FEDERAUX
1:30® ® ® @ ® @ ROSE BOWL 
Michigm Wolverines vs. UCLA Bruins 
2:00 ^ WRESTLING
2:15 ® 0 SPORTSWEEKEND “Here’s To 
You, ’82” Highlights of great moments in 
sports over the past year are presented, 
featuring an in-depth look at the financial 
state of major-league sports.
Sd» ® ® WRESTLING 
4:00 (jg 0 SOCCER
5g>0 (1) 0 NHL HOCKEY Winnipeg Jets at
EMraoaton Oilers ___
® 0 LA SOIREE DU HOCKEY Les 
Maple Leafs de Toronto recoivent les 
Whalers de Hartford
® © SUGAR BOWL Georgia BuUdogs 
vs. Penn State Nittany Lions 
® @ ® @ ® ORANGE BOWL
Louisiana State ’Tigers vs. Nebraska 
Comhuskers
EVENING
7:00(11) “Fantastic Planet” (1974,
Fantasy) Animated. Voices of Cynthia 
Adla, Barry Bostwick. Space voyagers 
land on a planet dominated by giants with 
strange powers who regard humans as tiny 
pets.
8:00 (B @ “Manories Neva- Die” (1982, 
Drama) Lindsay Wagner, Gerald 
McRaney. A sensitive wife and mother 
struggles to overcome her family’s suspi­
cion and hostility when she returns home
lere, urama; u.j.
detective’s search for a missing woman 
leads him to an illegal drug operation run 
by a prominent family.
@2) ® “The Benny Goodman Sto­
ry” (1955, BioCTaphy) Steve Allen, Donna 
Reed. 'Ihe gTMt jazzman’s life is traced 
from his childhood to his triumphant per­
formance at Carnegie Hall.
9:45 (5) © *** “Sanctuaiy Of Feari 
(1979, Mystery) Barnard Hughes, Kay 
Lenz. A New York City priest befriends an 
aspiring young actress, who is determin^ 
to keep working in spite of the eerie, 
nerve-wracking events happening to her. ^ 
lO-.OO® 0 “Sparrows” (1926, Drama)
(1963, tomeay; reier oeuers, rm- 
ker. A well-meaning reverend becomes a, ; 
bishop in outer space after being rejected t 
by the parishioners to whom he was sent . 
by mistake, i
12:00 (S) @ ‘‘AmansKd’’ (1973, Dra- u -
ma) Magali Noel, Bruno Zanin. Directed. ^ 
by Federico Fellini.; Fear and despair 
characterize life in fascist Italy during the 
1930s. ;
12:05 ® @ "Etateraity Row” (1977^; ? 
Drama) Peter Fox, Gregory Harrison; A p i 
man’s reflections on his wild 1950s college , p 
days are marred by the memory of a haz- 
ing prank that end^ in tragedy. ^ ' ^
EVENING
7:00 ® O NFL FOOTBALL Dallas 
Cowboys at Minnesota yikinp Q ; '
after spending six years in a mental clinic, 
d!) ® -k-k' ■“ ------- -
EVENING
6.-00 (0) 0 SPOR'TS PAGE 
8:30 ® 0 SPORTS YEAR ENDER
lu; sa, kkk ‘ His Unsinkable MoUy 
&own” (1964, Musical) Debbie Reynolds, 
Harve Preshell. A nouveau riche couple 
are accepted in European society after 
being snubbed in Denver.
8:80® 0 kkkVi “The Blade Staffioa” 
(1979, Adventure) Kelly Reno, Mickey 
Rooney. After being rescued from the 
island on which they were shipwrecked 
together, a young boy and a horse become 
involved in the race of the century.
9:00® @ kkk^ ‘"fte Way We Were” 
(1973, Romance) Barbra Streisand, Robert 
Redford, A young college couple in the 
ISSOs discover that their political differ­
ences are str&g enough to jeopardize their 
marriage.
® © “Cocalue And BIm Eyea” (Prem-
Mary Pickford, Gustav von ^yff^itz. A 
fearle: ................ - -- -fss girl tries to protect a group of
orphans from their captor. „ ,
10:30 (0) ® ‘Texas Taror” (1935, West- 
__ \ T-1_^ rinivhv TTavAc A rowbov
so nj w ic iotw' yxitoo, 
em) John Wayne, Gabby Hayes.  co boy 
ridden with guilt over the death of his best 
friend decides to become a peaceful pros­
pector. „
11:(10(S) ©>★“Death Moot” (1978, Mys­
tery) Robert Foxworth, Barbara Trent- 
ham. An executive vacationing in Hawaii 
believes that he is the victim of a native 
curse placed on his family generations ear- 
' 'iier. "
11:20 ® 0 kkVt “Funny Lady” (1975, 
Comedie musicale) Barbra Streisand, 
James Caan. Au debut des anuees 30, une 
r comedienne vedette participe a un specta-
-11:4*5® 0 i!r-Ar*%“HsavOTS Above!”
(195s! Drama) Maria Schell, Yul Eryniwr.^ - 
A man is unjustly convicted of murdering p 
. hisfather.'v; ■ P;
12:45 (i) @ -*44 “Crime ^ PassiOT’’ (1976, p. 
Adventure) Omar Sharif, Karen Black. A s 
romantically involved couple s«t out to rip 
off a rich, and dangerous, financier.
1:00® ® *itr“Godzilla” (1956, Science- 
Fiction) Raymond Burr, Takashi Shimura. 
The terror of a monster’s attack is wit-
AFTiaiNOON
nessed by a newsman in Tokyo. 
1:35 ®0 ............ ’w til (k A %“Poar la suite do moida” 
(1963, Documentaire) A I’lle-aux-Coudres, 
quelques jeunes gens cherchent a r^u-p^p P 
citer Tancienne coutume de la p^he aux ; p 
;:marsouins. ';P P ;'-'-';-PPP.P:f .P?
2-00® ® kkk “Shaft” (1971. Drama) P c
Richard Roundtree, Moses Gunn.
2.-C5 ® 0 ★★%“SL Iv<»” (1976, Adven­
ture) Charles Bronson, Jacqueline Bisset.;
:Kp'
^12 M ® © ‘T-a Cooise a Tetialote” 
(1975, Comedie) Jane Birkin, Pierre Rich- 
ard. i A, Paris,> im employe subalteipe 
■ assume avec trepidation la responsablilite 
‘ des operations d’une banque. '
1- 00 O ® ☆★*l^‘KDBte Rocine - AB 
- American” (1940, Biography) Pat O’Bnen,
Ronald Reagan. ’The life of the famous 
Notre Dame football coach includes 
defeats as well as victories.
2- 80® © -‘Le Ro(± da merdsant
W ^ (1978, Comedie musicale) Olag
P : Popov, Florian Pitis. Un loup redemtabte
exige une rancon en or apres avoir bd-
nappe des enfants. _ „_P^
PSK»S'® P** The Boys” (1944,
P ;i Musical) Clebrge Raft, Marlene Dietrich. A
thii^oflife.
9:00 (®(B “The Sd From Nowhere"
(1982, Drama) Susan Saint James, Loretta 
Swit. The troubled iivffi of a retarded 
youngster bis mother are given a new 
meaning when his energes are channeled 
into the Special Olympics games. (R)
® © d) © -A** "n* Oieap Driec- 
tive” (1978, Comedy) Peter Falk, Ann-Mar-' 
gret. False identities, murders, old flames 
and unscrupulous villains hamper a 1930s
P; detective's daily routine as he is drawn 
into a sucOTssion of bizarre cas«.
® @ “Baby Bfae Hariae” (1976, 
Drama) Jan-Michael Vincent, Glynnis 
O’Connor. Dishonorably discharged from 
the Marine Corps, a ywiDg man assumes 
the identity and mdfonn of a war hero.
12.-05® © kk “Hau* CH The Ril^
the
daughtadf “Jack the Rinper.”
i:» ® © “Aci« 111^ Sret^
(1972, Drama) Anthony Qaina, Anthony 
Frandosa. Caiflicts between bladts airi
whites reach a boiling point as Mafia fami­
lies vie for power and a bloody gang war
‘ erupts on the streets of Harlem.
180 ® © ★* “Sunrisiae Bm” (1977. 
Adventure) Chris RiAinson, David L^e 
Two slave brothas and a young woman 
travel throu^ tbe Evaglades in search of 
- lost Spanish treasareL . ; '
SPECIALS
aftsrnoon
4:80® 0 YES MINISTER Jim Hacker 
bect'mes upset enough by political red ta^ 
to cjnsidar resigning, a possibility that in
turn upsets Sir Humphrey. ___
5KK) ® 0 1982: A YEAR OF SIBUGGIE 
Peta Mansbridge and otha CBC report­
ers recap the major domestic and interna­
tional news stories of the past 12 months.
(R)
(3) 0 FOOTBALL I® LA UGUE 
NATIONALS Les Steelers de Pittsburgh
' recoivent les Browns de Cleveland
® © RACE FOR NUMBER 1: COL­
LEGE FCKITBALL
® 0 NFL FOOTBALL Regional cover­
age of New York Giants at Philadelphia 
Eagles; Atlanta Falcons at New Orleans 
Saints; St. Louis Cardinals at Washington 
Redskins; Green Bay Packets at Detroit 
Lions; Chicago Bears at Tampa Bay Buc­
caneers. ___ _ ___
11:80 (S @ NFL WEEK IN REVIEW
AFTERN<X)N
EVENING
6:00 ® Q MARK RUSSELL “Mark Rus­
sell’s 1982” Washington’s top political sati­
rist recalls the year’s most unforgettable 
events in song and satire.
6:30 CS @ LUCY IN DISGUISE The discov­
ery of the oldest and most complete 
human skeleton found in Ethiopia by Don­
ald Johanson and the Afar International 
Research Expedition is documented.
7:80 @ 0 SUPER SPECIAL: THE MIKA­
DO The Stratford Festival production of 
Gilbert and Sullivan’s comic opera, spoof­
ing of 19th-century British society, stars 
Eric Donkin as the lowly tailor who is sud­
denly elevated to the rank of Lord High 
Executioner; featured performers include 
Marie Baron, Henry Ingram, Christina 
James and Richard McMillan.
8:00 ® 0 JAZZ AT STEEL CITY The 1982 
Canadian Stage Band Festival in Hamil­
ton, Ont. is highlighted in a program 
featuring an interview with jazz legend 
Oscar Peterson.
10:00 ® O ICEBERG ALLEY The huge and 
unpredictable icebags found off the coast 
of Newfoundland and Labrador, capable of 
colliding with oil rigs, are examined in a 
documentary hosted by Dr. Robert Four­
nier of Dalhousie University and narrated 
by George McLean.
12:00 ® ® SEAHAWKS PREVIEW 
12:30® ©NFL’82
1:00 ® © NFL FOOTBALL Denver Bron­
cos at Seattle Seahawks 
(2) 0 NFL FOOTBALL Los Angeles 
Rams at San Francisco 49ers 
2:00 02) ® CANADIAN FINALS IWDEM 
Coverage of events from Northland’s Coli­
seum in Edmonton.
3:00 ® 0 SPORTS YEAR ENDER 
4:00 ® O SPORTS AMERICA “New Jersey 
Sire Stakes Final / Two Big Guys Moun­
tain Games”
©©SPORTS PAGE 
5:00® © ® O NHL-SOVIET SERIES 





7:00 7:30~l 8:00 8:30 1
9:00 ! 9:30 10:00 10:30
(D Beachcombers Super Special: The Mikado : Iceberg Alley
m Met.-Bou.-Do, Les Beaux Dimanches Le Telejournal Del’Oiseau Les Beaux Dimanches
Dimanches ;' ;
m Riolev’s Believe It Or Not! Matt Houston Movie: "Live And Let Die”
(T) Voyagers! CHiPs Movie: "Cocaine And Blue Eyes”
(T Hockey Cont’d Archie Bunker Gloria Movie: "The Kid From Nowhere"
(7) 60 Minutes Archie Bunker Gloria The Jeffersons: Day At Time
Trapper John, M.D. ;; i; ;;;-
(Tl Hockey Cont'd Jazz At Steel City Movie: "The Kid From Nowhere" ■ :
(D In Disguise Old House Nature Masterpiece Theatre ; - Body In Question
(TTl Solid Gold Laugh Trax Probe; Contact , 60 Plus ;
Yoiir Rights
(1^ Streets Of San Francisco Movie: "Hawmps!" 60 Minutes
dD 60 Minutes CHiPs ; .; Movie: "Second Wind'-/
SKM (□) ® kkM "The Vktett Men” (1955. 
Weston) Glam Ford, Barbara Stanwy^
9;®9 ® © TVS CENSORED BI/)OP^
Milton Berle and Mariette Hartley join 
Dick aark for a look at some funny flubs, 
goofs and break-u|s never intended for 
public viewing. (R)
: V ® ® ® © WORLDVBION
S-M® © S) © NHL-SOVIET SERIES
^ Soviet All-Stars at Minnesota North Stars
EVENING
10:55 ® 0 SPORT DIMANCHES
greedy oil promoter eager to exploit the 
creature for profit. " , „ .
(1) © *A^%“Tboroughly Modem MU- 
Ue” (1967, Musical) Julie Andrews, Carol 
(banning. A pair of newcomers to New 
York catch their landlady running a white 
sl3V6 rinc
2:00® m Warriors” (1955,
Adventure) Errol Flynn, Joanne Dru. A 







I NFLTODAYIftCO $ 0 ®©® ©
12:00(0) ® kkyi “Inverioo Earth 2150 
AD.” (1966, Science-Fiction) Peter Cush­
ing, Bernard Cribbins. A scientist and a 
smaU group of resistance fighters struggle 
to defend Earth beings from the threat of 
highly evolved robots who seek to turn 
them into slaves.
1:30® © ★Aik “KIi^ Koog” (1976, 
Adventure) Jeff Bridges, Jessica Lange. A 
monstrous ape is brought to New York 
aty from a tropical Hawaiian island by a
8:00 (S) ® kk “Hawmps!” (1976, Comedy) 
Jamffi Hampton, Christopher Connelly. A 
group of U.S. CavabTmen try to adjust to 
riding camels instead of horses in the
untamed, lawless Texas of the 1800s.
9:00® © ★** "Live And Lri We” (1973, 
Adventure) Roger Moore, Jane Seymour. 
Secret agent James Bond dodges sharks, 
crocodiles and voodoo spells during an 
attempt to locate a Caribbean drug opera-
® And Kot Eyei” (Prem­
iere, Drama) O.J. Simpson, C^dy Clai*. A
detOTtive’s search for a mining woman 
leads him to an illegal drug of^atiai run
kk TTfee Kid Ftons ncwbob
(1981, Drama) Ricky Wittman, Susan Saint 
James. A young mother finally allows her 
retarded child some freedom ; when he 
becomes involved in the Special Olympics. ■ 
® © “The Kid From Nowhere” (1981, 
Drama) Ricky Wittman, Susan Saint 
James. A young mother finally allows her 
retarded child some freedom when he 
becomes involved in the Special Olympics. - 
® @ Ml “Second Wind” (1980, Dra­
ma) Lindsay Wagnw, Robert Naughton. A,
man places his marriage on the line when ^
hedecidestorunmamarathon.:
11:15 ® 0 kkk “Allegro dot t«^’’
(1976, Fantaisie-musicale) Pendant qu’un 
chef d’orchestre dirige ses musiciens, im 
dessinateur s’efforce de mettre en vitesse 
sur le papier les images qui lui inspirent ; 
les pieces musicales. ■ ^
'11;$0(1) © kk%, ‘‘Ti!e A<Svaitnrfflrs”^(1970, 
Drama) Bekim Fehmiu, Charles Aznavour. 
A man who has lost his mother and sister 
through violence b^mes a womanizer 
while sustaining a deeper love for his coun-
'gei...
12:05 ® @ kk-k A “Sunday, Bloody; Sun­
day” (1971; Drama) Glenda Jackson, Peter 
Finch.'A man and a woman compete for
the love of a callow, youngVmale artist, 
who enjoys being caught between the two
of them. „
® © ★*% “Sanetimes A Glreat 
NotlOT” (1971, Drama) HeniY Fonda, Paul 
Newman. An Oregon logging family devise 
a way to deliver a large order on schedule
AFTERNOON
whens^ers sabot^ tl^^|u^m^H;;
12^5(1) 0 "The Black;
(1974, Suspense) Michael ^iC:aine, Ih)hald;
Pleasence. WiUe bn asaghment iOT ageh^
finds himself betrajed and his wn Idd-J
;nappad.:^A:->;
03)® ^★^“BfiniphTbe Surf" (1974, 
Adventure) Robert Ckmrad, Donna Mills. 
Two light-fingered beach bums and a 
female accomplice leave behind a trail of 
empty jewel boxes and broken dreams m 
they successfully snatch the “Star : Of
X&® © boutaess”
; (1962,;(k)niedie) Martin Lartigue, Andre 
TretbnV; Des : ecoliers de villages voisins 
sont en rivalite constante et se fonLla pet­
ite meire dans une sabliere des environs. ; 
; LOO (D) ffl “^To A Small Planst”
;; ;(1960, Comedy) Jerry Lewis, tol H^ 
; man. A space creature lands in Virpnia 
S S- and Mts out to learn about Earthlings and 
their ways. , _
: 2:80 ® 0 “La Vrilfca des veiflea"
(1975,; Documentaire) Andre G!adn, JOTn'
Carhigan. Recital collectif de folklori^
' ;v' quebecois et^ a I’occasioo d un
feidival tOTU a BSontreai Ol 1975.;
S:®> ® ® s ^
; (1959, RornsuKC) Audrey Hepbom, Ant^ 
ny Perkins. A young political refugee hid- 
p ing in the Veaezoelan jungle falls in love 
with a native girl.
loit opposing faces. _
® “A Rot Rr Year Matty”
(1949, Comedy) Alec Guinness, Donald 
HonstOT. A pair of Wei* miners win a trip 
to London--;
9:00® 0 (S! © ‘listeB To Yocr HesiT 
(Proniae, Comedy) Kate Jackson, Hm 
Matbeson. A young couple attempt to c^- 
ry OT their new romance whfle waking 
together at the same publishing bouse. 
11:45 ® ©*** “Battle Of attain” (1969, 
Advoiture) Michael Ciaine. Laurence Oli­
vier. British pilots C^t gaHanUy to pre­
vent the aTinihilation of London by the Ga- 
; man Luftwaffe.
12.-05® © *★* “The Biaa Who Skied 
Down Evsrat” (1976, Adventure) Docu­
mentary. In 1970. Japanese athlete Yai- 
chiro Miura skis the world’s Mghest moan-; 
tain.-' ' -
1:85 (§©★** “Mysterfes From B^ood 
Earth” (1977) Documoitaiy. Scientists and 
■ researchers explore the parauonnal world 
of UFOs, Kirliao photography, psydsAi- 
nesis," cloning, ESP" and the Bermuda Tn- 
"'-angle.'.;.'
2:80 ® © *** “VisicBS Of {1973}
; Documentaryl Film directors Juri Ozerov, 
Mai ZetterHng, Artha Penn, MkhaeL 
PUeghar, Milos Forman, Jdm Sdiksin- 
ger, Claude Ldooch and Ktai ichikawa- 
. provide : iheir cwn personal cinematic 
^ records of the 1972 Olympic games in 
Mnnirti. v ;
MONDAY EVENING ^ January 3,1983
7:00 7:30 ! 8:00 1 8:30 9:00 1 ^30 j J0:00 1 10:30
m Pacifk; Resort tteqsyi^ Har^' fa f FYwate 6^ ; »rA*S”H tfewtot ■ i - ;;
m ftowefes
Tiepaa^' [ Tti^sdertaa: "Le (kitaa”
; " 1 Bzaf’e.;:;:-;:f s^iKS ; ■;■
f4) NFl Footis&CteSasCowboys at KSr^taTaii^
;; Ii&Ei^^seS - i->-
' '■ —- ' * - ^
m EbL'Toi^I ' ncTjcOK^ link ' ' lfork:."TsK*i firsB! Ssste*'; -
(T TisBliteSsse TiseMfesors Uffie SsseASe* fegassrs ~
BcHE'TieOi^O^sRr-;■'; r-;;-.;;
(7) Sews;"'- Far^Fessd Sausel^
m Seei'' - Ed&--'';- "fBasTE : ' -
fcm'TteCheesOeteiivt" f . ’
(Tl Creatures Great 1.sss^s;; ts iksAsksa Tm Sfasted SfHtfefeB^ces
'Earaefliter : SoKe1jK~V...;\ --t
' ^ ;■ --v;- "
li*A^ lllT.ifoofs .Bd«: "Sweet ^
r. 1 ^ - j fie« ■ ;;;
teiraever tb^-B^asetefae", - ■ o ; . -
1; On what scap opera did David 
^ Donna Mffls play Markrand Laura ^ ^




4 What was the name of the ’60s sitcom
"series abpuiiife at the^^ Hotel?
5 What is the rian-e of the Boston ho^t^
which is^ setfingxsf |S-
6. What was Boberl Stack s name on ^The
7. What was the fieune of ^ serfK in whicn
o 5s ." =■£;
= 3 s:
-O'j us ■* 5)-*- * ■
c3 »-
Bentley Gregg? f
3. Wnere was the setting of Maiy nan-
.....
senes f'Arase"%
-S' ; "O .'s
l-ililiv
-<• tss sc ' i-S
NBG’s PpSt^Gdmbe! 
^NFL’ is solici dffpit
Sv Steve K. Walz ;; ^
MavteRatteg
l^efi Bryant Guinb^. the 
iikabie arid efficiOTt host of 
NBC*^'‘NFL:^S1” left the 
show to;; become an 
arichoffnan i OD; f^e 
network's revamped 
‘Today Show,” many peo­
ple wondeted whether NBC 
had made a fTHStake.
> There were many 
zied looks when NBC 
announced; thfe past faK
thatilt had hired Lai 8er- 
maii to replace GumbeL 
Bermanl; who had scoied
'in-
■las picked .up'where UufT!- 
beOeft off
^ '‘‘NFL:-; *82^3"’hasn’l
edf'psed ioca/ - sn
the: rabngs -bui Eiefman's, 
no-nonsense appfOacmTo 
iheshow has paid oh- He's 
quite ..adiot; at analyz^- a' 






Pete A)dheim. wfio have 




baii i preihew; prograni was^
never alsie TO beati^ its 
CBS UTvai: hNFLITbdav."
but; Gumbel'^ presertce 
; g^e the sikiw credib^. S i
castbefore---
C; ^ That the NFL 
season is coming tc a 
cks^ ttie have
: Adamfe.; me: temer; NHL 
runrrbg bade te an e>x^- 
lent; fidd rsK^er > vi^s 
quite profic^C in ;gafmg 
viewers an Bis^ kxfe at 
the Bfe of a pro player. He 
is as good as, if not better 
than CES*^ Irv CroS,; ateo
: snex-fJR- .pjayer. ;
-Axiheir whose" ;back- 
-jround'-ife m; spO^tS'wr-iijrfa; 
snTds b'-rnfisbusbu'CSS" 
.Jsmrnv-: 'IThe ; G'seit.
■ 3nyd«:, ^ tMike; ynyder.
Abhe&Tt r -t j;! Ike hsS
i _j _ -   - Vsr -Sk ^—’ J .»'aZ
- fbor e' thar; That. .:he co^’tl- 
'Ub snyori ttw wroh-g wry;
.And gi 3 "pinch- .A-<th»Krn 
-can ’ger.^ate ;'J-; whtne 
batch of .stafeBCsTy 
a-;;'player ;-cr-/team.that 
^makes. ’" or;., int eresring 
chalte': batween; the aver­
age ^::arr;chair::. quarter-; 
-•oatksi;;; V:
[ ISo whi a NBC’s 
^ msy :.beat; out. !*HFL
: IbKfay'( ifa!gigs.:it«
;netwi3k:X3n'take St«ace ^
: .-aK^1nS'' *rst - 
; the. test :arsKXJiK:^ilw te 
: :::.c;yr^a^ : pl- .
'foottsati- -
]!
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Mn-law suite home in a good central locatioii.
. . . 3 bedroom plus
656-3924 JOHN HOPPER 658-4506
$289,000 ML # 966984
SO BIG —- an unique family home situated on 4.7 peaceiul acres. Features' 
include fireplace, in/master:' bedroom; huge /games room; spacious 3 
bedrodrn.in-lavy suite; ,numerous-out-buildings and a young producing biv 




New conversion comprised ot six 1 bedroom 
self-contained suites. Fridge and stove with 
each unit. Completely insulated and moderniz­
ed. Good area. Call me for viewing. I\/1L#63759
Gives sweeping sea and mountain views from this 2 year old three bedroom 
homeisituated om.9 acre'in a desirable'area. To view please,contact.^ ' 
656-3924 JOHN HOPPER 656-4506





buy together; •Does nbl have a stratamtle and: theisrnaijeript yvoeidienaitjle;
:you to cut down on yard work. Open to offers.
656-3924 ^ 656-4506 i
EXCELLENT
HOLDING PROPERTY
Commercial lot with oldep/^
heart of Brentwood. IVlLIST SELL. Please present
all inquiries and offers to
IL.*... ", .'i,," ,■
im,.
^ARDMORE,,- 1 ACRE,;
2 year; old, homo yvifh 2944 r»q, |l. .Four bedroomr); l.;irge .dining room and / 





for the purchaser seriking affordable housing. Central location:' Three 
bedroom ranchor located in a nice arrsa of newer homes. To view please call
656-3924 ANNE NORBURY 656-2376
ai ,! > ‘ ' ' I ,•.■ r,;-j'w'i?L
■,)-w,■■.•■■.'■.'..4'-'.,' 'h u'.- ■'u/'ii'mi',.
' rfF/**’ ' " , ' .a iiiAufflO'/
•Vf i>'' ■#*
1" 'J r
PEACE AND SERENITY? T
Your searcb could well end hero. Perfect no-slop retirement home on lovely 
hall acre. This well built gem is situated in an area ol quality homes ln tran-




few-!'■ V'rHfV f 'ft'SJ
I j. l''|i
...... , . . !
' ' i'll iP^ ,
i&i*' ’
■ ■■ -4
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Top quality self-sealing shingles are guaranteed 
for up to 10 years. Stock colours. Bundle covers 




PAHIiCLE BO AHD 
SPECIAL
4 X 8 SHEETS
3/8  ............sheet^5 -85
1/2....... ................... .sheet^7.25









12x12 White {32 sq. ft.)...... .. box^9b95
16x16 White (64sq it.. . . ^box^23»95
4x81/2 NATURAL 
FIBERBOARD PANELS sheet
ONE ONLY - SLIGHT DAMAGE 
9x7 SECT10NAL^^:^
YEAR END STOCK REDUCTION
13 ONLY KDC-20
iiiteiiiiiivlp&ciisiws::'







Powerful fan can be put through existing duct
KEROSENE HEATERS
Economical and etficient. Almost 100% fuel efficient. Cuts 
home heat costs. Warm only the area you spend the most time 
in. Completely portable. Needs no installation or electricity, 
Ideal iemergency' heat source or for-cottages, garages and 
basements.- T: ^ -
nm E^ID €LEAR@UT ©F 
SUNBEAM - 6000 BTU SI ^@0©
CLEARANCEPRiCE
T0UCH & glow -




7/8” EACTOiY GRADE 
SANDED PLYWOOD
ONLY'




I 3000 watt top & bottom.
I 5 ONLY
I AT..............................
; k Our best price on tough,
I scrubbabie Super Latex from C-l-L
Oip your brush mio Super Latex Flat or Setnl-
- gloss paint and you can see the luxurious tex-
•t ; ture mhis is the increUibie latex you can clean -.r : ; , ; ?
- again and again. Even ihe Super Latex Flat V' '.
stands up to repealed scrubbihgs vilihout get-
L , ting.shiny or breaking down.,Both the semi-- 
. /gloss and the fiat .xorne/ in many rich,
:. . decorator coiours that are easy to apply and ■/■
/V wash up with'soap'and water.'■ 'r'- ' i
CHAMBERLAIN
FULL 1/3 H.P, Powerful enough for even double doors. Safety 




LMODEi: 2401 B: .i......ONLY
3/8” REV. DRILL
; MODEL 3720 . . . .
3/8^’ CORDLESS
MODEL 6010 DWK ................... .ONLY
DRYWALL SCREWDRIVER





MANY MORE MAKITA T00I.S
ON SPECIAL THIS WEEK 
COME IN AND MAKE A DEAL 
■L-:;'«Hami«er„ Drill8;*Grinde«:;
«Masonaiy Cut-off Saws, etc;
Super Latex, Flat
Reg$26.95:;.;.. L.'. Lv::.,/.;; .lv.L/L. gal.
Super Latex; Semi-gloss
;Reg, $30.95;l ..,........gal.:
Buy 'howr Paint/l.ater; DoiVt forget brushes, 















8% 20’ ONLY ..
2x6 C&S FIR
8’ -20’ ONLY......:....... ...r...
2x8 G&S











White metal componentsTor ceiling grid s 











2x4 WHITE LAY-IN PANELS





















12’ LENGTH 12’ CENGTH,
length length
COPPER PIPE
■ n'vpB L hard; i/2''xT2.'T(mgth,;; , 















' ' Endigy ioss costs you money In wasted heat, Piberglas
' ' Y Canada's,Pink Insulation Is designed To bo hold in
place by Iriciion beiweon (raming members: Uglacod In 
allow'a cholco of vapoufibarriers; Ideal tor walls or ro-: 
Insulating attics, Update your insulation lodayF
R12x15’’xf8” /
Covoragci: R**"





















1x10 SISIE CEDAR ^^30^
ONLY...:..,.: ............FT.
TOP GRADE













vv I whitr? or hfown ...: :.:
Saanich, and
Saanicii PeninHulu 5Vev»ew




As 70 years of news flows by in the pages of The Review only 
one item has been unchanging. Things that were considered 
important for several decades are eventually forgotten. 
Problems and projects are finally concluded or else cease to be 
of interest. Organizations, individuals, activities and interests 
wa.x and wane. Other things that are important now were not 
there in the beginning.
The one thing that never changes, e.xcepi to grow, is the 
Saanich Fair. It was a thriving institution long before the 
newspaper began, and has been one of the major events of every 
year.
A few other things have lasted the 70 years, one being 
Saanichton Experimental Farm. It was just beginning in 1912, 
however, and it does not draw the public attention in recent 
times that it once did.





Railroads were still of major importance then, in fact at the 
beginning of the period the CN line was just being built. So was 
Resthaven Hospital, and the Sidney water system. Fire 
protection was a problem. Sidney Island was a busy place with 
the brick plant, and the James Island powder factory was built.
A drive to incorporte Sidney flared and was snuffed out. 
Prohibition was an issue. Schools had to be built and the wharf 
needed repair.
By the end of the decade the railroads were dying, and cars the 
roads were matters of great importance. The Tod Inlet Cement 
plant closed. The Anacortes ferry run began in April, 1922, and 
the CPR ferry to the mainland soon after.
In the 1920s the North Saanich Women’s Institute was an 
active organization, responsible, among other things; for the 
War Memorial Park. Shortage of water on the peninsula was a 
concern to farmers, btit a plan to join the Greater Victoria Water
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annual egg-laying contests run by the Experimental Farm. R.T. 
Vyvyan of Saanichton won the first one. With 2357 eggs from 10 
white leghorns. Disappointed runner-up was H.P. Hurst of 
Sidney, v/hose leghorns led from week 14 to week 50, but faded 
in Jhe'atretch.iX''i
Jn 1924 the Saanich Ganning Co. canned more than 200,000 
/ pounds of clamsX; Care Ferry service between Steveston and 
Sidney; was announced by the CPR in 1928, and the Cy Peck ; 
started running ;tb Salt Spring in 1930XBy the time The Review ^ 
was 20 years old the depression had everyone in its grip.
Early in the 1930s the Sidney mill had closed down. The 
Review was advertising the Peninsula not as an industrial area : 
but as a retirement haven.
There were big celebrations every May 24. A “Water Gala” 
was' held in August. Equipment to show ^‘talkies” was installed ’ 
at' the Auditorium Theatre. G.A. Cochran was dealt a perfect 
bridge hand, all aces, kings and queens and the jack of 
diamonds. The Stirling Pea, developed by Cyril Warren, of 
Sidneyswbn first prizh at t\vp world’s fairs iri succession.
Then came the World War II. The airport was built and the air 
training plan began. After Pearl Harbour there were blackouts, 
rationing, wage controls and incorhe tax deducations. i '
In 1944, the Sidney Water DistrictWas organized . A secession 
Xmovement \yas growing in the northern part of Saanich 
municipality. There were some protest over plans for a yacht 
basim in Shoal Harbour, but expansion of yachting was 
predicted for the postwar peripd. Vf
North Saanich school district was disbanded and joined with 
Saanich.';Patncia Bay won out oyer Gordon Head as the site for 
..'■^Victoria’sairport..' ':„■'
In the spring of 1947 Barry Du Temple, 10 years old, won the 
chamber of commerce sloganXcontest with “North Saanich, X 
XWonderland of the Island.”
BrentwoodX Cpllege was destroyed by fire. Roberts Bay 
residents, petitioned against a .sawmill there, and an editorial 
mentioned zoning might be necessary. Sandown racetrack was
Vbuilt.x .',:>'.;xx,X''X,v.";':vX;.;X"' ■ 'X^' ''.
In 1950, Brentwood water district opened the laps. The Motor 
Princess run to Steveston was suspended because of new fire 
regulations. Central Saanich became a separate municipality, 
with Sidney Pickles the first mayor.
In 1952 the village of Sidney was incorporated with .I..I. White 
lieading the first appointed council.
X Sidney and North Saanich CommiiniiyUall Association,
; SANSCHA> was formed in 1953, and thb next year obtained tlie 
old rccrcatipivlntli l'irom the airport . Sidney adopted a S190,000 
se\yer bylaw; but schools district ratepayers voted down a
....
‘-a Irahto'y **'"''■* Ac
/drnv,., "•'’r/d-u./.A . T^k <
®3S^vT"X“-t"" 4'“.“/‘''S'"'-'rj’K-s;* 1;ifrjrX”f»....








In 1955 the Sidney l.egltmnaires won the B.C, baseball 
chaininoiiship, which Id;! White said Avas the firsiX 
X athletic title ever won by Sidney. The voters passed axsclujol;
bylaw sealed - down to $712,000.XBricks were being niade at 
"'BazanJJay." ..--,7
XX SANSCHA built ifs own hall . A new federal gpveriiincnt hiiilt 
i a ncw>yitari\ retry strikes filled Sidneywitlv stranded tpuristK ns
■x'
'XM| ......
ferry service would operat e not from Sidiiey but from Swartz 
Bay. The airport was expanded, but James Island was shutting 
down. Sidney twice extended its boundaries.
As The Review began its second halfrcetnury, Sidney ex­
panded twice more, and both Sidney and Central Saanich built 
Alcw municipal.hally.yX''\'; ':;w.7.y''X'',X:;.;\
, |,.inda Douma, of Sidney was chosen Miss PNE in 1963 and 
■7r..Miss Canada.in. 1964."':r:7T'.X'xv ..x'-:;.';' ""t,' X-'^
; " Repeated fatalities led to a campaign for a four-lane divided
'.'AXitigitwuy.;''/'AX,X:X;;^777';.v-';'v4;.,:7;';';7A.^ ; ;7:'xX':
Joe Lott, who had already been principal of two high schools, 
i with one inorc to go, told school trustees he had stopped visits by 
Clatemoni studenis to the legislature because ilte pcrfoiinaucc 
of the MLA’s was “always such a Shameful dcmonsiratipiK 
In August, 1965X North Sanich was Incorporated, wtih Dr. 
A.B, Nash chairing the interim council. Later Jim Cumming was 
elected the'firsi rceyjc. The golden nematode was discovered on a 
'.XX farm at'Keating.X:
■ X; In 1967 Sidney, v/ith more than 3,000 residents, became,a
! town, A vote Ip amuigumuie Sidney and Nuitli Saanicli was two 
7'''.','.'tooncagainst.;,x. X' ■ . 4 ■''.'X;.>^ 'X''■:
A S4 million school referendum was passed, and a new 
hospital was planned to be built in Central Saanich.
■ X X A daoipaign to build a skating and curling rink felUhorl, and
a refcicodum ip build a swimming pool was defeated but both 
Sidney and Central Saanicliinuli sewage plamsXX
;:/';X'XAi)yoi'icX'x''vlio;'‘S:doubtS''X\thai x;
Sidney has.the most eomforiahle 
:X.X: climate iniall lof, CanadA; should x, 
; be sentenced to look Ibr stories 
X;/; :,.aboiit:ihe; wcutheif in lljie:7ilcs of .; 
’flic Review-, lie will go for years 
at a lime withbut fiiKling any;
X and the Occasional exceptions; 
W'ould hardly impress a visitor 
from nnywiiere else in the 
.■ wountry.':^ ''■',■■' ' ’■'■'''.^^''x;'
Qn Dec, 28, 1932, tiieweather 
did earn banner headlines, as 
winds up lb 70miles an hour 
pounded the peninsula ; for 12 
hours, tearing down pciweb lines, 
iX tipfooting trees and smashing 
■ 'X:''''^ hoats'and wharves, ./''xj'.-:,
Alhe breakwater at Sidney 
Lumber Co, svas almost entirely 
Washed away, and the front end 
of tbe Saariich Canninp CoXplant 
was demolished^, A mighty wave 
Xlifted Copeland and Wright's 
X marine service station right off its 
(, base, I he terry whart at the loot 
of 200 Street was literally 
pounded to pieces, .Some si/eable 
' ■■'■'';;ehunk s Wf lAvat ef from 'Avere ' aIso^
X'.''^a^bcd away.x,.. ■'■■ xa':’x ■'■■,';:,, '^X."''.
.iThe'X'RcvicwA reported that At; 
...; ,was' .the.;,, wpist: ^siorm -old-iimcrs
duild leeall, hut ilie peninsuhi 
'":X actually, "escaped'; iiie;wb'rst'.aL-'it,...;.; 
'Tltc Abasilin'c, was' Iashcd7 froin' v; 
xnoiihcrn California 7b Ala 
aitd bn ihe shore of the C)lyinpic 
Peitinsiila sviiuls reached 100 
■''';t'uiies anJtoiir,
Two ’ years later, in January, 
1935, the peninsula had what was 
probably: its greatest single 
snowfall in living incntbry, from 
18 inches to two feet.
In 1916 and 1923 there were 
snowdrifts that blocked the 
ruads, and in 1950 there was ax 
severe cold spell (by fieninsula 
Martdaicis) that lasted a inomh. 
Minimum official lemperauire at 
Bat Bay Airport was a record low 
,;7.on""Jan.,X27;,of.4,2 degi.ees.;aboVe':„v 
zero, Some people reported even 
lower temperatures on their home 
therinometers, btit no on<x 
claimed a reading below zero,
XThe cold xvi'as great enbugh, 
however, to treeze the watetr in 
, Satellite Channel, creating diift 
ice as much as three inches thick, 
Snow fa I Iiii 1 am i ary tot a lied 
X 32.1 tiKhes at the airport, and a 
,'X '■ plane.'ot>cr,atbd,'.by, B,C.X:;AirUncs,
, landed oi'i ski s'there,,
pur intematioMl^
During the past 70 years, as recorded in the Tiles of The' 
Review, the Snaiiich l^eninsiila hasxproduced only oric ; in-; 
Icriiaiional celebrity — Jean Baptisle Paul, of the Tsartlipx 
Indiair Band,'Chief'Tltundcrbird :Z' 
The rniper did not follow Chief Thunderbird's great career as 
a wrestler. There is iio ineniion whyit it began or whcnltcnded.X 
111 Jaiiuary. 1931, however, thcftxis a picture (rf him in a war ’ 
bonnet and a story that begins wlih the vvords of a tecn-ungeA 
who met him in London, Eiudand, “Cool! Wh.-tt a smasher!"
Mrs. I,orna I iansoh, formerly pfBre fit wood, wrote that when ; 
she was talking tevthe chief in a Lofdoi'i station bn his arrival she 
became aware of a disturbance behind bet’ and turniild to see a 
ct owd of sevetai limulrcd people gaihered ioMare at liiin. 
'A.X.I,IeAs'as JH^cd7c'vcry'whcre''':bc,'',w'dt( ;'in':;a',: tbur',;'of'T'irita'in'':and7 
Eiirbpe ibat lasted several moiitbs/and fit the time site wrote hb 
had not lost a matchr Appearing hn a prominent British radioX 
prograii) ‘‘In 'I own Ibniglit", he sttde the show; ;
X On July 30, 1969, ChiefXThundci bird’s picture was again on 
the ffruti ptige, with a stwy abtutt the uhyciling of a rnemprial; 
totem Hole at Ccmiul Saanich bluiucipal Hall. ChiclXlhuii- 
derbird had died In Ndvcinbcr, 1966, ;
'I he Brentwood Women’s insiltiitc took the initiative in the 
memorial project . and the rtiunlcipal council joined; in to 
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Most of the editors of The 
Review have been “boomers” 
who wanted to see Sidney grow, 
but none so much as Hugh 
McIntyre, who bought the paper 
in November, 1924.
His hopes were doomed to 
disappointment. Far from 
thriving in boom times, it was his 
fate to struggle to keep the paper, 
and the town, on their feet 
through the great depression.
None of that was on the 
horizon, however, when he wrote 
this editorial three weeks after 
becoming publisher:
A re you helping to make Sidney a 
bigger town?
“Sidney has many advantages 
that should be make known to 
manufacturers that are looking 
for sites on which to locate. 
Sidney has one of the finest 
climates in the world; Sidney is 
situated on a site that can ac­
commodate a large city — a city 
of level streets and beautiful 
residential sections, parks and 
drives.’, ■,
‘‘How can we make Sidney a 
city: By inducing industries to 
locate here. What is there to 
offer? Cheap sites, low taxation, 
railway and deep water facilities. 
For one mile south of Sidney 
along the water front and parallel 
With the Canadian National
Railway industrial sites may be 
obtained on exceptional terms. 
By inducing industries to locate 
here Sidney will automatically 
become a city — Beacon Avenue 
will become a busy thoroughfare 
with substantial business blocks, 
theatres, hotels etc.
“Sidney will make great 
progress — if we all get together 
and act intelligently. Let us not 
overlook an opportunity to help 
make Sidney the Industrial 
Centre of the famous Saanich 
Peninsula.”
McIntyre wasted no time.
His first issue of The Review 
was Nov. 6. On Nov. 13 he had a 
full page advertisement for 
Sidney as an industrial centre, 
and he continued to hammer on 
that theme for years.
In the early months of 1929 he 
was devoting two columns of the 
front page to articles by various 
people titled “Sidney Booster” 
numbers! to 4, and on March 14 
he started printing a banner at the 
top of the front page: “Start your 
plant in Sidney — The Coming 
, ^ l%rt.”,
That banner was carried until 
the end of February, 1930, but 
the effect of the great depression 
had already made it ridiculous. 
Even with Christmas advertising 
The Review at the end of 1929
could manage only four pages. 
The year before it had had 10 
pages with two-colours on the 
front page.
In August, 1926, McIntyre 
changed the name of the paper. It 
had always been “Sidney and 
Islands Review,” with “and 
Saanich Gazette” tacked on 
sometime in the period from 1916 
to 1919 for which the files are 
missing. McIntyre called it the 
“Saanich Peninsula and Gulf 
Islands Review” and announced 
that it would cover news of 
Brentwood Bay and Royal Oak.
In March, 1928, Elizabeth G. 
McIntyre joined her husband on 
The Review’s masthead.
In November, 1931, he started 
Wednesday publication, to get 
the paper to the Gulf Islands 
several days earlier.
Things must have looked 
brighter by the end of 1934, 
because McIntyre got a new press 
and the paper was larger. By this 
time he was boosting the 
peninsula not as an industrial 
centre, but as “The Garden Spot 
of Canada.”
Dec. 8, 1937, McIntyre
published a 16-page Silver Jubilee 
edition. It contained highlights 
from each year of the quarter 
century except those of the 
missing files, plus articles on
many local businesses. Unfor­
tunately there was no article 
about The Review itself.
McIntyre published the paper 
for more than 20 years, selling it 
in September, 1944. His suc­
cessor, F. C. E. Ford stayed only 
five years, before selling to the 
second long-term owner of The 
Review, j. S. (Claire) Rivers.
McIntyre’s career as a booster 
was not confined to his 
newspaper. In 1934 he organized 
the Sidney Businessmens’ 
Association, and was its 
president for 10 years. When the 
Sidney Waterworks District was 
set up to take over from Sidney 
Water Co. he was its; first 
chairman.
He also had other interests. He 
invented a new checkerboard, 
which was manufactured in 
Sidney and used all over the 
world. It was nine squares wide 
instead of eight, with black 
squares in all corners and the 
centre black square left out.
He also invented what he called 
“Diamond Baseball,” with five 
bases, four outfielders and no 
shortstop. In 1936 there was a 
softball league playing this 
variety of the game, with teams 
from Saanichton, James Island, 
North Saanich and Sidney, and J. 










Fred Ford owned The Review 
for less than' five years, from 
CNovemberi 1944, until he sold’it 
because of ill health in July, 
1949, but the paper that he sold 
“/as ye;fy di ffeferjt; from the one 
he bought.
Through the ^ depression and 
the war years, the paper seldom 
had more than four pages. From
premises are now occupied by 
Sidney Sheet:Metal Ltd.s and the 
latter by Manning PreSiS ltcl.
The; hevy buildi ng \yhs a sur- 
plus army hut with a two-storey 
addition at the TrohUprqvidingi' 
offices below and a suite above 
for the Fords.
It was to remain The Review’s
The pre^s bn which The Review ; 
was ; fi rst ; pri nted in '1912, a 
Chandler and Price platen, was;; 
still in ;re“ilar use vin the job ; 
printing department.
Rivers offered participation in 
i he company to J im. Wakefield 
and A. A. Cormack, and they 
: becanie'clifectofs; ;W had “
home for more than 20 years.- returned to The Review in 1936, 
viuind had later recruited Cor-
1 ' .jr , , ■ ,
I ' ‘ ^ J 1 1 '1 i
' ' ‘ 'I '.“sT.'ciAtn  ̂ '
1945 on the files arc far fatter, 
probably averaging 10 pages, and 
with plenty of local news on most 
■■'of them:
“ On AugCISv 1^ had the; 
pleasure of printing “WORLD 
PEACE”’ ill ilcitcfs ilirec inches 
' liigh^
dropping of tlic atom bomb a few 
• days;; he(orc lind goncytinrecor-
fklh .Iuly, 1947, tlic growth d
I lie pa per req ii i red a hip vc tod
ijcwlh tl i Id i ng * on j he cast sid c o f 
'.'I'i::';!' Iii rtiS i rce t V-b'ThC': -ifo r rn'e r;;'
.1. S. (Claire) Rivers, who 
succcer*oi '• Ford, had been owner 
lor 0! a month when he 
brut ; ui a ne\v press So large 
that tlic end;of the; building hadj 
lo be removed to gel it in.
On hatid for the bccasipn were 
former publishers I'ord, ;Hhidv 
McIntyre and Fred F'orncri.
I“rncri, retired in Sidney, was 
helping at least one day a weeli 
with the production Of the paper 
he] had first owned in 1919i 
having been active in the printiiig 
tradefbr 66 years.
mack, a printer he had worked 
with in Winnipeg. •
Also on the staff at that time 
' were Mrs. Esther Berry, hired in 
1949 and in charge of the front 
office until a few years ago, and 
Joe Muslow, who was pressman 
for almost half a century, until 
1973.
In October, 1950, it was an- 
bnpu need'that The Review had 
won two prizes in national 
newspaper competitions^ for the 
best all-round paper and;the best 
ed ii o rial page among papers with 
circulation between 1,000 and 
2,000.
June 20, j 1951, The Review; 
published a 40-pagc paper 
marking Sidney’s Diamond 
.1 u bi 1 ee, 11 cred ited estab 1 is hme nt 
of the Pat Bay Airport (started in 
1938), and dhe large numbers of 
air force personnel it brought 
during the war, fob starting the 
growth of the town; It also told 
the full story of Samuel Brethour 
and family, wiio ;sc(tled the area 
that is now Sidney iii 1873.
In Jimeb 1954, there was a 100 
Years of Progress Edition, and in 
; October. 1958, Centennial 
,; edition, which included the story 
of WillianvThorntpnv first settler 
V bn tlie Saaiiich Pchiiistila; and a 
history of the Saanich Fair.
; iwas also tlic editor m
did a lot of ihe printing, sold the 
b:sbdtdba'iid;;iiiiiiletl:ilic;bapei:sdts’“'elh’ 
; By Rivefs’; time there was^^ “
staff of nincband b“r the years a ;; ; 
great many r historicaly articles 
were printed besides those in the ; 
...speciafedit ionsi;F'^;:;;'y
I'hc initials F.G.R. first ap­
peared on a book review in 1950, 
and so a long apprenticeship was 
served before Frank Richards’ 
name went on the masthead as 
editor in August, 1961. He left in 
December- 1966 to take over the 
Gulf Islands Driftwood at
Ganges.
Personnel at the Review vt'ere
very active in community affairs. 
Wakefield was secretary and then 
.president of the Sidney Rotary 
Club, Richards served as 
liresident of the chamber of 
commerce, and Cormack was a
iiiember “nd' i dien ; /chairman; ^
; (mayor),of the yfllage counciL^^^;^^ ;/ F 
In 1966 Rivers changed the 
method of production from hbl .; 
iuetal; to offset printing,dnaking 
possible flic publication of many'
more and better pictures.
;;; Two years later in September, ; 
1968, he;sold The Review to John 
Manning, f w ho; pw ne d i t; im t i 1 a 
year ago. Present owner is David 
Black, of Williams; Lake, who 
also owns a number of papers in 
the Interior of B.C; Roy Spooner 
is publisher.''/;
Du ri ng M ami ing’ sf ownershi p 
there were several editors, and he;
‘ was sometimes; editor; himself. 
Names that appearetf on tlic 
niasihead included A.;G. Pagg, 
H. V. Green, Lloyd Baker, 
George Manning, (no relation), 
f Stephcii Brewer, Bruce Obce, atid 
in 1978 Peggie Rowaiidv 'VhO is 
/'b'^ediior lotlay.;',;; ;;;;
Manning turned The Review’s 
eyes to the bceaii aiul its door*; 
:■; step. A deep-sea''yachlsniaii iis
Esther
Worked for tnore than
'lierry.':;:y"'y.f'.
30 years at Iteview'
well as a talented writer, he 
covered; tlib ; waterfront beat 
tinder the noni dc plume of 
loshua Berhnuttei—- tv name that 
sometimes appeared on the 
masthead alongside his own,
Even more, famous was 
aiiotlier of ' the creations of 
Manning's typewritier, l.t; Col. 
James Browne-Hardinge, whose 
; occtisioiiaf /‘letters ip the edit or’’; 
ffbin diis Nortli Saaiiich estate 
;lickl’;;;Jiis;;frea(iers;bspellboiiiid.: 
Sthiie even w'ciiLlookitig tpf hnil 
hu 1 iibne ever found ti mail box 
i/vvith hismaineonil.;':
1 n d i r e c 11 y, Manning also 
created a reaf peninsula celebrity. 
In 1972 he .sponsored the Great 
Rowing Review Race, which saw 
67 - y ea r - ol d J oh n N ew rn a n, 0 f 
Saanicliton, trounce his nearest 
rival over a four-mile course by 
10 niiiuiics rowing a boat he had 
built 40 years before.
fOver the next five years youth­
ful parsificn trained hard to 
challenge Newman, and even 
Used lighicr fibreglass copies of 
his boat, but they never gave him 
aclosc;;race.':;;;';;'';;;;;';;;;/,:';f.;,;
] It isfsonicflmes confusing to try to understand tlui geography 
oF stories in thoi old files of The Review because they contain 
some;names that are tip longer familiar. T‘art, at least, of the 
enplanatioh is contained in a story printed det f16,1935 about a 
iicw nittp recently issued from Ottawa. Tlte map made the 
Ibllowing changes:
Scltool Cro.“ Road became McTavisli Roiul,
'.JEvrth.l-illfaiidClouke.Hill,';;,.,:;;; 
f ’ Nutt is Rock, became Wain Ruck, and Dot Rocks became 
Salltts Rocks.
Saanich Arm became Saanicli Inlet, Canoe Cove became
;|''rmbe^'Bay;; Sfuu e _ P of-k
1 became Shute Reef,
’■’■rd.'
Five islands had theit minies ehatigcdj Black to Brackmaii, 
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The sinking of the steamer 
Iroquois took place on April 10, 
1911, more than a year before 
The Review commenced 
publication.
April 16, 1931, in one of a 
series of columns headed DO 
YOV REMEMBER, the story of 
the sinking is told. It’s form 
indicates that the story must have 
come from a newspaper 
published at the time, but there is 
no indication which one:
Iroquois Sinks — Many Lives 
Lost — Well Known Vessel Goes 
Down Off Sidney. Drowned Are 
Estimated Between 20 and 40 — 
It Is Certain That Many Are 
Dead.
The well known little vessel 
plying among the Islands of the 
Gulf and on which thousands of 
Victoria and Sidney citizens have 
travelled, met with disaster this 
morning.
The accident occurred in the 
channel near Mary Island op­
posite Captain Curtis’ house 
which has been turned into a 
morgue and hospital. Captain 
Curtis put off in his launch, also
a number of citizens of Sidney 
and did a good rescue Work. A 
good many Indians also set out in 
their canoes, and every boat 
about the place was manned and 
went to the aid of those 
drowning.
Captain Sear’s Story: “We left 
the dock at Sidney at the regular 
hour this morning with a heavy 
load of freight including con­
siderable hay, fertilizer and iron. 
The wind was blowing rather 
strong from the southwe.st, but 1 
have come out in a far worse 
storm.
When we were about to make 
the entrance to Canoe Channel 
the wind struck us in the beam 
and together with the seas the 
ship took a slight list and her 
cargo was shifted on to the lee 
side and when the purser in­
formed me of this I sent the first 
mate with the deckhands below 
to try and right her.
While they were below 1 put 
her to the wind but soon it was 
found that she would not right 
herself. I immediatedly headed 
for Roberts’ Bay with the hope 
^ that we might reach shore before
she went down. We did not get 
far however before she com­
menced to settle rapidly. When 1 
saw it w'as impossible to reach the 
shore I ordered one of the life­
boats launched and in this 1 put 
three ladies who were aboard and 
six of the men passengers. They 
were unable to master the boat 
and they soon floundered.
1 then called for volunteers to 
leave the upper deck of the ship 
which was almost under water. In 
response the chief engineer and 
three Indians came.
When 1 left in the boat there 
was a number of people on the 
upper deck but as they had 
lifebelts 1 did not think there was 
any danger for them.’’
Shortly after the disaster a raft 
black with people was seert to set 
out from the wreck. The raft was 
seen swept drifting and then 
overturned, all on board believed 
to be drowned.
Final estimate of the lives lost 
was 21. Four passengers and 
seven crew members survived. 
The remains of the ship were 
found by local divers in 1977.
N 'i.vV.... iV '•w' V ' “ ' sV ' '' - ^
For three years m the 1930s Piers Island was used as a prison 
for women of the Doukhobor religious sect who had been 
cbriyicted of of Alices ih: the area of their^seftl^ents in the \Vest: 
Kootenays. The Review almost ignored this matter, but did print 




“Transfer of Doukhobor women prisoners from the mainland 
to Pier Island will commence Monday, according to word 
received at provincial police headquarters, Victoria, from 
Colonel H.W: Cooper, warden of New Westminster peniten­
tiary, yesterday.
“There are 288 fenriale hudists;incar^rated at;Oakalla;;and in; 
the Nelson vicinityi and batches of 30 of so will be moyed at 
frequent intervals until all are quartered on the penal islandv 
“According tb provincial police headqxiarters, women in tents 
near Nelson are complaining bitterly of the cold and Colonel 
J.H. McMullin, commissioner of police, has requested Cblonel 
Cooper to expedite the transfer of these federal charges as 
proyincial facilities are being taxed to accommodate them.
,■■'5? ; 
:
■ Nowadays nearly all; 
newspapers rnake at ; least :y a 
pretense ;of being politically 
neutra 1: in ; their- news; co 1 umns,v 
ariidvQften eveiv in their editorial; 
columns; Not so with The Review 
in the provincial byelection of 
1914.
It must have been sharper than 
a serpent’s tooth for lifelong 
Liberal J..L White to see the way 
the paper he fathered cam­
paigned for W.W. Foster, the 
Conservative candidate.
; O
that news until a week later. In 
the generalelection in 1916,
; Fqsterf then a major serying in 
France;; narrowly lost the seat to 
Liberal M.B. Jackson.
A. Emory Moore was the 
editor in 1914, His name 
disappears from the niasthead at 
the beginning of May, 1917; and 
it may be significant that a few 
weeks later there-was an editorial 
beginning, “We note vvith pride 
tliat our member, M.B. Jackson
to the achievements of the 
Liberal government, 
y When the
held the paper neyer irientioned ff 
the result, but shortly thereafter 
there was an advertisement 
published by the Conservative 
candidate Col. Cy Peck, 
thanking the voters for. his 
victory.
but in 1936 McGregbr McIntosh 
regained the seat.
In 1941, McIntosh, like Foster, 
lost his seat while serving in the j
army. Winner was Liberal '
Norman Whittaker.
page was devoted to Foster’s 
nomination 'for ; The ■ Islands
ii'.
; CO ns t i t u en cy, ; which i ncl u ded 
Sidney. A week; late 
most of the front page, including 
an editorial, and on Dec: 5 there 
was a banner headline “Election 
to Foster.’’
He was indeed elcctedv 467 to 
f'265, but ■ the paper didn’t have ;
y fin ;; 1920, under Felix ;F^ 
filic paper showed little'interest in 
the provincial ^campaign; fagaih 
won by Jack sOn, but in 1924; 
when Walter and;Jim Wakefield; 
owned ’ The Review, it went all- 
out for ; Jackson almost as 
; strongly as it had for Foster; 10 
years before ; —- including a 
'“Provincial 'Election Edition’’ 
with thC'Cntire front page devoted
Peck won again in 1928, Jbut 
resigned in 1931 to become a 
pensions judge, with Con­
servative McGregor McIntosh 
winning the byclcction.
Highlight of the 1933 cam­
paign was the misfortune of an 
independent candidate;; Sidney; 
contractor Russ Hurnber, who ■ 
was hit by a car while vyaikirig to;
Then came the days of the |
Coalition government, followed |
by the only socialist victory in the 
area, when Frank Snowsel! won 
the Saanich seat for the C.C.F. in
1952S
and was confined to his bed fOr 
the rest of the campaign;;Liberal 
Alex McDonald was the winner.
That election showed how 
much weekly newspapermen 
know about what is happening 
around them. The Review en­
dorsed the Liberals and printed 
the results of a poll of weekly 
editors showing that 29 expected 
the Liberal in their constituency 
to Win. Only onb picked a CCF; ; 
candidate ahd three a Sdereb; blit 
the Socreds and the CCF got 
nearly all the seats.
V.;"'
■ .
The Gulf fslandi? are pcacefull 
places today, but there was a time 
when things were different. 
During the prohibition days their 
proximity to the San Juan Island.s 
in the U.S, made them ideal for 
the operations of the rijrn runners ; ? 
and the hijacker.sWho preyed on 
them.
It is a story that the files of The
:Reyiew;donh;iell,;M
of exceptions; ;In the spring of 
4957 the paper publishcd iri seriaL ; 
v iprm a long and detailed accpimi 
id'the iTUirder of a (ailier arid .son 
in a hi j uck i n g at Sid h ey 1 sla n d,
At the time the crime look place 
, ' in 1924, how
of the trial iiv 1925 flic RWiew 
had rnadc no mcntibri of the case ' 
at all.
' The other exception is the 
following story of a hijacking at 
/ South Pender Island, printed on 
the front page of The Review, 
March 6,.1924:'';;x^;
One man lies badly wounded at 
the Jubilee hospital and three arc 
held as material witnesses 
following one of the most daring 
acts of piracy that has disturbed 
: these waters In recent years. ; " 
Whiskey valued at $10,(K)0 and 
, the Canadian gas boat MadWl, of 
Vancouver, last seen conveying 
four rnasked bflbdits frorn the ; 
scene of their depredations at 
;; Peter’s 'Cpyc,;Tuc!!day afternooty; 
is sought by police and cuVoms 
autlioritics of tWa nations and
''(lirce'norfs,''-4'.'v:'/:.. ,
,;;;'':J:iody; ' Frcdcfick'"';;'Davidson,:'' 
nshermah, of Vancouver, lies in 
the Jubilee hospital, lucky to be
alive, IJc was^^^ff^ from 
shoulder to hip by a high-power 
rifle, and sitot through the heel a; 
second time as he fell from the 
'first;w6und,;;'y';'
' Andrew M; pTrpy 
J o c s, ati d ; A d o 1 f
Angstcad,;all: of Vancouver, arc 
held by the : Provincial police 
pending an inyestigaiion of their; 
story; Myanwhiic ! the ;Hadscl; , 
with 226 cases of whiskey and a * 
pirate crew on board is being 
sought.;.
Police records of the story as 
told by the ciews of the Canadian 
gas boats Madscl and Kayak read 
like a page from the life of 
Captain Kidd. The; Kayak, 
manned by^ M^
/ Edwards pul in to Peter’s Cove, 
South Pender Islaiid on Monday 
'ycvening.';,;'';';,;;''A
They had hardly tied up when 
out of the dark loomed a speed 
boat on the deck of Which stood 
four mnsked rrieri with rifles 
lcvelcd;:;"''at .fdhW:/ crew'';;'; of/'/the"' 
;■ "Canadian crafi.;r;
The bandits boarded tlic Kayak 
and trussed; tip M‘vtin /and 
Edwards; ih; the cockpit of that 
;'boat.;'; ";Tiien';; they''Misnppehredy 
'Wre'^timab)y"':ib"/!ii(i|e; 4he;'WpW4'
loaded; it is thought they; 
abandoned the speed boat in 
which they came, but this has not 
yet been established ^ The first 
word the authorities had of the 
shooting was when Ongstcad/got 
in toucli with Constable Rogers 
of Ganges Harbor.
; Tby V't^ioria office of the 
Provincial police fw^^ / notified; 
Tuesday/ afternoon 7'and Coh-
boat in another cove at some ; 
distance from the scone of; the 
, hold-up.
On the Kayak, ilie bandits 
; ibun(i an empty hokl.and;iy c^ 
With not ll ing Tnorc than; a few. 
dollars :/in/Apbckei ; nioney;
Kay.'ik, however, was not ihHr 
quest , and;/;ihcy appeared; lo; be.; 
well informed cm all points.
Hiding oh board jitc captured 
craft all Monday night the pirates 
lay in WaitiiigWvithouir incident; 
until noon on Tuesday. All of;
'/■.;'7.7iif7;
trussed in the cockpit of their 
own boat; helpless. ; i /
/At noon the Hadscl roiindcd 
the point from Vancouver willi 
Frederick Davidson andWSdolf 
/ .bngstead oil Board, Gn hoard 
jlic Hadscl were 226 eases of 
; whiskey atid $200 in cfislf TItiS; it
appeared was whW tbc pirates
'/■'iawaileUv-loixas; tlic';. crew ■ of'I lie' 
Hadsei sighietl the decoy boat 
and drew in (hey were surprised 
with a volley of shots from rifles 
"/,/,'.;andJxypl vers
Out across The fifteen feet of 
; ; water/ Separating the Hadscl and 
/the captured Kayak kped a volley 
of lead tlim dropped Davidson in 
'/■" a; l fnip' ;ni asy' acrosf "t he''' steeri he
Wlice) jiiside tlic c:‘bin; Ongsfead; 
lost no lime piiiting lipliis hands;; 
l ie; was permitted to work the 
/boat into ilie/side; of the Kayak , 
;;;and to take tlte Wouhclcd man 
off. Tlicn both captured craft 
were I'riskcd for weapons, two 
rincx'yarul''''; twb;;^ revolvers''■;.,being''."''^ 
; taken by thc baiibiis in addiiiphi 
to ilicir own arsenal. ,,
Ordering Ongsietid on board 
the Kayak wiilvtlic wounded man 
aiid; two trussed captives, the 
/maskcti men Jiunped into the 
Hadscl and turned her nose out 
of tlte bay. Impotent; ihe owners 
; Ayalched her disappear out of 
; sight around the point. Wit it Ilie 
Hadscl Went 226 cases of 
Avliiskey, of roughly $10,000 
,';;’WDrih'ofliquof ■7'''.''/'v'':''''''"
Ongsfcnd cut| Martin and 
Edwards free, and all three tried 
to stay ilie flow of blood from the 
woinuicd (.omijaiiiiin, David.son.
The first bullet had taken liim 
iiv a crouched position, entering 
at the point of Ilie left shoulder, 
ira’i''''Mbg On Imdy tliroiigli the 
: ribs; ihroitgli the left hip aiid oiit^^^^^ 
; in the ileshypari ol tile leg below / 
. the thigh; A second bullet had 
7 tiassed/ ihioimh thC' right heel;’; 
'7' io‘aving'''"'a '''Pieah'Tinncfure^ which'-'
ciiiered at;p)ic;sidq oEthcjboot 
and left at the other.
I'lonv sliells found on the 
Kayak, from where flic muf-/
tiie bullets;Ihui struck ;Davidsbn 
wore from a Mauser amomalic 
'fiflc; it was clisfcbvcfed. Stiidents 
ofibullisiics state that this wcappivS 
' I1 res a ba 11 t li at w i 11 penetrate / 
fifiy-ciglii pine planks at a 
distance of fifty feet from the 
inuxzlc. Davidson; will not 
clispuie,; its penetration for it 
raked him lor a distance of 
several feet, from shoulder to 
thigh after first having passed 
through the wall of the cabin,;
7 ; MN4<^nlot>!»ly, the first bullet 
touched no vital spot, and 
Davidson v/ill reebyer,/ 'His 
Wondliion was ; reporledf by ; 
hospital authorities this aE 
ternoon (Wednesday) to ^ be 
improving, lie in company''wiib : 
7his three companions are imdcr 
police surveillance temporarily 
until ;u; little more has been, 
learned about the whole affair, / 
/police ;jmp‘ib';'7tHat.x
I HI ml i t s vy i 11 I la n s i I i p t t h e 11 
; $ 10,000 haul to a fast boat; as the 
/Madsel cotild only ; make /a
;; tb;/Sidney /1o meet the ; Kayak 
making 'for this point /widi the 
wpiindcd * man / arid; Ills three 
compiinions.
Dr, If C. Manning 7
Pipyincial Constable Pliijipb
7 Sidney, aided tlic Provincial 
’Police wlbtv jbb wbbndccl^lm 
was t f a ns ferred from t li e boa ( t o 
the Sidney Mills hospital,
/ awaiting ;Camefon and Calwcll 
ambulance, Martin, Edwards and 
pgstcad; were taken to the;
they are still held. /
As soon us the facts were 
knotyn word WHS sent to Luther 
Weebin, U .S, Commissibner of 
I m m i grat i on at Sea ttliB, ahe! J t he 
Seattle policeA watch has been 
set for the bbaiUadscI; stolen by 
Uie pirates; but; it is; thought;/ 
probable that she will be 
; abandoned withouf: loss of time, 
Somewhere on board the craft, 
and unknown (0 the pirnics/thc 
.sum oi' $200 ill cash is cached.
'The Kayak is a thirtyi-five-foot 
/■iTIshingcra’ft believed to bc'oyvncd^ 
;.";'lw;,''''7\ndiew;';;M, ■ .'Mauin,f-'pE 
7 /'/'ynneouver;/;'; and |;;,ScattIe;;//The; 
. '/.'''iladsel '"/'is ,/■ a;-1 arger ; craft ,;;'Abme;
;; .''forty feci''7'inlcngihv7'.:;/;;. / a. u,,.'/:
..... .
/-'■’■''■A';;.'";,;;;,.!.":';;/':;:.' ' ' 7
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Disasters are regular headline 
for daily newspapers, which 
gather them in from all over the 
world. It is very different for a 
weekly newspaper reporting the 
events of a single area, and the 
files of The Review contain few 
tragedies other than traffic 
fatalities.
Perhaps the outstanding ex­
ception is a story from the Oct. 2, 
1946, edition about the death of 
three men in an accidental blast 
at the James Island explosives 
plant.
With tragic suddenness, an 
explosion at James Island took 
the lives of three men on 
Thursday morning at 10:30. The 
blast, which was felt on the 
Saanich Peninsula and shook 
buildings at Sidney, completely 
destroyed a gelignite packing 
house and damaged a building 
which was 300 yards from the 
scene of the accident.
Three man killed were Hollie 
H. Mundell, 25, Saanich; E. K. 
Cameron, 42, Bazan Bay, and 
John McDonald, 40, of Keating.
Gordon Bowker and Dennis 
Wright were so badly dazed by 
the blast that they were in asemi- 
' stunned state ten hours later.
The three men /killed were 
loading gelignite into cartridge 
casek when the; explosion bc- 
curedi Company officials were 
joiried this week by W. B. Patonh 
inspector qf the explosives 
division; of The ] B. C. , Mines 
Department in ail irispection and 
irivestigation into the cause of the 
accident.
The explosion caused the first 
fatal accident in a four-year
In recent years the fact that there is a bird sanctuary covering 
all of Shoal (Tsehum) Harbour has played a big part in the 
debate over proposed marina expansion in Blue Heron Bay.
For several decades, during which half a dozen marinas were 
established, the existence of the sanctuary was effectively 
forgotten. Here, from more than half a century ago. Sept. 24, 
1931, is the story of its establishment:
‘‘Shoal Harbor and Roberts Bay 
now Bird Sanctuary”
“We are in receipt of a letter from the Game Commissioner 
advising that a letter dated the 17th instant has been received 
from the Commissioner, Dominion Parks Branch, Ottawa, in 
which he encloses a copy of Order-in-Council P.C. 845 dated 
April 10th, 1931, establishing Shoal Harbour and Roberts’ Bay, 
in the District of North Saanich, a bird sanctuary under the 
Migratory Birds Convention Act.
“This reserved area is described as follows:
‘“Those portions of Shoal Harbour and Roberts Bay lying 
inside or to the west of a straight line joining Pleasant Point and 
Armstrong Point and a straight line joining Armstrong Point 
and Bryden’s Point; said body of water being situated north of 
the Town of Sidney in the District of North Saanich, County of 
Victoria in the province of British Columbia.’
“Under this Order-in-Council, the killing, hunting, capturing, 
injuring, taking or molesting of migratory game, migratory 
insectivorous or migratory non-game birds, or the taking, in­
juring, destruction or molestation of their nests or eggs is 
prohibited at ali times.” ^ ^
It seems clear from the wording that there is no real
manna
construction, which was obviously not among the threats to the 
birds’well being that were of concern at that time.
period. Extreme precautions are 
maintained on the isolated island 
against such accidents, each 
loading shed or packing/house is 
set amidst strong barricades.;
The blast, which shook Sidney,; 
was observed here by many.; A 
column of smoke rose more than 
1 ;0p0 feet; in the aif and billowed
out like the pictures of the atomic 
bomb explosion.
Provincial Constable J. 
Sinclair, who was on duty in^ 
Sidney, irhmediately notified 
medical authorities at Patricia 
Bay Airport where clearance was 
speedily given by Group Captain 
West for nursing sisters and
orderlies to proceed to the scene 
of the disaster. In 40 minutes a 
crash boat took the party to
to the injured. Damage was 
estimated to amount to $50,000 
by NV. S. Th al ch e r, man age r o f 






Sidney must have had a 
considerable proportion of 
Chinese people in its population 
at the time when The Review 
began publication, but not much 
attention vyas paid to ^ t^^^
L than on tNvq/occasions vvheh a 
few of them were involved with ;f 
the law.
On March 20, 1914, the
following story was printed under 
the headline Raid on gambling 
den.
“For several months past 
Constable McDonald, of the 
Provincial, Police, has been 
keeping and eye on Chinatown, 
andl’particulairly on the store of a 
certain Chinaman named Chong 
Lee, as he had good reason for 
believing that a good deal more 
went on behind those closed 
shutters than the proiprictqr was 
, Nvillin
kipknovv,'^;\'V',kk’.';kkr,"k,,.
a raid was organized on this
7, cstabHshipent^kU
pictely, owing tq the fact that the 
consiable.s who were to lake part 
in the raid arrived fvotn town on 
the six o’clock train and were 
k arqu nd: t own du ri ng t lie > ea rly , 
part of the evening.
“Evidently their intention was 
made known to the wily 
Chinaman, as on entering the 
store there was not the slightest 
evidence of anything wrong.
' ‘Const able McDon^
By and large the editors qf The 
Review, while they may have 
been b oosters, have hot been 
crusaders; The general run of 
editorialsVdecade after decade, is 
fairly bland.
In late 1964, however, at a time 
when Claire Rivers was publisher 
arid7 Frank /Richards; editor / tbe 3
route reported that reduced 
speeds would relieve the burden, 
did you not give them a second 
thought? i 
If you can answer to yourself, 
lidr. Minister, that 
could have done here would have 
■saved one life since first fve called 
upon you to protect us, then we
paper ran a series of more than a can only look to the day when a 
dozen editorials demanding, in new minister assumes your 
most , immoderate terms, that portfolio, for there remains little 
Highways Minister Phil Gaglardi else we can do to reduce the 
do something about the death toll b/ooefyro// of your road through
Saanich Peninsula.qnithe Patricia Bay;
hovyeyefp laid ihiichA better plans 
for the raid that took place on 
Saturday evening last/ and had; 
arranged with; the; head; office tq 
send out; Constables R. Owens, 
R. Arrhstrohg ahd C3S. Richards 
to hHp with the roundup. / 
.“Promptly at twelve o’clock 
on the evening in question an 
automobile ;: carrying / tlicv party 
drevv; u p in front o f the Chinese 
store, and without a moment’s 
hesitation orwarriing of any kind 
the four; constables - walked in 
upon the most surprised bunch of
of liquor^ besides; seyeral; bottles ; 
of fancy French wines.
‘‘Xnd This was; not all the / 
search reyealed, as in a corner of 
the; premises They discovered an 
opium bed, an opium lamp and 
pipe and a small quantity/ of the 
sleep producer.”
The second; story gives about 
the only glimpse the paper 
contains other than statistics of 
lumber shipments, of operation :
“Several gambling tables were ; 
in full swingf Gold, silver and 
paper money was there in 
abundance, but as it was not on 
the tables actually; in operation 
the police could nof gather if in.;
‘‘The frightened y Qricniais 
showed no fight qf ahy kihdi, so 
, mucli; were they Taken by sur- ; 
pr^e, and alihoughy there wereV. 
plciuy of ;fireanhs of all 
dcsci'iptidns within cas>f reach, it 
did not take long Iq gather them 
into a; separate roonv where they 
were; guarded bk Phrt qf ithe
■;;;T)osscc;T:;;Tvhite';;;y;tlie;:.;;.balatice; 
proceeded tc make a thorough 
search of the premises.
“This search did not prove 
fruiile:>s, as wa.s dearly 
demonstrated liy the three cases 
;of wiiisky; three; cases^^q^ French 
;yyatKfG’hht(jsc//v|me,y;two;''or;;tllrcc; 
(leihijohtis of; ruin and two sacks
town’s main industry. ‘ ^ y
/ “Yesterday morning foreman 
J. H. Brown, of the Sidney 
Shingle Mill, noticed one of the 
sawyers, who had been doing 
considerable grumbling for the 
past week, using his influence 
among his fellow workers. On 
being told by Mr. Brown to go 
; and get his machine ready for the 
day’s run, he struck Mr. Ihowri 
/ and a general riot issued, as the 
blow seemed to be a sign for all 
; the Chinamen to get busy. 
y^ Mr.; Burge, one
of the owners, who had con­
siderable cqnirol oycr the Then,
:/ with the; help of the other white 
employees, .slopped the fight 
before any serious injury svas 
inflicted to Mr. Bip'yn.;
“One of the Chinese cicw, on 
the starting of the row, ran across 
the y ,St S track to their cook 
shack', rcttu ninj,f wiilv a couple of 
cleavers presumably to carve up
the fqrernah, but af the fight had y 
been stopped so quickly they 
were not used.
;< “Mrt Brown immediately gave 
word to the police and Constable 
McDona 1 d ; went down.
Unfortunately; the; ring-leader of 
the trouble had decamped and 
was not apprehended, but The 
man who/ was so anxious to 
supply those weapons; sq dear to; 
q / Chinaman’s idea of warfare 
ysoqh found himself lodged in the 
Sidney jail and f the ; cleavers 
gathered up as evidence,; and
; Here is a sample:
Highway.
“The; case came up for Trial 
during the afternoon before 
Justices of the Peace .1. .1. White 
and J, G. Billings/ and being 
found guilty was .sentenced to a 
fine of $10 or in default 30 days. 
On t lie fines b e i n g p a i d, M r. N / 
Fong, ak; the Ghinaman calls 
himself, was SCI at liberty,
;;‘tln ‘ an / interyiesy wW
Ihirgc he Slated tliai althqtigh thet 
crevy were being hcticr; paid; Itow. 
than tqrmcrlyj That the Trouble 
was started on being refused a 
itirthcr raise ill wages and that 
; the firm had asked;the crew to 
put in a eduple of horn s qycnime 
/ sb That the; mill imiglit/jC^ 
with their orders. .
'; ■;;‘ Mr,''; li ii rgc.;; I'c h;;;' ;qh;;; Th is; 
morning’s train Ibr Yiihcotivcr tb 
get a fresh crew, as he wishes to 
iv entirely done with the present
■■r;;'/;4rtrf Now/v/y/y.-y;;;/;;/'//,-;
//■-;■'They Are Dead! 
Are you hard of hearing, Mr. 
Gaglardi? Do you not hear the 
voices of your critics nor the cries 
of your victims?
Can you justify your autocratic 
administration of the provincial 
highways while your ears are 
closed to the screams cd" your 
; victims,how dead and in the 
dying?
Is there any means by which 
the people whose safety and well­
being you have sworn to serve 
can gain an assurance of your 
concerns?
How many must die now? The 
last time we asked this question 
only a handful had died. That 
handful has slowly risen to its 
present level of 12 , . . six in six 
monthsr At what point do you 
plan to act, Mr. Minister?
Are you convinced that fhere is 
; nothing your department can do 
to curb the slaughter on Patricia 
lial Highway? Have you given 
anf; farther : thought to the 
proposals which were submitted / 
to you this year, last year
The voices of the dead are still 
heard here, close to the scene of 
death, Mr Minister. They tell 
that rnany voices were raised in
their behalf .
Only one voice, Mr. Minister, 
has been silent.
And now they are dead.
The campaign was hot popular 
vvith everyone, however; The; 
following letter appeared in that 
issue right beside the editorial.
How Long Will This 
Stupid Nonsense Go On? 
.■■■.ff:}\■':'■^■j■■HeAsksT:'■\'!':-'■■V■ 
When is all this stupid non­
sense in your editorial section 
going to end. Every lime a driver 
does something wrong and is 
involved in an accident you 
immediately blame the minister 
of high ways without determining 
ilie actual cause or stating any 
reason that 1 have been able to 
'Teeijyf:: / y,/
There are numerous drivers 
who still pull but bn to this 
section of the high Way without 
stopping and some do not even 
slow down, This, in itself, is a 
inost dangerous practice and has 
epused more than bneaccidenu 
Ido not know what pari of (he
one.;
To most visitors the Saanich 
Peninsula has Just one; 'great 
attraction “~ Buichart;OardcnSii 
yet they arc scldqnvmentioned in , 
the files of ;'l he Heyievv, Aiiv 
exception is this item ITom the 
issueofMay 12,1421.
“Tod Inki.M.iy 11 
Mrs, R.lb Butchart have; syon 
tincndlng gratitude from ;hittV''; 
dreds of people by their kindne.ss 
in allowing visitors to wandeft 
through their gnrdchs whert and
where they will, and it is a 
deplorahle thing thatwhen they 
;;;have;,is;iJU'cdi;'ndticcs to say that'the'-;;t;/;3; 
gardens are closed there are still 
some people who disieguid ilieii 
;;';/klshes,, ;7,y;;y;;;
“On Wednesday aUernoon at 
a cativiu It'\!V there were Fnir 
separate gioups oi .strangers to be 
i; itccn in;diffcrcru. places,: and while;,//
hq;;<i4nbt,;,7a;;gi'cat;;disup3,,.;,/"; 
T:poiptment: .loy'find /.^ the.::, gardens ■ ■. ^ y 
/b closed ..'ir/vlsitorji;'wcre;.not'''a Ware
of the fact heforeleayhigihc city, 
st i 11 i t i s for T he u 11 i mat c goqtl o f 
all that nature be; giycit a chance/ 
TO repair; some of tlic damage 
eqiLciV by iltcTumdrcd:, ;Df, fcci; 
tluu travcrscThe grbunds during 
tbe year.
’“jnyt n Ihib' bit of'pitrlHu’C'IS- 
Tcqidfcdi;Tjddcd;;;Tb;;a’!i'calizaiibh'; 
That “Benvetmto” is suictly 
"jn'ivaie '|tropcrt>;;;;ai:id,;is;'qpen;T(>^ 
visitors because of,,ibc gcivcrosity. 
’ oftbeovvners.'.T//'-'-
years hack to the time the high- country L, Austin Wright comes 
Way was first opened? from, hut he certainly docs not
Would you .still value Ihe one know what he is talking about 
huuian life as highly as you flld ai fi^^^
the opening of the sc.ssions this poorest highways in Canada} 
year ? ' We dro ve from Sidney to
Did not Ihe,death of another Halifax through Canada and
driver this wek suggest even In returned via the United States a
the back^of your mind that some year ago September and I am
measures might yet be taken to pleased to go on record as stating
tone down the hazard of this that the B.C, highways are or
madequaterbad? /; good, if not bietter than most;
s What recourse h^^^ certainly as well marked for
Minister? We have appealed lo direclibhk and a lot^ c^^ 
voir. We have appealed before drive on than the UiS, freeways, 
TVrjf/. Hb /rr/ye
relief, but you have been Jie thinks 13 miles of sub- 
udunumi. Dealh -must prevail! siundary highway -is goingy to.: 
f }Vhy,Mr}M ’'ftmscafd'gdvcrnmcntf,fSTf^^^^^^^^^^
How do you explain yourself, / Ju fairness to all concerned^
Mr. Minister? How do you define Mr. Editori jtow about printing
■■f':lim:Z. narrow road, with ■ ■i^its both sides of the story mid at the
hazardous intersections and same time encourage drivers to
connections as a main highway?
■,rrflhiW'f>^jiO:fypu ■■■■Justify ..your- ut all tiniest Thai would do mote
respohsibllityforour .safety ?
said that others must die? Did 
} you assume that your ■} bland 
;assuimicfs} wbuid '}}saye*, thent? 
tiTirv/ along Jis
to cut down accidents than 
anything else, ■■■■■ff-::.: .
. II Box 192,
Sldmy,B,C, 
, , Nov, 20,
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Bay monster
Sea serpents, Sasquatch seen
In the files of The Review are 
half a dozen accounts of sea 
serpents sighted around the 
shores of the Saanich peninsula, 
and there is also a suggestion that 
North Saanich used to have its 
own variety of Sasquatch.
The sea serpent first made its 
appearance almost 50 years ago, 
as told in the following story, 
under the heading “Sea Serpent 
Observed at Patricia Bay. ”
“Early Tuesday morning, 
Sept. 11th, Miss May Williams 
was awakened by a great com­
motion in the water at a point 
just north of the Bradley-Dyne 
Estate, at Patricia Bay, North 
Saanich, and going to the 
bedroom window observed a 
sight that for a time seemed hard 
to comprehend. Some 300 feet 
away from the window at a point 
about 200 feet from the shore was 
a giant snake-like monster 
battling with a large number of 
black ducks that usually rest 
peacefully on the bay’s quiet 
waters!
' “Miss Williams then glanced at 
her clock to ascertain the time — 
which was seven or eight minutes 
to six — in order to know how 
long she would be viewing this 
strange sight!
“She says that the monster was 
in sight for approximately 15 
minutes, and that she had a very 
clear view of its head and four or 
five coils. The h ead was like that
of a giant snake, about twice the 
size of the neck, and was raised 
four or five feet above the water.
“The coils were arched similar 
to the common ‘measuring 
worm’ we are all familiar with, 
each coil being separated by 
about ten feet of a submerged 
section, while the exposed 
“coils” were about five or six 
feet in length. The thickness of 
the humps or coils, as near as 
could be judged, was about two 
to three feet, the tail not being 
visible, but allowing ten feet for 
the tail the serpent would ap­
proximately measure from 70 to 
80 feet in length. The color was 
dark.
“The ducks finally decided to 
move to other parts and as they 
left the monster made off also, 
travelling in the direction of Salt 
Spring Island, at an amazing 
speed.”
A decade is long enough for 
most things to be forgotten, and 
there was no mention of the 
Patricia Bay sea serpent in the 
article about Victoria’s “Cad- 
borosaurus” that appeared in 
The Review on Nov. 28, 1944. 
The article did, however, contain 
the following;
Taurogo, half man-half animal 
rumored to have inhabited the 
wild land at ihe extreme tip of the 
Saanich Peninsula,will doubtless 
have to vacate his home when the 
new 80-foot highway connects
the East and West Roads, a 
project long sought by residents 
of the peninsula.
“Taurogo, who is said to be 
covered in thick hair, lias been 
seen on several occasions. 
Records show, however that he 
has never made an appearance 
during the winter months, thus. 
leading investigators to believe 
that he hibernates during those 
months.”
No other mention of Taurogo 
comes to light, leaving unan­
swered the questions, “What 
records?” and ‘‘What in­
vestigators?”
The sea serpent re-appeared 
three times within two months in 
1950. First report was printed 
Feb. 8, under the title, 
Monster at Deep Cove?"
“K. Stuart Wakefield and 
members of his family reported 
last week that they had seen a sea 
monster in Deep Gove. Mr. and 
Mrs. Wakefield and their two 
daughters were staying at the 
Berryman home on Chalet Road 
in the absence of Col. and Mrs. 
A. Berryman.
“They informed The Review 
that they were seated in the living 
room, overlooking the w'ater, 
when they saw what they believed 
to be a partly submerged log.
“The ‘log’ suddenly com­
menced to move around and 
showed itself to be somewhat 
larger than a whale and of a
shape more like an immense 
snake.”
On March 1, the paper 
reported that Joe Mason, a well 
known retired Sidney 
businessman, had seen a sea 
monster from his front window, 
a stone’s throw from shore, and 
watched it sw'im around for 
several minutes. It was ap­
parently assumed that everyone 
knew where Mr. Mason lived.: ;
On April 19, Mrs. Dan Butler 
and Mrs. H. Bradley watched the 
sea serpent a stone’s throw from ’ 
shore at Bradley’s waterfront 
home.; They watched it swim 
lazily for 10 minutes of more,
and described it as 40 to 50 feet 
long, brown in colour and with a 
smal head like a giraffe’s. It 
disappeared headed south. There 
was no mention of the location of 
the Bradley home.
Sighting of a monster that may 
have been of the same variety, 
but is not fully described, was 
reported in the issue Feb. 8, 1956. 
it was seen about 200 yards 
offshore from MadrOna Drive, 
and was under observation for 
more than an hour. :
There is mention of a head: 
coming high out of the water and 
turning^ and of “toes’’ appearing 
“far from the main mass’’, also
of puffs of vapor when it 
breathed.
No estimate of size is given, 
and no further description. The 
monster dived underwater 
whenever a plane came over.
The sea serpent’s final ap­
pearance was in March, 1961, 
right off the Sidney waterfront, 
and this time his likeness was 
recorded. See the accompanying 
drawing and story;;
About Three weeks previously 
he had been observed, at 400 
yards ;distance, but through 
binoculars,::: by Johri Walker 
from his hqitie at 9025 First 
■■ ''Street.''' '
With talk of amalgamation pfb
Sidney and North Saanich in the «: 
air, it is worth remembering that 
■ it has all happened before — 
more than 70 years ago just such 
an amalgamated municipality did 
exist. ^ . . .
It was formed, on March I, 
1906, and was done to death by a 
“clever lawyer” sometime late in 
1911, The files do not contain the 
; exactv date of its demise^ but Tt 
' : would have been a few rnoiiths
before the birth of The Review;T
A Story printed Dec. 14, 1949 
explains that a court ruled the 
original petition asking for in­
corporation invalid, because 
there were not separate petitions 
: for the rural area and“urban’’ 
Sidney. Since the subsequent vote 
for incorporatidh had been 80 per 
cent in favour, one must wonder 
if there were: political as well as 
legal considerations involved in 
the final solution.
On Nov. 23, 1955, The Review 
published a picture of one orihc 
first councils, with the following 
storybyJ.J. White:
, By J.J. WHITE:,,:.
The now defunct municipality 
d^ North Saanich was formed on 
March 1, 1906, and the first 
council was compdsed of Reeve 
George Sangster, G;A. Freeman,
■; William Jv Armstrong, John 
Brethour and Thomas Harrison.
the election which selected 
the first council members, Mb 
Sangster received 40 votes and his 
. opponent five. The new reeve 
b before semi-rctircinent to far-; 
ming was an accountant for 
Robert Porter and 'Sohs. Vic- 
; ioria*s leading meat market. :
Reeye Sangster had previously 
been felected art alderman in the 
City of Victoria for several terms. 
But he was at all times at heart a 
farmer, so it was natural for him 
to want to work a farm in North 
.;Saanich.
First he took over the 
Robertson farm at the northwest 
corner of East Saanich and 
McTavish Roads. Later ; be 
purchased the one now occupied 
by his son, G. Sangster, at 
Patricia Bay.
ALL farmers
The first municipal council was 
composed entirely of farmors, 
with the possible exception of 
Mr. Freeman — and he was 
probably a retired one from the 
prairies.
One of the first by-laws passed 
divided the town of Sidney and 
the entire district into two wards, 
north and .south, the dividing line 
being Beacon Avenue to East 
Saanich Road; then to Mills 
Road and along Mills to the sea 
at Patricia Bay (then known as 
bUnion Bayj.'',';''.':b,";'' ,'
This rnandcuvre made it 
practicbally impossible to elect any 
representative for the VillagC' Of 
■ Sidncy. But it is only fatr to bay 
that the first council was not 
antagonistic to Sidney as some
::Subsequent.Anes most certainly 
were.
As an instance, only $85 was 
spent in Sidney area for one 
entire fiscal year and that was to 
repair the culvert crossing Beacon 
Ave. near Seventh St. And in the 
same year the municipality 
collected $350 in poll tax from 
employees of thC mill in Sidney.
HOPS GROWER b^
Referring to the photograph ; 
reproduced here, Councillor 
Hortlv ow'ned his farm north of 
Wains Road. He specialized in 
growing hops at a time when 
hops were used in brewing beer. 
At one time he operated a 
passenger stage, carrying the mail 
between Victoria, North Saanich 
post office at Shoal Harbor, and 
Sidney post office, then located 
' in a waterfront store whichwas 
torn down a couple of inohilis 
ago.
Alexander McDonald owned 
and occupiedm farm on the East 
Saanich Rpacl, later owned by 
Major MacDonaki, and now 
opcratcrl by Ltv-Ctndr, J.W,C. 
Barclay. Alex McDonald always 
. ;took a keen interest in public life 
aitd was elected for one term to 
represent TT'hc Islaiids in the 
b;Jcgislalure,'f!''',
LAST SURVIVOR
Next to the reeve is Louis 
Herbery He Owned the' farm! 
which extended from The Sea to 
East Saanich Road, now owned 
by Theo• Forbes. Mr: Herber 
biiih The water front home now 
occupied by Dumont Huot. Mr. 
Hcrber died at Brentwood a few 
years ago —The last survivor of 
the councillors shown above.
: Mark Hewitt, the otiter 
councillor, came to'Sidney with T 
of ficials of the Toronto and B.C. 
Lumber Go., who constructed 
the sawmill here. He worked as a 
millwright and later constructed a 
number of farm barns, at which! 
type pf buildihg lie was an expert.
He owned five acres of land west 
of the ball park.
It was natural for Reeve 
Sangster: with his cxl ensi vc 
knowledge of municipal affairs, 
to siiggest a municipality cqitK 
prising the whole of; North 
Saanich. He interested at least 
one Sidney ratepayer and flic two 
of thenv circulal cd , tt > petit ion 
addressed to the LieutenanP : 
Goveriwr in Council requestitig 
that a municipaiity be formed, 7 
They were sit CCS s fu 1 i it sigii i n g u) > 
::85,!;per!'!beht;:':ob!:.the;,;tTgistcrct!;;:b! 
owners in Sidney and tlic (tiiter 'i 
areti: and thits their ^dreams
became a reality.
Proponents of the municipal 
plan made one: mistake, if it was 
one, by not having a ? separate 
petition' covering the then small 
area of Sidney consenting to their 
inclusion.
W.J. Taylori a clever Victoria 
lawyer, who owned Mallowmot 
Farm,where he bred race horses, 
made application to the council ' 
to diyert water from a natural f 
drainage ditch fromhis propertyV: 
to some Other place. The council 
turned him down. It was he who 
later succeeded in f he destruction 
Of the municipality. V ^ V ;
'; A SUCCESS''^b'!'!:T:';;,:'!:T!'f“:''^
Notwithstanding The repeated 
assertions of ex-Rcevc Sydney 
Pickles of Central Saanich that 
the Municipality > 0f North 
Saanich Was a failure," fhis was 
hot so; A par i frOrit 1 lie fiat ural, 
friction bhetween thby town of 
Sidney aiui the rural arcai not the 
people but their repihschtatiyi^^ in 
I he courtcil, it was ahOut standi tig! 
success.
b The; miuiicipaliiy' ncyerThad^^ 
{tny boiHled debf Of airy kind, 
fact there was a surplus of cash in 
tlte hank when we again grabbed 
the apron stiings of the 
i^rovincial government.
At least four bridges were done 
away with and replaced by 
cement culverts and permanent 
fills, thus doing away with annual 
repairs. The bridge at the Indian 
reserve, Patricia Bay, was also to 
. be filled In but the Indians ob­
jected that they then would be 
unable to float their canoes under 
the bridge to the slough east of 
same. The present Village of:t 
Sidney office was built and it 
later reverted to the government.
The! firh^^^ bc^
assessor and collector was F.G. 
Norris, who had retired to 
F’atricia 1 Bay after! selling his ! 
interest in the Sidhey Hotel. His 
son, Frank, hves at iTeep Cove. 
F.G. Norris received the 
magnificent sum of $100 per 
arinumbPne year was enough for!’ 
himTThe covmcil! then appointed 
R.B Bretlibur who acted for fouf 
years. He was replaced by James ; 
Critchley. Mr; Brethour received 
$400 per annum wlien he was 
replaced,
Mr. Sangster! was a gop 
administrator and held!officc, T i 
think, until the last year when 
W!J. Armstrong took over!; The 
latter owned the farm 
surrounding Rest Haven and the 
!w Bay.
Many councillors .served the 
district for tltc six years of it.s 
existence as a municipality and I 
am sure all of tlicm, whether we 
Jigrocd with them or not, tliought 
they were doing their full duty 10 
those who elected themi And thc^^^
7hW ic w
they vote themselves a salary,! 
The honor was coivsjdered 
bsplficient recompense.
i
In its issue The
Review!s front page contained 
rnuch the same sort of stories that 
would be found in most 
newspai>cr.s today, Inii' 10 years 
later (be : situation ! was very 
■'different, -t:
Columns of social notc.s about 
(lie doings of people in the 
various communities served by 
the paper took up most of theb 
,hacc,',!"b!..!7''!'!!''', '!!!',!'' '!!7!/!!:!T!^^
On Jan, 4; 1^23, tor example, 
there were single-column labels at! 
the top of page one heading the 
local jouings from Pmricia Bay, 
Mnyne l.slnnd, Deep Cove
Ottiigc.s and Fulford Harhour,
plus a story on a United Chmcli 
Sunday school concert. ;i 
The only double-cdiumn head 
on the front page read: Really 
Jolly Time Last Thursday and the 
story went, as. follows:! :'v!,;:'
“One of The most enjoyable 
parties of the season took place at 
The liorne at' Mr. and Mrs, F. 
Wright, Mqunl Baker, on 
Thursday, Dec. 28, tltose present
!! exp't c.vsiug!, 'thcii!,, dcliglii! ■' at:!! thO'
happy evening provided by their 
!.': host and hostess',!!;
a b o It t 8:30 p Tn, a n d w a s 
followed bya gapie of “Hunt the 
Jhiinble,” A ! smelling com­
petition wasibe next in order, 
wliiclt caus^-d considerable 
mefriment. Twenty ! one 
mysterious little packages bad 
been provided, and these the 
’guests had tq guess the cbnieh(s, 
Miss Phyllis McKillicau, Norman 
Armstrong and F, Uardisty 
guessed 17 of tliem. J lierc being 
Three tied for first prize, a draw 
took place, F, Uardisty being the 
:.Tucky Olie,:.
At ''■! this"' '■'■stage .'':!of'":;;,:(be;
proceedings it was announced 
that all guests had cither 10 .singa 
Tsong, play or (cl! a story. Mr, Al 
: Crimhiey bin order: not to make 
the other guesls feel bad, did not
sing,!so htJ recited the following
,!.!■.very.pathetic'verse.''';" !’■'!:■!!■: !:*!'!,■:; '■
! “Old Molber Hubbard! weni 
to her cupboard .
lo get her poor Lizjac some
W she got there the cup- 
"■ 'Tioard was bare;''' -
So,Lizzie caminued toboilb:’ !v
(Uzzic, tlte younger gcueratiou 
may not realize, wpuld be “tin ! 
lizzie' b an automobilci) ; r 
!“Aficr (he rendition of this 
iduching (touching !js rightV 
spasm, several of thme present 
!,!::'A'crc prostratedwilh 'griefb:'!
,.!!!',,., This, 'soft" of,.(hingbgoeS"on !for! ■....'!, 
!!,,::Tmpihet‘„ ..■.eight ■,:,!iuchcs,-i»f,,'Type, ■;:■;,.:
iircludiugth(|:!!'iianicS’io.fball!.!J i'■' ■'.-■ 
people Jit Tlie parlyi Other ac- " 
tivities"'.,-Wei’C''!!'ab."lastiiig. '-:'eom-'' ■!:' 
pet il ion v! also won by : !M r. 
Hurdisty; throwing playing cards 
imp a liai, wpri by N, Gopelaiid; 
a' mind-readitig edniest; drawing 7 
a pig blindfolded, won by Mrs.
A, Critchley, and a contest called! 
(TJbservaiionbb which is not 
described bin! was wort by Miss;,7 
Violet \v I iglu.
Miss; ';M .!,,''Simiste'r';! won'! the; spot 7!!^; 
dance.
"■'■‘fThe' bou'ie"''wrill'Z‘' was'" danced "■'■' 




7 TPerccpiivi; readers maybyondet 
■■■^;,why ■. ,ii lere'dyjjii leJo :'bc Tou nd. dll 
':dhis7^'pccial'.,]SsuCyabout!thc,!G.i|l 
%Jsian'dsbTohsidcririg'''Tht5';Revicd 
was their' n cWspa per Td»ir; ha I f-rt ■ 
century.
!!^:!TJltlal1swerJs!simpiy:|iit»t'thert 
isn’t enough space. The filci 
■: ,coiti.ain^;,;i)ethaps,,''; Jti,0(jU ■;:■ pages. 
■'7:Many!'!i(nporlant:thihj(is'had!tP'.b( 
skimmedrover orTea but, and 1 
;':"seemedTbgiclil!'thai'i':st«ries:' ffon
■ban'jtrea'whcreithe paper.how!htii, 
;.7,fcw :!readeri' "^hpiild ;:'bc.!.‘amoni
them.
Him
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For 40 years the sawmill at 
Sidney was by far the biggest 
industry in the area, and indeed 
the reason for the town’s 
existence, but when it closed 
during the depression the town 
went on. At first the closure was 
suposed to be temporary, as 
reported Jan. 4,1933;
“Local mill closed down”
The Sidney Lumber Co. Ltd., 
which has been in continuous 
operation for many years, closed 
down at the end of they year. The 
mill was closed a short time 
before Christmas, but the planer 
kept in operation until the end of 
lastweek.
“The local mill is one of the 
last to close on the Island, having 
kept going when many of the 
major mills were closed.
“The office will be kept open 
for business as usual and the 
retail yard is ready to serve you 
with any requirements in spite of 
the fact that the mill is not 
operating.
“The closing of the mill throws 
many men out of work and 
affects a large majority of the 
families in our district who have
: Usg's hf bu’d
ivUli he&vy „ ch.&i!;!:
' i
, jSoSidsr, ; Hilt «lj|iiser , ft&d ovisj-asad 
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been employed there for many 
years.
“We understand that the 
shutdown is only temporary and 
that in a month or two it will 
again be in operation.”
No announcement of the re­
opening of the mill is to be found 
in later issues. Instead, on July 25 
it was reported that the company 
had closed because of bad prices.
On Oct. 24 of the same year the 
paper carried a story on a fire 
from spontaneous combustion in 
the sawdust bin that destroyed 
the bin and damaged the boiler 
room roof at the mill. Then on 
June 26, 1935 it was reported that 
the mill was being dismantled and 
that the CNR, last surviving 
railroad serving the area, had 
applied for permission to 
abandon its line to Patricia Bay 
and Sidney.
It appears retail sales may have 
been continued or resumed by the 
mill company, however, since on 
May 13, 1936 the paper reported 
that J.G. Mitchell and J.C. 
Anderson had taken over the 
business of Sidney Lumber .
Tear-jerking melodrama is not 
the normal; thing to ; find in The 
• Review’s files, blit this appeared 
in the J uly; 17^1919 issue; under 
The A heading:
Romance.
“Strawberry Vale has a 
romance. It began in England 
several years ago when a certain 
young man married a certain 
young woman and they '•’’ed 
happily together for a few yea. s.
“In course of time a baby girl 
came to cheer their home; but 
distress came, too caused by 
, unemployment. In his despair at 
repeated failures to obtain work 
the young man took advantage of 
an opportunity to come to 
jCanadaVI n due course he reached 
Victoria.
“Then the war broke out.
“The young man, several years 
older by this time, joined up,; 
served through the war, was sent 
back to; Canada and; was 
discharged at Victoria. ; ^ 
“One Sunday, a couple of 
weeks ago, this returned soldier 
with another was out on a 
Tvaliting tour that took them 
along the Wilkinson Road,
through Strawberry Vale.
“Seeing several mail boxes 
clustered in a group the men 
looked ? at the names inscribed 
thereori, ;when the one vye haye j 
been writing about called out: 
‘Why here; is my name on this 
box!’
“‘Oh well,’ his companion 
answered, ‘your name is quite 
common. There are plenty of 
people bearing it.’
“‘Yess, but here is my father- 
in-law’s name on the same box!’
“This brought his friend to his 
side where he stood while they 
discussed the strange affair.
“Finally the one most con­
cerned said: ‘lam gdingtc) write; 
" a note and put it in this; box.? ; 
Taking but his notebook and 
pencil he wrote to the Iddy he 
thought might be his wife, asking 
for piarticulars and giving his 
Victoria address.
“He received a reply that same 
week and came out to see his 
! ;\vife. And how there is a reunited 
family living in Stravyberry Vale.
‘ ‘The baby daughter is now a 
girl fifteen years old.’’
To modern generations, killer 
whales are familiar performers at 
i marine shows and stars of 
television;: specials. It’s easy to; 
forget that hot very long ago they 
were creatures of some mystery^ 
more likely to inspire fear than 
admiration; The follpwihg is 
frOm;the, Juiie; 30, 1921, issue of 
The Review;
“Mayne Island, June 28 — 
The small whales or killers have 
been feeding on the herring in the 
Pass and one day last week one 
ofyour fair readers had a pretty 
bad fright.
“Leaving thejGaliand shore iri;- 
a flat-bottom boat alone, all went 
smoOthly: until; a tramp boat; in 
passihg gave the killers a fright,; 
and in a moment the pOOr lady 
was surrounded by the huge fish.
“Being in the middle of; the 
stream she wondered which shore 
to pull for. Galiano looked 
nearest and; the lighthouse 
people; who vvere watching her, 
said if she had; been pulling in a 
singles race at any regatta she 
certainlywould have been vic- 
:;:lorious.
“The fish remained for about 
an hOur feeding on the herring 
which abound in the pass.” Mr. and Mrs. Sam Brethour, taken at their golden wedding, Aug. I, 1934.
■y'lt
Tf.'r;;.
Through most 6f its first 20 
years the Review was edited by 
people ;who ; hot ' only; ap- 
^prcciated jokes; but liked to; 
share them with their readersy 
sometimes' a column or more 
of them in every issue.
Here is a sample from the 
Feb, 28 edilibh; 1913 . when 
the paper was only two months
old:
A young man the other day 
said to his best girl:
4‘i visited that fashionable 
Fifth Avenue palmist this 
afternoon; and he told me I'd 
marry a blonde,”
The girl, who was very dark, 
said thoughtfully, “Did he say 
when the marriage would take 
■;.placc?V'A:4^;;;
TYcs, in three months,'V ?
“Well, j can easily be a 
blonde by that time dear,’’ 
;said the girl with a shy smile,
;A ;:high^^ .percentage. “L;. the:,.; 
humour selected was con­
nected with romance. Here is 
another example, from a 1919 
■'■Issue;':
Edith: “Jack told me I was
:;soi. T,JiMuiesiing:'..: and .so^: 
■...beautiful,”;?:'''/
Marie:; “And yet you will, 
trust yourself for life with, a 
man who begins by deceiviiig
you even during his court- 
'ship. A;^’";,.;'.;;.
Automobiles seem to have 
held a special fascination, for' 
a period that lasted severai f 
decades; In the 1920’s there 
was for years a special column? 
of such jokes, jicatlcd * ‘F//vve 
Before Sam made his 
appea rancel ho we ver; Itere is 0j| 
/■■samplc/fro'm/1922;.'^ .,;'.//.^,.'7::'-/;:'’./.'' 
Traffic; Cop/----/‘^
Didn't you hear me yellirig for 
..•..you'to stop?.;::..
Auto Fiend •— “Oh, was 
ihat/you yelling, i thought it 
was just somebody 1 had run 
'over,”.;
/ “Smile Avvlille" ''was a 
TCgular feature in the 1920s„ 
Somesamplcs;
" “Docs your wive believe 
what thePuija Board says?"
■../■....■■■'“Yes,’’:;:.,..-.■■■'replied.'::?;,Mr..-'' .;
Mecklon, and she’s riglu. If 
://m^.'wifc/puts/.hcr..;hand;/on/a ?;;.. 
Ouija Board R’s going to say 
what she believes, or 
■■? nothing.'*
/;//'Cake. Eater; (tp;: druggist): ■—;/;- 




A weekly editor lolls of an 
old lndian that carnc into his 
Office //to subscribe for the 
pa pe r. 'f h c editor t pok t h e 
money; The Indian wanted a 
receipt. Tltc edit or tried to talk 
him out of it, but the Indian 
insisted; After nigkiiig/it put 
the/editor asked liim why he 
was so persistent in wanting a 
/'receipi.?-''?■//■?■■: '■/■■/':':/'; /v''f./':
/ The Indian said: ‘‘Me? die 
sdnie day and go to big gate. 
Saint Peter ask if I been good 
Indian? I say yes? He say, did 
you pay your debts. 1/say yes. 
He say, did you pay editor for 
paper? 1 say yes. He say, 
where is receipt? I do not have 
it, Lhavc to ruii all over Hell to 
find you and get a receipt;’’
~ “Why do you keep 
asking me if 1 was wounded in 
'the'war?’’..'.??.
Jill —“Because you seem to 




'Well, you secv my wife 
■used t0.be my typist,■’?*. ■■-,■
An oil promoter tried to 
gaiii / adnussipn? into; heaven, ; 
but Saint Pcipr refused, saying / 
that the/ oil/rncn lie had inside / 
at gave inorc trouble /
than aiiyoiiC elsc?/Thc w'buld- 
be angel /made a proposition/ / 
; tlnii lie would g'Jt 'Tid of all the . 
other oil nien in Heaven if he ? 
be allowed to remain;; He;/was 
admitted on these terpisi ; r?
In h short time all /the oil; 
men came tip to the gate and 
asked to be let oiit, and were 
immediately given? / their 
freedom. When Saint Peter 
saw the man who had 
managed to gel all the 
promottirs out he asked him 
how it had been accomplished,.
“Well, L just ; whispered 
nrountll that a wildcat well Itad 
been struck in Hdl," 
t“And you had bcucr let me 
out, With all that bunch 
prospecting around ; down 
' there they? miglti strike 
something and I wouldn’t have 
■■■ any.leases,”:;.;;
. '^ / ‘"hcfcfictor Pejmed. ^
A schoolmistress asked her 
';/clasy': explain;..,the :;:Wpfd,
■ h*ichelot.“;^? atid;;^;:.was;;//yery.:. 
much amused when a little gni
?.answercd
“A bachelor is a very happy 
man.”
‘ ‘Where did you learn 
tiiat?” asked the teacher.
?“Fathcr told me," the little/; 
girl replied.
By M ay, 1923, Smile A while 
had been /replaced//by the 
rather puxzling / title,
and the dog apparently 
.;had.an''car'fof.poctry?//;/:;,^^
'M:: liesibi4r ied.here'kry 
One WiiHam Iptrrell 
? Who dropped the wheel 
To grasp fhe girrull.
' ;
l'-/Gather'■ ye:'gisses^ while ye;, 
may, , ;4■'??;■ ■■■;;'
Time brings only sorrow,
; Tor the flappers who Jlap so
/■freelyl0dayyt:y];;kWy.''2.:y;:';.-.'
Are Ifw chaperones of 
tomorrow,
Nioney/may talk, Imi about 
all that wc ever hes^f'^ If s®? 
'?'was “Goodby.”' ■ '''‘?
;.'/?...■;:“ Weil.'?., tlear,.■..■/wbat...':'is /'it',
flrandpa ioqoirrd “wbntN on
■■?;.yourmSn'd?*:’;;';.//;.;::?'/..''';.''^:".^';:;/.
“1 was thinking, Grandpa,*' 
iHlle Betty replied, “that If the 
;;/"guod die 'young,' v,h'ai.'an'/pld
rascal you must be. ”
Flivver Sam was going
,; st rbhg;;in' .1925:'? .'.■■;'/"': ■/'; ?,.//
Salesman -■"-/“What type of
;'.'car do. you'like? :?'■.■/;;:/■?. ,c
“ None of eni. I j u s t canic i ri 
here to enjoy; being atiiong a 
/(ew that f don/i have to juntp
■"from;” '"'?■"■'■■;?'?.' :?...■?;■;■■■;:■?'■ .4
? / “It will only'be; a question 
of time, says Miss Christie, 
until eycry;: pedestrian has an 
automobile or a harp.
Like Q//7ce Do;£', Sam could 
{|uoie poetry?-™ and his taste 
was almost exactly the same as 
the Dog’s. .■/-' ,
Here lies a boy 
Who was full of nerves 
Ae/Jf his arm 'round her 
'. waist ?■?'?'.?'■''?
i When he went around 
/■' curves, '". .■''?■'■'
As the 1920s came to an 
end, / so did the columns of 
Jokc.s. Siam was around until 
;'/ mid/'. ;i 928//One//of''dps 'last 
appearance“Was in March of 
?/'■/that year?''/'..'.'
Nurse at Resthaven. “Has'e 
you run a lempcratufc?";/ 
?/■■:;■;■ Margarc(''^—':.“No,?-.but:l'vc.'^ 
, 'driven'rno?t"every.c 
? ' of car.
!:"■■
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paper serious, comic
For 70 years The Review has 
recorded in print the progress of 
most of the important in­
stitutions on the Saanich 
pninsula, but it has never told 
much of its own story, and now it 
is too late.
J.J. White is on record that 
starting a paper in Sidney was his 
idea. He was one of a group of 
businessmen who put up money 
to found the Sidney Printing and 
Publishing Co. Ltd., and the 
press \vas set up in his cannery 
building at the wharf.
A further glimpse is afforded 
by an “Editorial Note” 
published April 17, 1914, as 
follows;
“We are favored this week 
with a sample copy of the first 
issue of a weekly paper just 
started at Revelstoke and called 
the Revelstoke Review, and the 
editor and manager is none other 
than Mr. W.H. Bohannan.
“Billy is fairly well known in 
Sidney, and in fact every other 
town of any importance in British 
Columbia, as he has a habit of • 
starting papers at every place he 
happens to spend a night, and he 
it was who established the Sidney 
Review. But he never remains 
long in one place, that is not his 
business.
‘We wonder how long his
1-
name will remain over the 
editorial columns of the 
Revelstoke Reiview.”
name appeared as 
“manager” on the front-page 
announcement in the first issue of 
the Sidney and Islands Review 
\ Dec i d 3, i 1912. The pape r ; was to ' 
be published Fridays, at a cost of 
SI.50a year.
The Review was looking for 
correspondents, and it was 
announced that “Mr. Boynton of 
the Review Staff will visit the 
nearby islands re circulation and 
news gathering.”
If the remaining three pages of 
the paper contained any in­
formation about itself it is 
; probably lost forever: The only 
known copy is now mounted and 
framed with only the front page 
visible.'';"';""',!,:',;
T^^^ one page tells a lot about 
a very active period in Sidney’s 
history. A new sanitarium was 
under construction, 42 bedrooms 
and 28 baths, the board of trade 
was petitioning io have the B.C.
: Electric Railway extended to 
Sidney, and for construction of a 
breakwater. The need for 
- sidewalks and for repair of the 
water system was dealt with, and 
it was predicted that in­
corporation would be approved 
;! quickly,,'^
As it happened, Sidney was to 
V wait 40 years for incorporation, 
nearly 70 years for a final 
solution to the water problem, 
arid hasn’t;; got the; breakwater 
''yet., t
The second issue the paper had 
^ to eight ptiges, two of
which vycre priiited upside ddwMi,
. li contained the first classified 
advertisement “ l,osi or M islaid,: 
one box ofhorse materials”, and 
alargc;T'articIe':;;-;abouV;': tl;ie' 
;; San icht oil Ex per i men t ti I? Fti rm, 
which was then just being 
,''''.'';'clearcdi;f^':';;''',:, v;:':'''''"'' '
did nof have a raccfrack, and a 
^ page ad for the “Ferry
fSubtlivision’l offered lots bri 66- 
* tool slrccls for $300 in the “soon 
; tb be incorporated” city,
The Jan. 3, 1913 issue con­
tained the news that J.J. White 
had been dismissed as postmaster 
“for political partisanship”. Jan. 
30 the editor predicted that all the 
farm land would be cut up for 
home sites: “The Real Estate 
Boomer Moves In and Farmer 
Goes Out.”
Far from decrying this 
development, he commented “A 
man is foolish to farm land worth 
$1,000 or more per acre if he can 
sell it, since the money invested at 
8 per cent, will bring in better 
returns than his crops, besides 
leaving his time free.’’
On Feb. 28 an advertisement 
announced that Samuel Fair- 
dough, W.D. Byers and H.A. 
McKillican wold present a 
petition to the lieutenant- 
governor in council for in­
corporation of the City of 
Sidney, covering the area east of 
East Saanich Road from Bazan 
Bay to Shoal Harbour.
March 14 the name of Charles 
St. Bar be appeared as editor and 
a week later it was announced 
that a powder factory would be 
built in James Island.
The board of trade presen­
tation of the case for in­
corporation to the provincial 
cabinet was reported April 4, but 
April 18 it was announced that 
the “executive is of the opinion 
the time is not opportune.”
The Review, on April 25, 
blamed the provinciai decision on 
“the last despairing dutch of a 
man drowning in a political sea at 
the straw of his personal power 
... accredited agent of a 
polifical party ‘which^at present 
controls the power of the 
province . . . James Critchley, 
leader of The Conservative
size.
"Clubff
On May 16, 1913, the paper 
noted that there was no report on 
a baseball game played on 
Sunday because no member of 
the staff was expected to work 
that day.
An advertisement published 
; July 18 indicated; that Sidney 
Printing and Publishing was 
doing job printing, and that Us 
office was located by the wharf. 
A new editor was listed, W. 
Crouch'.;
later there was 
; another new' editor, A. Emery 
;Moore.^ S Rubber Roofing 
; Co. was; erecting a ne\v large 
building, and Canadian Southern 
Lumber Co. was bu ildi ng a new 
lumbershed. i ;
Type for the; paper must; 
originally have been set by hand, 
a typesetting machine called a' 
Moiiolinc being purchased in 
Jamiary, 1914, Former editpr St. 
Barbc was still in the community, 
a prolific writer of letters to the 
editor.'"'::
hr January, 1915, Norman 
;, Senior Avas listed as edilor, with 
Moore as f manager:” In March, 
Moore’s name disuppeared from 
;;thcmasihead.InARrilG.Frith- 
, Smith W'as listed as editor, but by 
August his name was gone and 
Moore was back as manager, 
;; Norie of this was explained.; :
' [rages; unI iI; October, 1914, but 
. after that four pages was the 
usual size, and in January, 1917,
: it vyas; reduced to four pagcs^^^^^^ 
Utalf size. Moore was listed as 
editor, but hi.s name disappeared 
'''' thatMny,
Later in January the paper was 
in a new building, at Beacon and 
Fifth, and was back to its old
Cause of the slump was un­
doubtedly the World War I, 
which had started in August, 
1914. On Feb. 22, 1917 The 
Review noted that the Canadian 
Southern Lumber Co. mill had 
resumed operations after being 
shut down for two years.
A big step forward was made 
at the beginning of April, 1918, 
when the paper was equipped 
with a fully-modern typesetting 
machine, a Linotype Model L.
Files at The Review office have 
a gap from May, 1916, to the end 
of January 1919, and the 
provincial library is also missing 
much of 1918.
Jan. 30, 1919, Alfred Cun­
ningham was editor and 
publisher. He left for England at 
the end of February to bring back 
his wife and son, and H.F. Cross 
replaced him on what was 
supposed to be a temporary 
basis. Cunningham, however, did 
not return.
On May 1 of that year, F.F. 
Forneri became co-publisher, 
having bought a half interest. An 
editorial in that issue comments:
“During the eight years Thfe 
Review has been in existence it 
has suffered many changes in 
management. It has been truly a 
long-suffering journal, and some 
of the visissitudes through which 
it has passed are at once serious 
and comic.
“It is the intention of the 
present managers to become 
; fixtures in Sidney. They believe 
the town, and consequently the 
paper, has a future. They will 
; endeavor;to be fair and honest in 
business as in editorial policy, 
and will expect to be patronized 
un the measure in which they are 
deserving.”
Cross stayed only until 
October, but Forneri continued 
; aspublisher untilMarch,; 1924. !
At the beginning of 1920 The 
; Review moved from the Berquist 
; Building ori Beacon Avenue, to 
Third Street, where it was to 
remain for more than 60 years.
Forneri’s paper concentrated 
0 n ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
meetings,picnics, sports, bees 
and other socials. Lectures and 
flower shows were written up at 
length. He used a comic strip, 
“Hon and Dearie”, and all sorts 
of regular features, “Smile 
Awhile”, “Interesting Facts,” 
“Rude Rural Rhymes,^’ “worth 
Remembering,” “As You Like 
It,” “Slat’s Diary.”
He had correspondenis writing 
local ncw.s from Salt Spring and 
South Salt Spring, Bazan Bay, 
Galiano, Tod Inlet, Keating, 
West Saanich Patricia Bay, 
Brentwood, James Island, Parker 
Island, Sidney Island, Fulford, 
Saturna,Mayne and Ganges, 
i ThcpapcrhadalPChildrcn’S' 
Corner’’. It also printed a round 
by round summary of the Jack 
; Dempscy-Gcorges ; Carticnt icr;
heavyweight champioriship bout. 
';:'J’iNtERESTi NoV':'TAcrr’
■ rPigs; that arc washed put; on a 
fiftli more weight than those that 
are left dirty.
Oit March |,;:;l‘>l23i;:Wnllcr:; 
Wakefield an^ Son ; became I
publishers. Forneri was libnourcd ; 
> div his departure at a board: of; 
trade banquet.
The ,Wakefields remained only 
until IJovcmber, 1924, but the 
son, Jim rciurned to the Review 
in 1936 and stayed for'morc than 
;,'.'JO years, :V • .V'f
It was just 50 years ago that C. W. Stirling of Sidney, creator of the now-famous Stirling pea, 
achieved success with his exhibition of field peas at a Chicago fair. At the December 
meeting, 1952, of the North Saanich hoard of trade, a resolution was passed congratulating 
Stirling.
Goarse
Coming events are said to cast 
their shadows before, and that is 
certainly true when; reading the 
old files of a newspaper. The 
issues of the present day often 
make their appearance many 
years earlier than modern 
memory would suggiest.
In May of 1913, for instance, 
the editor of The Review was 60 
years ahead- of; the World oil 
crisis, commenting that the 
British Empire might be making a 
mistake by replacing coal, which 
it had in plenty, With oiL which if 
did not have -- and that it mighf ; 
;be wiser to turn' to alcohol in-! 
stead.
In November of the same year, 
althbtigh Sidney; was;'ftill: in fhe^:!'; 
;middle of a boom, the board of 
trade was setting up a committee 
to help the unemployed.
To illustrate howTar from our f 
;qwn times thatuera was in other f 
ways, in September, 1916, Sidney 
voted 100 to; 76v; in“favof of 
prohibition. Wbmen’% sufffage; 
WksTilsb an issue oTthe day; with J 
local voters, presurriably allTnale, : 
favoring the vote for women 115 
'";to6i.;:;';;'’
Concern about the declining; 
salmon catch was expressed in 
July, i9iJ, editorial, and the 
.issues weren’t too different:from 
those being debated today. The 
editorial began:
; “The old question ;of 
provincial control of fisheries is :
; brought to mind by trouble; 
among fishermen at Smith’s Inlet 
arising from differences between 
gillnet men and the seinuig in- 
-fterests."'/
“The gill net man is the small 
fisherman, and the seine magnate 
is the autocrat of the fishing 
industry. Fie is responsible for 
the destruction of thousands of 
salmon where the gill net man 
takes tens. . ,”
; ‘‘Whether^^^^:^^^^^^; the ;pfiawa 
autlioritiesmean what they say or 
iibt, one thingis certuiri; that they 
do not do wbfit they say. Every 
'year the .scorciiy of salmon;
; becomes greater.
“The sockeyc catch; in the;
; ;Fraser ;and Skeoiia rivers' has ; 
fallen off until it is almost in­
significant ...
Yet Ottawa goes calmly on, 
;;blirid to the facts: re^ seine 
: licences, arid ignoring the: havoc 
f beiitg wrmight aloiig the coast.”
In ah article published Oct. 30, 
;19!9, there isjhecoinmenl, “The 
Satmich Peninsula . , , is richi in 
(crtile^^^^^ and ftrr many years
peacefully pursued the vocation 
chiefly of farming until it got into 
the clutches of that octopus call 
the “land boom’’ a few years 
back.”'.,'. .
The peninsula 25 years earlier, 
the writer states, produced as 
much as the whole of Yancouver 
Island at the presient day: '
In April, 1921, there was a 
story beginning: ; ; ; ;
‘“Three deaths from radium 
emanations have occured among 
the Staff of the Radium Institute,
; London.’ — the French Academy 
of Medicine.
“Those brief words, 
telephoned from Paris by a 
correspondent, gave ihe first 
public hint of a series of tragedies 
beyond the understanding of 
medical science brought about by 
that 'my.sterious force v:hich is the 
property of radium.”
The election of 1925 saw the 
Liberal party running ads 
promising to equalize freight 
rates for the west, and quoting 
Liberal leader W. L. McKenzie 
King:I: promish the; West Jria- 
partial justice and equal treat­
ment.”
The west is still waiting.
Aug. 19, ; 1926, the paper 
reported the official opening of; 
Pier ; B.G. in Variebuver. :; 
; (Nowadays many people may not; 
realize that the name bf the pier is 
purely alphabetical. The CPR 
already had a Pier A arid built 
Pier b later.)
' In May, 1930, beachfront lots 
at All Bay were on sale for $350 
each, and a nice house on two 
lots was advertised for $1,050, 
with a big discount for cash. That 
makes it all seem very long ago •— 
but .oitly a few nionths later the 
big thing in Tbc Review Avas a 
cainpaigri of half-page ads bri 
why Sidney needs a breakwater,
; Jn Jurie, J933; a breakwater 
contract; was actually awarded; 
for protection for small launches 
at t he foot of Beacon Ave^A” but 
it was for only $4,000, not inuch
Saanich board of trade discussing"; 
thg ribqd to bring;Sooke water tb; 
: tiic periinsiila';-^ m 
ahead of the event.
1 n J a nil ary, 1 ^^4. the : B. C, 
Teachers Federalioln was; urging 
t ils niembcrs to demand higher 
salaries “as the first immediate 
to be taken in order to 
. improve education generally.”
What the f^^^ recoin-
rnended was a minimum of
$1,200 a year starting salary in 
the elementary schools, and 
$1,500 in the seebndary schools.
Away back in December, 1921; 
the editor of The Review, had 
penned the following:
‘lOf all the nerve! A dozen ; 
teachers; of New Westminister 
demur at serying any longer, just 
because they do not receive quite 
as rnuch money as a hod carrier! 
;“ls it any wonder that some 
folks; decry the; impudence; of 
these ;:Scbbol ; tutors;;who ; are ? 
wasting folks’ time with 
clamoring for rnbney, Wh9u;J;hey 
ought to be attending to their 
business teaching our kiddies . . .
Dec. 17, 1952, Saanich school 
urged by Education 
Minister Tilly Roston not to 
increase its budget in 1953 over 
that of 1952. Board chairman G.
L. Chatterson commented that if' 
teachers’ salaries increased the 
budget would certainly yncrease: 
and urged that the minister send a 
copy of her letter to the Saanich ' 
Teacher’s Association.
“Parents, before you entru.st 
the education of your tender boy 
to; and educator; make sure The 
creature is not a coarse; mer- [ 
cenaryf money-mad ghoul ;bf 
gold . , .”
Stories about the Sidney 
breakwater are; tp be found in ; 
every era of the newspaper’s 
history, but often they refer just 
to protection for a ferry wharf, a : 
problem that was solyed;20 years: 
ago by building a wharf aligned 
with the prevailing wind. In May, 
1946, however: there was a plan 
lor a breakwater 2,300 feet long, 
with an estimated cost of 
$750,000.
In October, 1954, the federal 
; public workv department 
estimated the bfeakwater cost at 
$1,200,000, and said construction 
could not be fecbmrnended.; ' >
Most of the marinas biiilt in: 
the area apparently provoked no ; 
strong bpposition; but in Jiinc, 
1974, tltc paper was repbrting a 
riiarina proposed ib be built in; 
Saanichtpn Bay by Bob Wright.;; 
There ; was a six-month delay 
;[brdercd;sb that a Mudy^^^c^^^ 
;doric:and iri the end there Avas no; 
marina.
;if'; September,':';J974p': North'; 
; Saanich wak trying h) find,a Avay 
‘ to outlaw bovr hunting, and in 
June, 1977: school trustee Gerry 
j Kristiahson was saying; that the 
' population base in Saanich 
district was not sufficient to 
justify French iirimersion classes,
f.
On .lune 3, 1915, The RevieVr carried the following stbry, the 
Tirsfof many:'"
“Word was received on Saturday, May 29lh, that PtC: H.A, 
Dennis, oI the Princess PatSi, had died from wounds received in 
one of the battles with the Germans, Pte, Dennis Is the first 
volunteer jioni this district to pay the iutl price asked by his
'eountry'indcfence'ofhonor,:"''":;'''"::;'';;'''';: :;:'i
PDenny, as he vvas familiarly called by his friends here, was a 
good all round sport, making a name for himself locally as an 
athlete in many forms, patticularly in soccer, erjeket, tennis and
,'biiiiaTds‘f;'.a;;:,;;..';;:;':;':'
”Pte. Dennis enlisted in the 88tb shortly after war was 
declared and was transferred lb the JOtb. When volunlecrs were 
called for as reinforcements to the Princess l*ais, Denny was one 
of the firsi to volunteer, This draft left Victoria early in the year 
and was ort tbc Bring line about ihe middle of lylarcli;’’; ;
in October, i 1940, sioi ic.s recording the toil ot war began 
agaiiit Able Searrian Edward Lomas Skinner, aboard HMCS 
Margatee, was the first of Sidney’s young inen to die in World
There were also many deaths that nevcr werc and never will be 
reported. An cditortal In the Jan. 26, 1955 is^Ue of The Review
recalls Hint many aircraft were lost from Patricia Bay Airport 
wlicn it was tised for training British and Canadian airmen In the 
World'Warll.
One plane crashed right in town, on 6th vSt:, and the editorial 
n'bi'esjbaLP'thc'''Watefs;gronnd;JaanlchiPcnitt^nIn,;bccame;jbc;;: 
grtiveyrtid tor many an aircrutt and itie ait port was populated 
with men who had been rescued from drowning, frequently;by 
the'merest ctinncc.‘'‘;"'':';;'^'"''' '
The edtiorinl was headed,“ll Was a Tragic Period, The 
Untold Story»’' and indeed |t was untold. No word of flny of the
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